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Conceived as an outlet to materialize the world 
that we publish and bring it to life, Gestalten 
Space opened its doors in our home city of 
Berlin in 2011 . We are not only thrilled to pres-
ent the comprehensive collection of books that 
we have published to date —both new, as well 
as coveted, hard-to-find archive titles —but 
also to offer a striking selection of handpicked 
and thematically-arranged products by the 
designers and artists whom we showcase in 
our publications . 

Gestalten Space
Sophie-Gips-Höfe
Sophienstraße 21
10178 Berlin

Open Monday –Sunday
12:00 –19:00
Closed Tuesdays

Visit us in Berlin and check out our online 
store for our latest releases and offerings at 
www.gestalten.com. 

gallery

Our gallery is now located within our 
Gestalten Space, a former sewing machine 
factory in the heart of Berlin-Mitte’s gallery 
district . This platform is dedicated to further 
enriching and fostering emerging creative 
processes at the nexus of design and art . 
Working with leading artists from around 
the world as well as up-and-coming creative 
talents at the cutting edge of visual culture, 
the gallery offers an engaging program of 
solo shows and curated group exhibitions . 

Visit our gallery on-site, currently at Gestalten 
Space, and see our available artworks on  
www.gestalten.com/gallery.  

Oliver Jeffers

Sergei Sviatchenko

Clemens Behr
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To offer even more inspiration to satisfy your 
creative hunger, Gestalten produces films 
on visual innovators and leaders who dare 
to change today’s creative landscape with 
their bold visions . These are supplemented 

WorKsHoPs

Drawing from our international network of 
designers who are pushing contemporary 
visual expression to new frontiers, Gestalten 
puts together an engaging program of work-
shops with internationally-celebrated indus-
try creatives —designed to educate, challenge, 
inspire, and fuel bold new ideas . Our com-
prehensive workshops are designed to offer 
unique and intimate learning experiences . 
They cater to students and young profession-
als looking to equip themselves with practical 
skills, as well as to experienced professionals 
interested in gaining new insights . 

We’ve already hosted House Industries’ 
head letterer Ken Barber, renowned graphic 
designer Mario Lombardo, hand letterer Jessica 
Hische, MoMA’s former design director Julia 
Hoffmann, award-winning art director of 
Il–Intelligence in lifestyle Francesco Franchi, 
and information designer Nicholas Felton to 
name but a few of our illustrious guests . 

Learn more and register for our workshops 
at www.gestalten.com/space/workshop.

Francesco Franchi
See his new book Designing news (p . 58)

the ride: new custom Motorcycles  
and their Builders (p . 16)

Jessica Hische
Featured in Hand to type (p . 107)

Velo—2nd gear:
Bicycle culture and style (p . 46)

Alex Binnie and Duncan X
Featured in Forever: the new tattoo (p . 82)

Henrik Vibskov
See his monograph (p . 90)

by videos introducing our latest books . The 
portraits of these vanguards, rogues, legends, 
performers, players, and publications can be 
seen on www.gestalten.tv.
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High Times by tilo Pentzin > 2 WeIGHTS

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzß 123456

T-Star PRO by Mika Mischler & nik thoenen > 9 WeIGHTS

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzß 123456

Ovink by sofie Beier > 18 WeIGHTS 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzß 123456

Caligo by aron Jancso > 4 WeIGHTS

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzß 123456

Berg by andreas soren Johansen > 6 WeIGHTS

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzß 123456

Relevant by Mika Mischler & nik thoenen > 11 WeIGHTS

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzß 123456

Prell by norbert Prell > 10 Weights  

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzß 123456

Mevum by angelo stitz > 4 WeIGHTS 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzß 123456

As a design and art book publisher, we have a 
sharp eye when it comes to selecting typefaces 
for our own books . Through our independent 
font foundry, we offer a versatile selection of 
cutting-edge fonts that have been handpicked 
by our graphic designers and editors .

Gestalten Fonts now offers over 150 con-
temporary typefaces that range in style from 

refined, elegant, and minimal text fonts to 
more experimental display, ornamental, 
script, blackletter, monospaced, stencil, and 
typewriter fonts . 

To see our complete range of fonts, visit us at 
www.gestaltenfonts.com.

ReCeNT ReLeASeS

Apple
BBDO
Condé Nast
eA Sports
eSPN
Google 
Hubert Burda Media
Interbrand
Leo Burnett

McCann erickson
McKinsey & Company
Microsoft
MTV Networks
Nasdaq OMX
Nike
Oxfam International
Publicis
Random House

Royal Academy of Arts
Sid Lee
Tate London
the telegraph
Thames & Hudson
The european Parliament
The Royal British Legion
University of the Arts London
Wolff Olins

OUR CLIeNTS
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Full of writing, reports, and recommendations, the Monocle 
guide to Better living is original, informative, entertaining, and 
comprehensive . This is not a book about glitz but rather an  
upbeat survey of products and ideas built to treasure and last .

Monocle’s unmistakable sense of aesthetics 
and journalistic tenacity has made it one of 
the most successful magazines of the past 
decade . For its first-ever book, the edito-
rial team delves deeper into one of its core 
themes: how to live well .

the Monocle guide to Better living is an orig-
inal, informative, and entertaining collection 
of writing, reports, and recommendations . 
Structured into chapters on the city, culture, 
travel, food, and work, the book also pro-
vides answers to some key questions . Which 
cities offer the best quality of life? How do 
you build a good school? Who makes the 
best coffee? And how do you start your own 
inspirational business? The upbeat survey of 
products and ideas also includes essays that 
explore topics such as why craft is desirable, 
how to run your own hotel, and why culture 
is good for you .

the Monocle guide to Better living is not a 
book about fashion or the next big thing . It’s 
a book about finding enduring values —from 
a career you want to keep to furniture that 
will last a lifetime . Designed to stay relevant, 
loved, and used, the Monocle guide to Better 
living is an indispensible guidebook to con-
temporary life that embodies everything that 
makes the magazine such a success: easy 
style and journalistic substance .

 Tyler Brûlé is a former  war corres-
pondent, founding editor-in-chief of 
Wallpaper*, and columnist for the Financial 
times. Based in London and acclaimed 
the world over, Monocle delivers a unique 
global briefing on global affairs, busi-
ness, culture, and design . Alongside the 
magazine, Monocle has created a 24-hour 
radio station, a film-rich website, retail 
ventures around the globe, and cafés in 
Tokyo and London .

THe MONOCLe 
GUIDe TO  
BeTTeR LIVING

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
408 pages, 20 × 26 .5 cm
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-490-8
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This modern atlas presents our world in striking images  
and clear texts . The book is not just for graphic designers, 
but also for anyone who is curious about how we live today .

Looking through an atlas has always been a 
fascinating way to explore the world . around 
the World is a contemporary evolution of an 
atlas tailored to our information age . With 
eye-catching graphics, current topics, and 
clear texts, the book is for anyone who is 
curious about the state of our planet and 
how we live today .

Alongside classic facts about nature, 
history, population, culture, and politics, 
around the World’s compelling information 
graphics thoroughly explain complex pro-
cesses that impact our lives such as global 
trade and changing demographics . The book 

AROUND THe 
WORLD

editors: A . Losowsky,  
S . ehmann, R . Klanten
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
272 pages, 24 .5 × 33 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 34 .99 $ 49 .95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-497-7

The Atlas for Today

gives added insight into our modern world 
through its visual exploration of subjects 
such as eating habits, overfishing, and inter-
net providers, as well as events that have left 
indelible marks on our collective conscience 
including September 11, the Olympic Games, 
Japan’s Fukushima disaster, and the sinking 
of the titanic.

enthralling, attractive, and revealing, 
around the World is a rich cornucopia of infor-
mation about local peculiarities of global 
relevance that bring home the little differ-
ences —as well as the astoundingly large sim-
ilarities —among the citizens of our world .

 Andrew losowsky has contributed 
to a variety of Gestalten books includ-
ing Fully Booked: Ink on Paper . The award-
winning journalist, who has written for 
media such as time, Monocle, BBC World 
Service, and el País, is also a sought-after 
public speaker . After having lived in 
London, Barcelona, Madrid, and Hong 
Kong, the native Brit has now settled in 
New york, where he serves as an editor at 
the Huffington Post and is currently work-
ing on a theater script .
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Nail polish

Printing ink

Chanel No. 5

Tap water

Orange juice

€0.05
Oil

Fresh
whole milk

Coca-Cola

Detergent

Ketchup

Olive oil

Nail polish remover

Noni juice

Disinfectant spray 

Autan
 insect repellent

Goat milk

Cod liver oil

Glue

€0.17
Gasoline

Tint for
fountain pen

Coffee at
Starbucks

€0.08
Kerosene Fertilizer

Red Bull

Spray paint

Cough syrup

Ordinary
wine

Cheapest
wine

Coffee
at home

Valuable
balsamic vinegar

Ordinary
balsamic vinegar

Beer at
the pub

Beer at
home

Shower gel

Spray plaster

Champagne

Stored blood

Whipped cream

Mouthwash

€111.90

€0.14

€0.36

€0.68

€2.95

€5.99

€3.74

€1.00

€0.17

€0.03

€59.95

€2.80

€0.75

€0.15

€0.80

€10.80

€2.67

€80.00

€95.00

€0.0002

€0.06

€0.07

€0.12

€0.52

€2.30

€0.19

€1.88

€5.08

€11.87

€0.68

€0.17

€0.52

€1.61

€4.30

€4.40

€0.17

€0.001
Cow urine

Cost drops
Ever wondered what the most expensive liquid 
in the world is?

What’s more expensive? Red Bull or shower gel? A Starbucks coff ee 
or nail polish remover? All the answers are illustrated on these 

pages: big drops means expensive, small drops means 
cheap. And of course there’s the age-old question: 

how much do you really have to spend on a 
beer in the pub ? 

144 145

Liquids
The Good Life Design: Ole Häntzschel / published: Dein SPIEGEL

Meadow 
knapweed

Ox-eye daisy

The larvae of
a June beetle 
feed on roots 
and spend 
more than 
two years 
in the ground.    

Autumn crocus

The Meadow Pipit
hunts insects. Oatgrass

Spring 
whitlow-grass

The earthworm 
particularly likes 
to destroy plant 
remains.   

A Ground beetle 
captures 
an earthworm. 

The female mole takes 
care of her young 
in the nest chamber.

A mole stalks 
their paths.  

The woodlouse 
lives on the ground 
and is an omnivore.

The Myrmecoris 
gracilis feed 
on stems 
and leaves. 

45% mineral substances
7% organic substances

Woodlouses 

1,000,000

Bacteria

The following live in one square meter 
of ground (30 cm deep):

23% water

25% air

Vital underworld
A typical piece of soil, 
consisting of mineral 
substances, water, air, 
and organic material, 
contains a multitude 
of organisms.

1

50

MACROFAUNA 2–20 mm
for example spiders, 
woodlice, polypods, insect 
larvae, and bristleworms

Ciliates

MICROFAUNA
0.002–0.2 mm
for example rotifers   
and flagellates

1,000,000,000,000

MICROFLORA
0.001–0.01 mm
for example algae, 
fungi, and ray fungi 

50,000
Springtails

MESOFAUNA 0.2–2 mm
rotifers, nematodes, 
mites, springtails

Shrew

MEGAFAUNA
>20 mm
for example earthworms 
and moles

A nursery between green stalks
The 15 cm Meadow Pipit, which lives on insects and spiders, builds a nest 
of stems and grasses on the ground. There, the female hatches one 
or two broods of up to six eggs each per year. The young are able to 
fly after about two weeks.

13–14 days
rearing period

4–6
eggs

13–14 days
incubation period

Gradual bloom
All plants compete for sunlight in order to create organic substances using
photosynthesis. In order for small plants such as spring whitlow-grass to 
also get enough light, they must forge ahead and blossom before they are 
overshadowed by the larger species. Of course, the high season is during the 
sun-rich months. The autumn crocus is the last to unfold its petals.

J F M A M J J A S O N D Plants represented on the cube of earth

Spring whitlow-grass (3–10 cm)

Autumn crocus (8–30 cm)

Yellow rattle (10–30 cm)

Kidney vetch (5–40 cm)

Ox-eye daisy (30–60 cm)

Knapweed (30–80 cm)

Oatgrass (Height: 50–180 cm)

Spring
The world wakes up.
The four seasons seem to make such a harmonious cycle — of-
fering the plants and animals on the planet a full complement 
of weather conditions to enjoy all year round — an image of 
perfection. But if it wasn’t for an imperfection — the Earth is 
tilted 23.5 degrees off  the perpendicular in relation to the Sun 

— we wouldn’t have any seasons at all. It seems odd to think 
that if it hadn’t been for what some scientists believe was a 
collision with a Mars-sized object during the solar system’s 
formation, the Earth would have one smooth uni-climate all 
year round. It’s hard to imagine what life would be like now 
if that had been the case. Apart from the consequences for 
nature, what of all the wisdom that the seasons teach us? 
The cycle of life, accepting the inevitability of death and so 
on? And apart from all that, we would have none of the joys of 
spring, displayed on this page. No awakening, no sappy songs 
about birds and bunnies, and sheep having babies, and no 
seasonal blossoming crocuses and so forth. 

16 17
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The motorcycle is back! the ride is about custom  
motorcycles as motorcycles are meant to be and the  
people who build and drive them .

The motorcycle is back! Around the world the 
motorcycle is now being discovered as a joy-
ful expression of personality and creativity . 
the ride showcases today’s most influential 
builders and their iconic custom bikes that 
epitomize this rebirth .

the ride focuses on the pioneers and 
small workshops from around the globe who 
are creating customized motorcycles that 
come as close as possible to one’s own vision 
of how pure riding should be . They are build-
ing and rebuilding choppers, bobbers, and 
cafe racers in ways that are as personal, radi-
cal, and subversive as they are knowledgeable 
and respectful of tradition .

Co-edited by one of the foremost author-
ities in the field, Bike eXIF’s Chris Hunter, 
the ride presents detailed photography of 
archetypal creations by Shinya Kimura, Walt 
Siegl, Wrenchmonkees, DP Customs, Cole 
Foster, Deus ex Machina, el Solitario, Cafe 
Racer Dreams, Rough Crafts, Southsiders 
MC, Roland Sands, Ian Barry, Uwe ehinger, 
and many more . The stunning images, by the 
likes of Kristina Fender and Sam Christmas, 
are put into context with in-depth texts by 
Hunter, leading vintage motorcycle expert 
Paul d’Orléans, and respected motocycling 
journalists David edwards and Gary Inman . 
The book is rounded out by factsheets and 
copious insider information .

THe RIDe editors: C . Hunter, 
R . Klanten
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 320 pages, 30 × 27 cm
Price: € 49 .90 (D) £ 45 $ 65
ISBN: 978-3-89955-491-5 

New Custom  
Motorcycles and  
Their Builders

Whether made-to-order or built in a lim-
ited series, the unique bikes in this book are 
often technically superior, better thought-
out, and simply more fun than those pro-
duced by larger manufacturers who need to 
appeal to a broader audience . Judge for your-
self and come along for the ride .

 After a twenty-year career as a creative di- 
rector, Chris hunTer quit the adverti- 
sing industry to run the motorcycle website 
Bike eXIF . It’s now the world’s most popular  
showcase of custom bikes, with millions of 
pageviews every month and a passionate 
global following . Hunter has traded the 
bright lights of London and Sydney for the 
solitude of rural New Zealand, where the 
lack of decent broadband is made up for by 
magnificent riding roads .
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ILLUSTRATION

What does an illustrator actually do and in what fields can one 
work? Today’s most successful  illustrators present their work and 
talk about their experiences in one of life’s most beautiful careers .

What is it really like to lead your life as an 
illustrator? In a life in Illustration today’s 
most successful illustrators answer that 
question by sharing their hands-on experi-
ences in this multifaceted field .

This book features multiple-page por-
traits of more than 20 outstanding talents 
who reveal the ins and outs of working in 
commercial, editorial, informational, life-
style, storytelling, and typographical illustra-
tion . Its strikingly personal approach is both 
inspirational to those already working as 
illustrators and practical for those consider-
ing illustration as a professional future .

A LIFe IN  
ILLUSTRATION

editors: R . Klanten, 
H . Hellige
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 256 pages, 24 × 28 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-485-4

The Most  
Famous Illustrators  
and Their Work

Featuring Ken Barber, Tina Berning, 
Jonathan Burton, the new york times’s Jonathan 
Corum, Catalina estrada, Il’s Francesco 
Franchi, Peter Grundy, Martin Haake, Olaf 
Hajek, Tomer Hanuka, Satoshi Hashimoto, 
Jessica Hische, Oliver Jeffers, Patrick Morgan, 
Christoph Niemann, Kustaa Saksi, Golden 
Section Graphics’s Jan Schwochow, Alex 
Trochut, Jan Van Der Veken, Juan Velasco, 
Andrea Ventura, Henning Wagenbreth, and 
Liselotte Watkins .
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The dandy is back! Today, a variety of men are discovering  
contemporary dandyism and giving it their own signature look .

In a world of uniformity and globalized styles, 
only some cultivated gentlemen retain their 
independence over the way they dress and live .

With a keen yet empathic eye, photo-
grapher Rose Callahan and writer Nathaniel 
“Natty” Adams document the well-kept lives 
of 57 protagonists of contemporary dan-
dyism . Their carefully composed portraits 
not only depict the clothes, accessories, and 
homes of their subjects, but also capture 
the essence of their lifestyles in thoroughly 
entertaining and deeply insightful texts .

The diversity of the men portrayed in  
I am Dandy is striking . They come from a 
variety of different countries, cultures, and 
social circles and make their livings in a 
range of occupations . By showcasing their 

I AM DANDy editor: S . ehmann
Photographs: R . Callahan 
Texts: N . Adams
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 288 pages, 22 .5 × 29 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 36 .99 $ 58
ISBN: 978-3-89955-484-7

The Return of the  
elegant Gentleman

styles, attitudes, and philosophies in all of 
their nuances, the book reveals that dandy-
ism today is an attitude and calling that can 
be cultivated on any budget .

 rose CAllAhAn is a photographer and 
filmmaker based in Brooklyn, New york . 
Originally from San Francisco, California, 
Rose made her way to the Williamsburg 
neighborhood of Brooklyn in 1999 to 
pursue photography . In 2008, she began 
the Dandy Portraits: the lives of exquisite 
gentlemen today as a personal project to tell 
the nuanced story of extreme masculine 
elegance alive today . Rose found that the 
dandies of today are not a cohesive subcul-
ture or creed; rather, each man is a fiercely 
independent arbiter of what it means to be 
a gentleman and to live with style .

 nAThAniel “nATTy” AdAms is a 
New york-based writer and manager 
of the Against Nature menswear ate-
lier . His NyU undergraduate thesis was 
on twentieth-century dandyism and, as 
a student at the Columbia University 
Graduate School of Journalism, he wrote a 
book proposal on the history of dandyism, 
for which he won the prestigious Lynton 
Fellowship . Adams used the grant money 
to travel through America, europe, and 
Africa meeting and interviewing the best-
dressed men in the world .
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your ultimate inspiration and resource for creating a 
one-of-a-kind wedding that truly matches your personality, 
style, and budget .

In this book celebrity wedding planner and 
stylist Fiona Leahy will inspire you to not 
only have an incomparable ceremony best-
suited to your wants and needs, but to throw 
one hell of a party that everyone will enjoy . 
She reveals her hands-on tips and tricks for 
creating a relaxed and freshly original cel-
ebration —from a bohemian open-air rhap-
sody to a punk-rock karaoke extravaganza .

Just Married brims with a wide range of 
extraordinary locations, handmade letter-
press invitations and decorations, delectable 
wedding cakes and buffets, striking wedding 
dresses, bouquets, and, of course, wedding 
rings and other accoutrements . Although 
the featured suggestions might be different 
from what is traditionally expected, they are 
always tasteful and will embolden anyone to 
make their own unique visions for their wed-
ding day a reality .

JUST MARRIeD editors: F . Leahy, S . ehmann
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 240 pages, 24 × 28 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 36 .99 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-489-2

How to Celebrate your 
Wedding in Style

 FionA leAhy began her career as a 
fashion stylist . She then went on to work 
alongside Jade Jagger at Garrard, the British 
Crown Jewelers . When Leahy was chosen to 
design the wedding of Dita von Teese and 
Marilyn Manson she found her true call-
ing: the planning and implementation of 
glamorously creative events and parties .
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Spontaneous, irreverent, and personal, collage fits more perfectly 
into our current world than almost any other artistic technique .

the age of collage is a striking documentation 
of today’s continued appetite for destruc-
tive construction . Showcasing outstanding 
current artwork and artists, the book also 
takes an insightful behind-the-scenes look at 
those working with this interdisciplinary and 
cross-media approach .

The collages featured in this book are 
influenced by illustration, painting, and pho-
tography and play with elements of abstrac-
tion, constructivism, surrealism, and dada . 
Referencing scientific images, pop culture, 
and erotica, they reflect humanity’s collec-
tive visual memory and context .

Through confident cuts, brushstrokes, 
mouse clicks, or pasting, the work in the 
age of collage gives the impossible a tangi-
ble form . It expands the possibilities of the 
genre while turning our worldview on its 
head along the way .

 According to the artist and collagist 
dennis BusCh, “art should be able 
to laugh at itself . And to die laughing .” 
Known as the “James Dean of Illustrators,” 
Busch enjoys playing with the human 
form to create something new . A master 
of masking and the double-take, he brings 
a generous dose of surrealistic humor to 
classic cut-out techniques . 

THe AGe OF 
COLLAGe

editors: D . Busch, 
R . Klanten, H . Hellige
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 288 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 34 .99 $ 58
ISBN: 978-3-89955-483-0

Contemporary Collage  
in Modern Art

 silke krohn, who wrote the book’s 
foreword, is a curator and art histo-
rian who specializes in surrealism . She 
has already contributed her expertise to 
Gestalten publications such as cutting 
edges and everything goes right & left If 
you Want It: the art of sergei sviatchenko.
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Pablo Picasso’s graphic work brings his recurring  subjects 
 together in a uniquely compact way . Created over seven 
 decades, this artwork is one of the most important graphic 
 collections of the twentieth century .

Over the seven decades of Pablo Picasso’s 
artistic career, there were subjects to which 
he returned again and again . These include 
women, bullfights, and the Old Masters as 
well as political and literary themes, circus 
people, mythical creatures, and interiors . In 
order to further explore his changing perso-
nal perspective on these subjects, this large 
format, 304-page book showcases Pablo 
Picasso’s graphic work in chapters structured 
according to these recurring themes .

 

PABLO PICASSO . 
WOMeN, BULL-
FIGHTS, OLD  
MASTeRS

editor: Kupferstichkabinett – 
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 304 pages, 24 × 30 cm, 
Price: € 49 .90 (D) £ 45 $ 75
ISBN (D):  978-3-89955-501-1 
ISBN (e):  978-3-89955-506-6

Pablo Picasso. Women, Bullfights, old Masters  
presents 200 graphic prints, lithographs, 
drawings, and collages from Pablo Picasso’s 
artistic beginnings in the early 1900s to his 
late works from the 1960s . Ranging from 
black and white to colorful, the artwork 
represents his various styles from classic to 
cubistic to surrealistic . The included texts 
not only examine the work in a historical 
context, but also reevaluate it from a con-
temporary point of view .

This book juxtaposes a selection of Pablo 
Picasso’s graphic works with the classical 
paintings that inspired them . The visual 
dialog that results reveals interesting paral-
lels and the clear influence of Old Masters 
such as Rembrandt, Cranach, and Goya on 
Picasso’s work .

Pablo Picasso. Women, Bullfights, old Masters   
is rounded out by a biographical chronology, 
a detailed list of Pablo Picasso’s artworks, and 
a bibliography .

The book is authored by Dr . Anita Beloubek- 
Hammer, curator at the Kupferstichkabinett 
(Museum of Prints and Drawings) in Berlin . In 
1912, the Kupferstichkabinett became one of the 
first museums to acquire an artwork by Pablo 
Picasso . Today, it holds one of the world’s most 
important collections of his graphic work .

This book is available in english and 
German editions .

Prints and Drawings 
from the Kupferstich-
kabinett in Berlin

42 Femme assise s'essuyant le pied *
Sitzende Frau, sich den Fuß trocknend
1921, Pastell, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, 
nationalgalerie, Museum Berggruen, Kat. S. 283 
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Der offizielle Katalog zur Osloer Jahrhundertausstellung 
anlässlich edvard Munchs 150 . Geburtstags .

Mit edvard Munch 1863–1944 erscheint die 
umfangreiche Werkschau des berühmten 
norwegischen Künstlers anlässlich seines 
150 . Geburtstags und begleitend zur Jahrhun-
dertausstellung Munch 150, die vom Osloer 
Munch-Museum und dem norwegischen 
Nationalmuseum ausgerichtet wird .

edvard Munch gilt als einer der wich-
tigsten Wegbereiter der Moderne; das Buch 
zeichnet mit über 300 Abbildungen von 
Werken aus allen Abschnitten Munchs Le- 
bens seinen künstlerischen Werdegang nach . 
Obwohl Munchs bekannteste Werke Der 
schrei und Die sonne ihn klar im Kanon der 
Moderne verorten, nimmt das Buch eine 
aktuelle Neubewertung seiner Beziehung 
zur Moderne vor . Dies betrifft Themen wie 
das Verhältnis zwischen Kunst und Wirk-
lichkeit, die Stellung des Individuums in der 
Welt, die Rolle des Künstlers in der Gesell-
schaft und die Wahrnehmung des Künstlers 
durch sein Publikum .

eDVARD MUNCH
1863 –1944

Herausgeber: J .-O . Steihaug,  
M . B . Guleng
Ausstattung: Vollfarbig,  
Hardcover, Schuber, 420 Seiten,  
25 × 28 cm, Sprache: Deutsch 
Preis: €49,90 (D)
ISBN (D): 978-3-89955-502-8

Das hochwertige Buch wird abgerun-
det von einer biografischen Chronologie, 
einem reich bebilderten Verzeichnis der Aus-
stellungsexponate und einer umfassenden 
Bibliografie .

 Jon-ove sTeihAug ist Senior Kurator  
und kommissarischer  Leiter der Ausstel-
lungen und Sammlungen des Munch- 
Museums . Seine Forschungs schwer  punkte 
reichen von zeitgenössischer Kunst und 
kritischer Theorie zur Outsider Art, der 
Moderne und den Werken von Munch . er 
ist einer der Kuratoren der Jubiläumsaus-
stellung Munch 150 .

 mAi BriTT guleng ist Kuratorin am 
Nationalmuseum in Oslo . Ihre Forschung 
ist auf edvard Munch, Kunstgeschichts-
schreibung sowie norwegische Malerei 
und Skulptur fokussiert . Im Laufe der 
Jahre 2006 –2011 war sie Senior Kurato-
rin am Munch-Museum, wo sie Projekt 
Managerin von edvard Munchs Schrif-
ten war . Sie ist eine der Kuratoren der 
Jubiläums ausstellung Munch 150.
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Some of the world’s top artists and insiders working with 
the Red Bull Music Academy —revered as one of the most 
 progressive  institutions in today’s musical landscape —give their 
insight into the current state of music and the industry today .

Since 1998, the Red Bull Music Academy has 
been bringing together producers, vocalists, 
DJs, instrumentalists, and all-around musical 
mavericks to shape the future of music . One 
of the most progressive entities of music edu-
cation and venerated by the world’s leading 
musicians, the Academy has been support-
ing music culture through their renowned 
mentorship programs and workshops . For its 
first book, the Academy has paired up a com-
pelling selection of top artists and industry 
insiders, curating conversations on some of 
the most relevant topics in music today .

w includes conversations with Just Blaze 
and Martyn Ware, producers behind some 
of the biggest tunes in hip-hop and pop 
from artists such as Jay-Z and The Human 
League; they compare notes on the best way 
to make a chart-topper . Daniel Miller, owner 
of Mute Records, one of the first success-
ful independent labels, swaps industry tales 
with young DJ Seth Troxler on trying to run 
his Visionquest imprint in an old-school 
fashion . From disco to dubstep, DJ Harvey 
and Ben UFO, two different generations of 
DJs, talk about the good old days, the pres-
ent day, and the uncertain future of selecting 
records for a living . Revered hip-hop producer 
Madlib is paired with Lalo Schifrin, one of 
the most respected composers in the busi-
ness; they discuss arranging and how beats 

Release: October 2013

FOR THe ReCORD By: Red Bull Music Academy
editors: Many Ameri, Torsten 
Schmidt; Co-editors: Todd 
Burns, Heiko Zwirner; Graphic 
Design: Double Standards
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
400 pages, 24 × 28 cm
Price: € 29 .90 (D) £ 25 .99 $ 39 .95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-507-3

Conversations with  
People Who Have  
Shaped the Way We 
Listen to Music

and soundtracks often yield some of the most 
innovative structures in music . 

In a similar fashion, For the record also 
explores the topics dub, pirate radio, instru-
ments/interfaces, conceptualism, drum-
ming, pastoralism, rhythm, and many more . 
Taken together, the results make for one of 
the most insightful publications on the cur-
rent state of music and the music industry .

 The red Bull musiC ACAdemy is a 
world-traveling series of music workshops 
and festivals —a platform for those who 
make a difference in today’s musical land-
scape . The Academy began back in 1998, and 
has been traversing the globe ever since . It 
has already made stops in Berlin, Cape Town, 
São Paulo, Barcelona, London, Toronto, New 
york, and beyond . If you can imagine a place 
that’s equal parts science lab, the Hanging 
Gardens of Babylon, and Kraftwerk’s home 
studio, you’re halfway there .

 “the annual red Bull Music academy electronic 
music symposium lets its students hone their 
talents, access studio equipment, and learn from 
the best in the business.” THe GUARDIAN

 “For music fans, it is a cornucopia.”
  THe NeW yORK TIMeS
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The whimsical illustrations that made Christoph Niemann’s 
Petting Zoo app an international sensation are now featured 
in this colorful game .

Christoph Niemann’s Petting Zoo quickly 
became an international sensation . Now the 
hand-drawn animals are featured on 36 pairs 
of cards in this colorful game . The whole 
family will enjoy finding matches among the 
charmingly funny collection of characters . 

 ChrisToph niemAnn is an award-
winning illustrator, graphic designer, and 
author . His work has appeared on the 
covers of the new yorker, time, Wired, the 
new york times Magazine, and american 
Illustration. His corporate clients include 
Google, Amtrak, and the Museum of 
Modern Art . In July 2008, Niemann started 
writing and illustrating abstract city as a 
new york times blog about politics, the 
economy, art, and modern life . It was 
renamed abstract sunday in 2011, when it 
became a column in the new york times 
Magazine. Niemann has drawn live from 
the Venice Art Biennale, the Olympic 
Games in London, and the 2012 Republican 
Convention . He has also drawn the New 
york City Marathon —while actually run-
ning it . In 2010, he was inducted into the 
Art Directors Club Hall of Fame .

Features: Full color,  
36 pairs of matching cards
Price: € 14 .90 (D) £ 12 .99 $ 19 .99
ISBN: 978-3-89955-710-7

CHRISTOPH  
NIeMANN — 
PeTTING ZOO  
MeMO GAMe
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With this toolbox of practical logo templates à la neubau 
Welt, Alexander Tibelius provides designers with useful 
groundwork for implementing their own ideas .

the logo Design toolbox includes over 900 
templates for contemporary graphic and 
logo design that provide designers with 
practical groundwork for implementing 
their own ideas . This book not only depicts 
the most used, recurring elements, symbols, 
and motifs in all of their conceivable permu-
tations, but makes them available as scal-
able and customizable vector files on a free 
included DVD .

Thanks to the logo Design toolbox, no one 
has to reinvent the wheel —or almost anything 
else for that matter . The book provides a variety 
of designs for items from wheels, sashes, laurel 
wreaths, and crowns to anchors, beards, and 
pirate skulls along with multiple  renditions of 

THe LOGO  
DeSIGN TOOLBOX

By: Alexander Tibelius
Features: Full color,  
flexicover, incl . DVD,  
224 pages, 21 × 26 cm
Price: € 35 (D) £ 32 .50 $ 49 .95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-482-3 

Time-Saving Templates 
for Graphic Design

letters, triangles, stars, ornaments, and speech 
bubbles . These can be used by amateurs and 
professionals alike as a time-saving basis for 
creating their own cards, flyers, posters, web-
sites, presentations, logos, or T-shirts .

 Art director AlexAnder TiBelius, 
who can usually be found working for 
leading media agencies such as TBWA 
(Moscow) or Jung von Matt, had the idea 
for this book after he became a father . His 
premise: if I can produce tools in advance 
that I need again and again, I can make my 
creative daily life easier and, in turn, have 
more time to spend with my family .
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Blank slate provides graphic designers and advertisers with  
photographic templates for the true-to-life and convincing 
presentation of their designs .

Blank slate provides graphic designers and 
advertisers with 1,000 photographic templates 
of everyday objects for the true-to-life and 
convincing presentation of their designs —
from shopping bags and bottles to brochures 
and a variety of other products . Because all 
of the templates shown in the book are not 
only depicted with black and with white back-
grounds, but are also available as digital files 
on a free included DVD, any creative can eas-
ily use them to present his or her work in the 
way that gives clients the most concrete grasp 
of how their corporate designs will function 
in the real world .

 Currently design director at the DMC 
Group in Düsseldorf, CordeliA 
CrAigie has spent many years creating 
a wealth of projects for clients includ-
ing Mercedes-Benz, Johnson & Johnson, 
Maurice Lacroix, Allianz, and ReWe . In 
doing such work, she came to the realiza-
tion that she sorely missed a toolbox such 
as Blank slate. Luckily for us, she took the 
initiative to create the book to help her-
self and everyone else simplify the process 
involved in presenting designs to a client .

BLANK SLATe editor: C . Craigie
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, incl . DVD,  
256 pages, 24 × 28 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 35 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-465-6 

A Comprehensive 
Library of 
Photographic Templates
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Stunningly creative baths, spas, retreats, and other relaxing 
getaways for indulging both our bodies and our minds .

As our lives become busier, our craving for 
personal refuge becomes stronger . Whether 
done alone, in pairs, or as a community, 
rituals of wellness inspire a sense of calm 
and self-awareness within our increasingly 
chaotic world . oasis showcases a stunning 
selection of baths, spas, retreats, and other 
relaxing getaways that not only cater to our 
personal well-being, but also creatively push 
the frontiers of hospitality, interior design, 
and architecture .

This book brings together a rich assort-
ment of contemporary locations for indulg-
ing both our bodies and our minds —places 
to let go, be pampered, relax, and refocus . 

OASIS editors: S . ehmann, 
S . Borges
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 256 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 36 .99 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-499-1

Wellness, Spas  
and Relaxation

From public saunas to choice health clubs 
and five-star resorts, the spectrum of retreats 
ranges from minimalist spaces of tranquility 
to glamorously opulent temples of body care . 
While some examples provide a haven amidst 
the bustle of city life, others can be found in 
sweeping natural landscapes framed by dra-
matic vistas .

Brimming with lavish photographs, oasis 
serves as the ultimate guide to addressing and 
re-imagining our physical and mental need 
for escape and tranquility .

ISBN 978-3-89955-499-1
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Four Seasons  
Resort
Bora Bora

Set upon a coral atoll, pure para-
dise awaits the savvy traveler. This 
resort blends the tranquility of the 
South Pacific with invigorating lo-
cal traditions and wellness ritu-
als. The destination getaway em-
bodies the gracious hospitality of 
Polynesian culture. The grounds 
of the hotel comprise a vast tropi-
cal grove, replete with swaying 
coconut palms, meandering chan-
nels of turquoise, private beaches, 
and exotic vegetation. Views of the 
open water and vast sky contrast 
with the lush green of the island’s 
mainland, capped by the verdant 
towering peak of Mount Otemanu. 
Connected via branching piers,  
100 sustainable overwater bun-
galows and seven beachfront vil-
las with traditional thatched roofs 
cluster together to form a contem-

porary Polynesian village. Pan-
oramic views, gracious sun decks, 
plunge pools, hot tubs, and direct 
access to the water are just a few of 
the features that help blur the line 
between indoor and outdoor living.  
A full-service spa, situated on 
a high summit where the ocean 
meets the tranquil lagoon, offers 
open-air and climate-controlled 
treatment rooms, a glass-floored 
suite for couples, a vitality pool, a 
steam room, and a relaxation room. 
The spa’s unique beauty and well-
ness treatments integrate a veri-
table trove of natural therapies, 
extracted from native fruits, herbs, 
plants, and minerals. A 40-meter 
pool encircled by thatched caba-
ñas and umbrella-shaded loungers 
further compliments the serene la-
goon experience.

Bora Bora, French Polynesia

Architecture by Pierre-Jean Picart &  
Didier Lefort and Design by BAMO

4

Alila  
Villas  
Uluwatu
This prestigious resort looks out 
over an elevated plateau where 
limestone cliffs sweep down to 
the ocean. Each with its own pool 
and private cabaña overlooking 
the Indian Ocean, the construc-
tion and design of the individual 
villas follows an environmentally 
sustainable framework by engag-
ing recycled and locally sourced 
materials. Outfitted in planes of 
wood, water, stone, and rattan, the 
86 villas in varying sizes showcase 
contemporary interiors enhanced 
with touches of nature and tradi-
tional Balinese accents. Walkways 

and bridges connect the relaxation 
pavilions and pools to the spacious 
living areas. The open-plan design 
with rattan interiors, bamboo ceil-
ings, and unique flat lava rock roofs 
allows the gentle sea breeze to cir-
culate throughout all rooms of the 
villas. Whether calling on your 24-
hour private butler, pampering 
yourself at the spa, enjoying a yoga 
class, or lounging by the cliffside 
infinity pool, the tropical grounds 
demonstrate the breathtaking re-
sults that occur when ecological 
principles intersect with luxury 
lifestyle.

Bali, Indonesia

Architecture by WOHA 

235

[ SAMPLe COVeR ]
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Clever and sometimes even breathtaking, these new spaces 
promote new forms of work, creativity, and collaboration .

Workscape reveals how trailblazing compa-
nies from around the world are redefining 
where we work and how we work together . 
The book showcases office spaces that pro-
mote new forms of work, creativity, and col-
laboration from innovators such as Facebook, 
Google, youTube, Monocle, KPMG, Red Bull, 
and Urban Outfitters .

In addition to presenting architecture and 
interior design, Workscape also explores more 
unconventional parameters that can make 
going to and being at work more attractive 
and satisfying . The forward-thinking offers 
featured here include company-run childcare 
facilities, bike share programs, communal 
vegetable gardens, and fully equipped health 
and wellness facilities . 

In Workscape, office environments from 
global players are shown alongside com-
pelling examples from smaller enterprises, 

WORKSCAPe editors: S . Borges, 
S . ehmann, R . Klanten
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 240 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 60 $ 37 .50
ISBN: 978-3-89955-495-3

 temporary ventures, and freelance endeavors 
that all shake off the cubicle culture of the 
past . The book’s careful pairing of stunning 
images with in-depth project descriptions 
and detailed floor plans makes it an invalu-
able reference for anyone looking to redefine 
their workplaces, impress their partners and 
clients, and inspire their staff to think out-
side the box .

New Spaces 
for New Work
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Contemporary maps in line with the zeitgeist by today’s 
most original and sought-after designers, illustrators, and 
mapmakers .

Drawing a map means understanding our 
world a bit better . For centuries, we have 
used the tools of cartography to represent 
both our immediate surroundings and the 
world at large —and to convey them to oth-
ers . On the one hand, maps are used to illus-
trate areal relationships, including distances, 
dimensions, and topographies . On the other, 
maps can also serve as projection  screens for 
a variety of display formats, such as illustra-
tion, data visualization, and visual storytell-
ing . In our age of satellite navigation systems 
and Google Maps, personal interpretations 
of the world around us are becoming more 
relevant . Publications, the tourism industry, 
and other commercial parties are using these 
contemporary, personal maps to showcase 
specific regions, to characterize local scenes, 
to generate moods, and to tell stories beyond 
sheer navigation . 

A new generation of designers, illus-
trators, and mapmakers are currently dis-
covering their passion for various forms of 
illustrative cartography . a Map of the World 
is a compelling collection of their work—
from accurate and surprisingly detailed 
representations to personal, naïve, and 
modernistic interpretations . The featured 
projects from around the world range from 
maps and atlases inspired by classic forms 
to cartographic experiments and editorial 
illustrations .

A MAP OF  
THe WORLD

editors: A . Antoniou, 
R . Klanten, S . ehmann,  
H . Hellige
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 224 pages, 24 .5 × 33 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-469-4 

The World According  
to Illustrators and 
 Storytellers

 AnTonis AnToniou grew up on 
Cyprus as a map-loving child . While study-
ing architecture in the U .S ., Antoniou’s fas-
cination with the potential and poetics of 
maps and mapping processes grew . Graphic 
exercises such as site analyses and master 
planning gave him a greater appreciation 
for the connections between physical and 
intangible elements in maps, turning his 
interest into an obsession .

 Antoniou selected the majority of maps 
shown in this book . He chose work 
that is not only useful for orientation, 
but whose vivid images can trigger our 
imagination or give a sense of adventure 
to an unknown place . He especially loves 
the maps that turn a familiar place into 
something strange and magical again .

 “...proof of how many ways there are to under-
stand the world and each person’s place in it.” 
THe GLOBe AND MAIL
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young designers and publishers are ringing in a new era for 
printed books —one that is likely to be the most exciting in 
their entire history .

Fully Booked: Ink on Paper is a showcase of 
innovative books and other print products at 
the vanguard of a new era for printed publica-
tions —one that is likely to be the most excit-
ing in their entire history .

This book is structured into five chapters, 
each representing a key role that print plays 
today: The Storyteller, The Showmaster, The 
Teacher, The Businessman, and The Collector . 
From personal projects with the smallest print 
runs to premium artist books or brand publi-
cations, the selection of work presented here 
celebrates the tactile experience . Featuring 
innovative printing and binding techniques 
as well as radical editorial and design con-
cepts, this work explores the distinctiveness 
of design, materials, workmanship, and pro-
duction methods —and pushes their limits .

Fully Booked: Ink on Paper includes work 
by groundbreaking designers and design 
studios such as A Practice for everyday 
Life, Coralie Bickford-Smith, Irma Boom, 
Deutsche & Japaner, John Gall, Joost Grootens, 
Julia Hasting, Heimann und Schwantes, 
Jung + Wenig, Konst & Teknik, Leftloft, Made 
Thought, Peter Mendelsund, Niessen & de 
Vries, Prill Vieceli Cremers, Raffinerie AG, 
and Studio Laucke Siebein . Its stunning 
range of visual examples is put into context 
by texts from Andrew Losowsky, books edi-
tor at the Huffington Post .

FULLy BOOKeD:  
INK ON PAPeR

editors: A . Losowsky, 
R . Klanten, M . Hübner
Texts: A . Losowsky 
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 280 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 65
ISBN: 978-3-89955-464-9

Design and Concepts  
for New Publications

 Andrew losowsky has contributed 
to a variety of Gestalten books including 
around the World. Currently serving as 
books editor at the Huffington Post, he has 
spent his professional career working on 
a variety of books, magazines, websites, 
and apps and playing with almost every 
medium he can get his hands on . In most of 
his work, Losowsky explores the future of 
storytelling and how to create remarkable 
media experiences . In addition to co-edit-
ing Fully Booked: Ink on Paper, Losowsky also 
wrote its preface and chapter introductions . 

 “FULLy BOOKeD essentially brings together 
some of the most exciting publications of the 
moment … a great book about great books.” 
CReATIVe ReVIeW

 “as much a showcase of exceptional and innova-
tive books by designers from around the world as 
it is a living manifesto for the very subject of its 
celebration.”BRAINPICKINGS
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From weekend homes to getaway cabins in the mountains, 
by the sea, or in the woods, this architecture embodies our 
longing for lounging in nature .

For the first time in history, more people 
live in cities than in the country . yet, at the 
same time, more and more city dwellers are 
yearning for rural farms, mountain cabins, 
or seaside homes . These kinds of refuges 
offer a promise of what urban centers usu-
ally cannot provide: quiet, relaxation, being 
out of reach, getting back to basics, feeling 
human again .

rock the shack is a survey of such con-
temporary refuges from around the world —
from basic to luxury . The book features a 
compelling range of sparingly to intricately 
furnished cabins, cottages, second homes, 
tree houses, transformations, shelters, and 
cocoons . The look of the included structures 

ROCK  
THe SHACK

editors: S . ehmann, 
S . Borges
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 240 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 35 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-466-3

The Architecture  
of Cabins, Cocoons  
and Hide-Outs

from the outside is just as important as the 
view from inside . What these diverse proj-
ects have in common is an exceptional spirit 
that melds the uniqueness of a geographic 
location with the individual character of the 
building’s owner and architect . 

 “the cottages, tree houses, cabins, and shelters 
featured in the hefty tome will take your dreams 
and turn them up to 11.” DWeLL

 “Perfect for city-dwellers who dream of escaping 
one day.” NeW yORK MAGAZINe

 “this beautiful book compiles the best of a new 
wave of rural dwellings and offers inspiration to 
anyone wishing to live away from it all.” SLeeK
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STyLe

Choosing a particular bicycle conveys an attitude and a way 
of life . For a young generation,  bicycles have now  
replaced cars as the vehicles that best express its identity, 
and this book shows why .

Riding a bike is easy . Once someone can do 
it, they will never forget how . Riding a bike 
can be addictive —in the best cases for life . 
Understanding the subtleties of contempo-
rary bicycle culture can be challenging . Like 
it or not, choosing to ride a particular bike —
whether an old-fashioned city bicycle, a high-
tech machine, a mountain bike, a touring 
bike, a fixie, or a beach cruiser —means being 
associated with a certain lifestyle .

Velo —2nd gear explores these diverse 
bicycle scenes and reveals their histories, rela-
tionships, and insightful details . Alongside 
its presentation of especially attractive and 
unusual bicycles, the book documents how 
riders’ accessories and styles vary just as 
widely as the bikes’ tires and other equip-
ment . It explains how each scene cultivates 
its own distinct codes through the choice of 
certain jerseys, caps, or bags, or by visiting 
specific events or key establishments .

The examples in Velo —2nd gear span the 
globe . Tours in traditional costumes and on 
historical paths in Belgium or Italy are not 
only appealing as athletic challenges, but also 
as adventures for cosmopolitan travelers . In 
urban centers at night, bicycle messengers 
hold races on city streets . Specialized bike 

VeLO — 
2ND GeAR

editors: S . ehmann, 
R . Klanten
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 256 pages, 24 × 28 cm
Price: € 38 (D) £ 32 .50 $ 55
ISBN: 978-3-89955-473-1

Bicycle Culture 
and Style

boutiques focus on details such as customized 
paint jobs . Frame builders in Oregon, Paris, 
or southern Germany create highly coveted 
bikes tailored to individuals or in very limited 
editions with long waiting lists .

Velo —2nd gear makes abundantly clear 
that contemporary bicycle culture is more 
alive and well than ever before . The book cel-
ebrates its healthy, environmentally-friendly, 
discerning, and slightly obsessive scenes and 
their protagonists . It shows why, for a young 
generation, bicycles have now replaced cars as 
the vehicles that best express its identity .

 “... profiles the bike makers who are creating 
some of the most drool-inducing and innova-
tive rides around.” FAST COMPANy

 “Whether you’re a fan of old-fashioned bikes, 
high-tech machinery, beach cruisers, or moun-
tain bikes you’ll definitely find a little piece of 
yourself in VeLO–2ND GeAR .” DeSIGN MILK
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Its timeless beauty, premium quality, and humane function-
ality make Scandinavian design ideal for homes, offices, and 
any other rooms in which people should feel comfortable .

If the goal were to build a house in which 
everyone would like to live, the architect  would 
likely be Italian, the engineer maybe German, 
the gardener probably British, and the crafts-
people either Swiss or Japanese . The interior 
designer of that house, though, should — 
beyond any doubt —be from Scandinavia .

Hardly any other interior or product 
design is so timeless, so functional, so aes-
thetic, and of such high quality as that of 
Sweden, Norway, Finland, and Denmark . 
Throughout the years, countless pieces 
of furniture, objects, and buildings from 
Scandinavia have become icons of interna-
tional design and architecture . A current 
generation of designers from these countries 
is consciously  building upon local sustain-
able design traditions and further developing 
them in a way that is consistent, intelligent, 
and reflects an unerring sense of style .

In northern Delights, design classics meet 
young talents, and individual products meet 
skillfully staged living spaces . The book’s 
stunning selection of work reveals what 
makes Scandinavian design so exceptional . 
The included examples show how the grains 
of different woods, the clarity of colored glass, 
the cheery colors of fabrics and patterns, and 
the overall quality of craftsmanship contrib-
ute to creating simple, inviting, and very 
comfortable living spaces . 

NORTHeRN  
DeLIGHTS

editors: emma Fexeus, 
S . ehmann
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 256 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 35 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-472-4

Scandinavian Homes, 
Interiors and Design

northern Delights offers inspiration to 
designers, architects, and individuals in equal 
measure . In a Scandinavian dwelling, every-
one feels at home .

 “From clean white floors and graphic pillows to 
the unexpected elegance of a teepee, NORTHeRN 

DeLIGHTS both inspires and, well, delights.” 
THe FOX IS BLACK
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FOOD & BeVeRAGe

Whether they are cooking, baking, brewing, making chocolate, 
or rescuing heirloom  varieties of apples, young creatives are  
increasingly turning their love of quality foodstuffs into ways 
of life and lucrative business ideas .

Creative young people who used to want 
to work at start-ups, advertising agencies, 
or investment banks are now increasingly 
likely to become organic farmers, beekeepers , 
speak-easy bartenders, or owners of mom-
and-pop grocery stores . Inspired by heartfelt 
passion and an uncompromising commit-
ment to quality, a new generation of entre-
preneurs from around the world is putting 
their skills to work at preserving local culi-
nary traditions, brewing the best beer, pre-
paring exceptional marmalades, or rescuing 
heirloom varieties of apples .

a Delicious life presents the protagonists 
of this new food movement and offers a look 
into their world as well as their kitchens, gar-
dens, stores, and workshops . While some are 
rediscovering long forgotten ingredients or 
cooking methods, others are researching and 
developing inventive new recipes . The book 
features designers who are integrating food 

A DeLICIOUS LIFe editors: Marie Le Fort, 
S . ehmann, R . Klanten
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 240 pages, 21 × 26 cm
Price: € 38 (D) £ 35 $ 55
ISBN: 978-3-89955-467-0

New Food  
entrepreneurs

and culinary rituals into their creations as 
well as publishers of so-called foodzines who 
are documenting the latest innovations in 
charming ways .

In addition to introducing the afore-
mentioned personalities, a Delicious life 
also showcases the changing visual culture 
of today’s foodists, including a selection of 
packaging design . The book also features a 
broad spectrum of locations for cooking, eat-
ing, and shopping, as well as kitchen utensils 
and surprising events that encourage readers 
to become a part of this new food movement 
themselves .

 “Forerunning food revolutionaries.” LOST IN  

A SUPeRMARKeT

 “A DeLICIOUS LIFe showcases new trends: food 
is going nomad, and digital.” TL MAGAZINe

 “...a look at current creative approaches to food 
around the world, from inventive plating to 
unconventional flavor combinations to entirely 
innovative delivery systems.” ARCHeTyPe Me
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ARCHITeCTURe

The future of spatial brand experiences . New concepts  
for communicating brands via architecture , trade show  
presentations, shops, and interior design .

Brand communication is becoming increas-
ingly sophisticated and diversified . Today, 
the consistent implementation of a corpo-
rate design is not enough to keep a brand 
relevant . More and more companies are dis-
covering the benefit of spatial brand expe-
riences for communicating their messages 
effectively on an emotional level . Until 
recently, uniformity was the rule . Today, 
however, an impressive range of ideas, con-
cepts, variations, and experiences for effec-
tive spatial brand communication are being 
developed . The results are locations with 
character that are a far cry from the exces-
sively ornate brand temples of the past .

Brand spaces shows how trailblazers are 
creating branded worlds, event locations, 
flagship stores, and pop-up shops to continu-
ally surprise and inspire their target audi-
ences . In the first part of the book, decision 

BRAND SPACeS editors: S . ehmann, 
S . Borges
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 240 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 35 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-477-9

Branded Architecture  
and the Future  
of Retail Design

Sarah Illenberger
Parade
Client: Hermès
Berlin, Germany, 2011

Ten shop windows for Berlin’s famous 

KaDeWe department store present a striking 

and fantastical sequence of dream narra-

tives. The eye-catching and high contrast 

displays incorporate stylized horses, flamin-

gos, drums, and less immediately identifiable 

figures and objects. The unconventional com-

positions lure passersby into the whimsical 

miniature worlds where the imagined and 

the real harmoniously intertwine.

200 201

Scholten & Baijings
Colour One
Client: Mini
Milan, Italy, 2012

For Salone del Mobile 2012, this installation explores 

the design of a MINI One by artfully deconstructing it. 

By dissecting the design process, the project offers a pro-

voking interpretation of automotive design by isolating 

the elements of the car based on color and material. Here, 

the MINI One is literally peeled like an onion, with each 

layer and component exposed for analysis. This disman-

tling process inspired the creation of “Art Parts”—com-

ponents extracted from the car that then transform into 

something unexpected, like transparent tires cast from 

resin. The doors are removed and displayed separately 

with three-dimensional golden textures or matte porce-

lain paint finish. The landscape views in the exhibited 

windows offer special perspectives on mobility, with each 

direction representing the past, present, or future. The 

exhibits are joined by showcases of color and material 

samples along with inspiring objects, images, and snap-

shots from the project’s creative process.

226 227

Designer
Project Title
Client: Brand
Location: Town, Country

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur 

sadipscing elitr, sed diam nonumy eirmod 

tempor invidunt ut labore et dolore magna 

aliquyam erat, sed diam voluptua. At vero 

eos et accusam et justo duo dolores et ea 

rebum. Stet clita kasd gubergren, no sea 

takimata sanctus est Lorem ipsum dolor sit 

amet. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, con-

setetur sadipscing elitr, sed diam nonumy 

eirmod tempor invidunt ut labore et dolore 

magna aliquyam erat, sed diam voluptua. At 

vero eos et accusam et justo duo dolores et 

ea rebum. Stet clita kasd gubergren, no sea 

takimat

—anthropologie—
Interview with Kristin Norris, Anthropologie’s Chief Creative Officer (CCO)

 What do you see as the key, fixed aspects/architectural strategies that 
make an Anthropologie store recognizable to the public and what are 
the elements that can change?
 Each Anthropologie is a site specific, unique design that is inspired 

by the area vernacular, culture, and customer.  As a lifestyle brand that 

provides an eclectic assortment of apparel, home and found merchan-

dise, our stores must provide the base layer to support an ever chang-

ing product offering. 

 We typically employ a unique ‘rooming’ strategy within our stores to 

tell our disparate merchandising stories.  We use natural light, finish-

es and spatial hierarchy to create differentiated zones from which to 

cross merchandise our product classes. 

 Materiality plays an important role in both the tactile and layered 

nature of our stores.  We use materials in a variety of ways, including 

authentic use of reclaimed materials, using existing materials in new 

or unexpected ways, developing completely new materials all together, 

and employing custom artisan plaster finishes.

Are these variations based on location and context or what influences 
the mood developed in each store?
 The aesthetic of our stores is often inspired by the local culture.  

We often focus on local vernacular and material cues as inspiration 

for creating our store environments. Outside of a historical setting our 

facades strive to distinguish ourselves from other retailers and sur-

rounding retail development architecture.  We surprise and delight our 

customer by transforming the existing site into something that is both 

unimaginable and uniquely Anthropologie.  Inside, we strive to create 

a transformative experience from the mall or streetscape, a sanctuary 

that encourages exploration, sense of discovery, and community. 

Anthropologie is well known for its innovative, evolving, and engaging 
window displays, how did this concept develop into one of your key 
trademarks?
 Anthropologie is built on storytelling. The windows act as the intro-

duction. Our window displays bring the store to the sidewalk, immedi-

ately engaging the customer and piquing her interest in the experience 

that awaits her.

You maintain an unconventional approach to your window displays by 
staffing in-house artists and design teams for each of your locations. 
How did you decide to do this over sourcing and/or collaborating with 
outside talent? What are the advantages?
 As key members of our organization, our artists and designers are 

steeped in Anthropologie’s culture and possess an intimate knowledge 

of our customer. These understandings, coupled with their talent, al-

low the team to create visual experiences that exceed our customer’s 

expectations.

What is the process like for developing these displays? Is each team 
given a carte blanche or do you have a set of key requirements that 
each installation must meet?
  The visual team at Anthropologie’s home office in Philadelphia 

develops overarching themes, which they share with store visual teams 

along with inspiration and ideas about materials and techniques. The 

store visual teams create their own interpretations and realize their vi-

sions in distinct ways. This approach allows us to attract gifted artists 

and designers for store visual teams, who value the freedom as much 

as they value our customer’s enthusiasm. Customers eagerly await 

new window displays and visit as many locations as possible to see 

how each team has told the same story.
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Jo Nagasaka
Aesop Ginza
Client: Aesop
Tokyo, Japan, 2011

This Japanese branch conveys a sense of weight and 

mass through the incorporation of heavy, dark, and re-

petitive brickwork. Bold, pragmatic, and poetic, the shop 

mixes traditional materials with contemporary detailing 

to create a memorable and austere shopping experience.

—aesop—
Interview with Dennis Paphitis, Director of Aesop

Aesop stores seem to be very much about location. Could you describe 
how you choose your locations (cities and places within those cities) 
and how each store’s surrounding context informs your approach to 
the design?
 Aesop is first and foremost about sincerity and authenticity and we 

try to balance these principles with our choice of locations. In an ideal 

world, these would all be under-the-radar, picturesque streets in in-

teresting neighborhoods. In the real world, we need to balance this 

with what is actually on offer in terms of retail real estate and this oc-

casionally requires us to consider shopping malls in addition to those 

neighborhoods that we are naturally more comfortable in. For street 

front stores, we work hard to retain and celebrate original façades and 

the spirit of the street. When we need to enter a shopping mall we of-

ten think about ourselves as providers of some sort of psychological 

sanctuary to counteract all the gloss, reflectivity, and fake veneers. If 

we can provide solace and respite to our customers through discreet 

signage, flattering lighting and understated design then we’re doing our 

job.

The use of Aesop products as key design features in each of your shops 
creates legibility and brand recognition as each space changes, how 
does this concept of product showcasing influence the evolution of 
how you develop the design and packaging for your cosmetics?
 Aesop products are designed independently of how they will present 

in our stores, our product criteria are built around our aesthetic sig-

nature, efficacy, and functionality. The stores, however, need to com-

municate many chapters of the same novel so it is the stores that are 

configured to do this, rather than the product being designed to fit in the 

stores. An example of this is the way we segment different categories 

of our offer so that customers can distinguish between these, however 

our preference is to do this without screaming signage announcing 

what is skin and what is hair care and so on. Successful stores need 

independent areas to explore so that customers can have the option of 

either guided consultations or independent discovery.

You collaborate with a number of artists and design studios, how do 
you source this talent and what inspired your decision to look outside 
the company for this support rather than consolidating the process in-
house? What features/aesthetics are you looking for within their work 
and how do they relate to your product?
 We need to be evolved and confident enough as a group to respect 

and understand what place art and design holds in our world. We are 

not artists, we are merchants and therefore our decisions are filtered 

through a complex commercial lens. The work with external artists and 

architects is an extension of our thinking, however this arm’s length 

execution allows for multiple reinterpretations of who we are as a 

company and, often, from a perspective that we are not in a position 

to consider or execute. It’s not a particular aesthetic that we look for 

when seeking out external parties but rather a specific dignity and dili-

gence in the work that they create. Under the right circumstances we 

can provide inspiring conditions for these people to do their job and for 

both parties to feel enriched and fulfilled.

How do you deal with the transfer of your brand into a spatial experi-
ence and how do these designs relate to and/or expand on your brand 
identity?
 We control and labor over every sensory aspect in our spaces. The 

tactility of our floors, the texture of the walls, the levels of lighting, the 

temperature, the aroma, the acoustics, the way staff walk and occupy 

the space. Some of these qualities are perhaps more suited to explor-

ing on a film set than in a commercial space, however when everything 

is flowing and connecting in the correct way, Aesop becomes more of 

a ballet than a circus. The separate spaces need to speak with each 

other in the same way that different rooms in the same house should. 

Aesop is the house, each store is a room within this. Commercial 

constraints around timing, budget, immediacy are of course consid-

erations but when they come to the forefront of decision making the 

results will always be compromised.

You produce temporary as well as permanent spaces, does the longev-
ity of the project influence your approach to its design? If so, in what 
ways?
 Temporary spaces can actually consume more energy and resources 

than a permanent one and I’m increasingly disinterested in these and 

the cliché term ‘pop up store’ In the same way that we are not a one 

night stand brand, we are, at the very least, a meaningful relationship 

and, at best, a marriage, our stores and efforts are not so readily trans-

ferrable into attention-grabbing sound bites. It takes time for a store 

to ‘ferment’ and find its own commercial ‘pH’. I’m violently opposed 

to rushing or compromising this process and feel that any responsible 

retailer ought not to approach what they produce without consider-

ing whether these spaces will have shelf life of five to ten years and 

still delight and engage customers. Perhaps the only solution here is a 

store on wheels that can be transferred from state to state and set up 

as required.
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Annette Spillmann/Harald Echsle
Freitag Store Zurich
Client: Freitag
Zurich, Switzerland, 2006

Built from 19 recycled shipping contain-

ers, this tower of retail boldly reaches for 

the sky. The imposing form manifests as an 

unexpectedly impressive composite of the 

rusty freight containers. Trucks provide the 

basic material for the Freitag bags visible 

in the interior, which is situated next to a 

motorway. Low enough to conform to the 

official guidelines for high-rise structures 

and tall enough to impress visitors, the store 

utilizes a simple, repetitive, and utilitarian 

object to create a completely unexpected 

spatial experience.

—freitag—
 Interview with Pascal Dulex, Brand Manager

How do you deal with the transfer of your brand into a spatial experi-
ence and how do these designs relate to and/or expand on your brand 
identity?
 Our brand identity is strongly reflected in our stores. Giving used ma-

terials a new life and context are two essential ideas behind FREITAG 

bags. In the stores, these crucial values of our brand are transferred 

into to a spatial experience – e.g. by using an old work bench from a 

nearby thrift shop as a cash desk in the NYC Store. Ideally, this transfer 

of the brand into spatial experience can be achieved reciprocally – like 

the FREITAG Flagship Store with its rusty, discarded freight containers 

piled up to a tower, which became the most prominent visual and sym-

bolic landmark of the brand.

What do you see as the key, fixed aspects/architectural strategies that 
make a Freitag store recognizable to the public and what are the ele-
ments that can change?
 All nine FREITAG Stores, be it in Zurich or Tokyo, are equipped with 

a very distinct sales rack. Even though the store locations can be quite 

different, this shelving system provides a high recognizability. On the 

other hand, we always try to preserve the local character of a store 

location and sometimes even restore it to its origins – like the shop 

window in Vienna which we stripped down to how it used to look in the 

fifties.

Your custom designed shelving has become a reoccurring feature 
within your stores. Can you speak a bit about how the system was de-
veloped and how its design informs your approach to each space?
 Every FREITAG bag is unique. Our experience is that the bigger the se-

lection, the more likely people will fall in love with one of the individual 

bags. Therefore, we were looking for a rack system able to display the 

largest possible range of bags, yet take up little room. Colin Schaelli, at 

that time a FREITAG employee, developed the custom-made and prize-

winning V30 FREITAG SKID for us, made from recyclable materials 

only and perfectly suiting our POS needs thanks to its modularity and 

its industrial, raw look. It perfectly reflects the FREITAG brand while 

helping FREITAG store and retailers stock up on even more individual 

recycled freewaybags.

How do you see the difference between a shop space and an event 
space in terms of communicating / experiencing the brand?
 We do not think that that there is a need to draw a strict parting line 

between shop and event space.  Consequently, we host intimate events 

in our stores, like the „FREITAG am Donnerstag“ lecture series. And 

from time to time we also have sales activities with event characters 

outside of our stores, e.g. a sales on the Hardbrücke, the highway 

bridge just next to the FREITAG Flagship Store and our old factory, 

with the location referring to the origin of our raw material: used truck 

tarpaulins.

Who would you describe as your clientele and what steps do you take 
to attract them to your stores?
 We have realized that demographics and statistics are not a big help 

when it comes to the description of our clients. You simply can not 

break it down to gender, age or income. People who buy a FREITAG 

bag rather seem to share a certain attitude towards consumption. They 

do not only appreciate the individual design and the functionality of 

FREITAG products, but also the fact that they do not have an indistinct 

mass product made in China in their hands.  

Are the designs of your stores developed in-house or externally? What 
are the benefits of this approach?
 The concept and design of every FREITAG Store is developed to a 

large extent in-house by our Visual Merchandising & Interior Design 

team, together with longtime architectural partners spillmann echsle 

architekten. Like this, we ensure that our stores really breathe the 

FREITAG spirit. 
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makers from global brands such as Camper, 
Aesop, Freitag, Gaggenau, and Nokia share 
their concepts and strategies . Case studies 
illustrate striking applications from around 
the world that communicate overall brand 
identity while respecting local specifications . 
In this context, innovators, including Audi, 
Starbucks, and Nike, are represented with 
their most unusual projects .

The second part of Brand spaces offers a 
cutting-edge showcase of international 
trends in interior design for stores . This sec-
tion not only presents the unconventional 
application of colors, forms, and materials, 
but also the compelling use of sculptural ele-
ments as well as thematic and dramatic stag-
ings . Here, the work of smaller brands and 
local retailers is as groundbreaking as that of 
larger global players .
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GRAPHIC DeSIGN

An inside look by designers and clients at graphic design’s 
main playground and proving ground —working for cultural 
institutions .

Originality is the guiding principle of art 
and culture . The visual communication of 
museums, theaters, and other cultural insti-
tutions is no less pioneering . One would be 
hard-pressed to find another area of graphic 
design in which the work is so fresh and 
experimental and so often blazes trails for 
future visual trends .

young designers often get their first 
breaks working for cultural institutions, 
where they can prove themselves creatively . 
Through work for these types of clients, 
established studios can also remain agile and 
experiment with new forms of visual expres-
sion . Today, cultural institutions are prov-
ing to be extraordinarily open to breaking 
new ground where art meets logos, culture  
meets commerce, and design meets curation . 
In this way, they are becoming catalysts for 
cutting-edge design concepts and innovative 
styles produced by designers who are often as 
visionary as the clients for whom they work .

Introducing: culture Identities is a collection 
of outstanding design work for internatio-
nal cultural institutions . The book features 
poster campaigns, publications, and corpo-
rate design —much of which is designed to 
function across various media platforms . 
extensive features introduce relevant top-
ics and lend insight from two key perspec-
tives . On the one hand, the book gives voice 
to designers such as Bureau Mirko Borsche or 

INTRODUCING: 
CULTURe  
IDeNTITIeS

editors: R . Klanten,  
A . Sinofzik, F . Schulze
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 256 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 35 $ 58 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-474-8 Design for Museums, 

Theaters and Cultural 
Institutions

the New york-based studio  2×4, who are espe-
cially active in the cultural field . On the other 
hand, readers hear from notables on the cli-
ent side including MoMA, the Barbican , Van 
Abbemuseum, and documenta .

With its collection of stunning visual 
examples, Introducing: culture Identities reveals 
what is state-of-the-art in today’s graphic 
design . The book inspires designers and cul-
tural institutions to understand each other 
better and continue to push the limit of what 
is possible creatively .

 “... a highly visual reference, showcasing the 
most outstanding work from designers for cul-
tural institutions around the world.” CURVe

 “an engrossing look at brave, boundary-push-
ing identity design.” DeSKTOP

NeW
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PRODUCT DeSIGN

elegant, modern, subtle, and playful: the epitome of 
 contemporary design from Japan that is also setting the 
tone for design’s future on the global scene .

Oki Sato founded Nendo in Tokyo in 2002 . 
Since then, it has become one of the most 
sought-after design studios worldwide . The 
name Nendo is Japanese for modeling clay . It 
is indicative of the studio’s playful, yet ratio-
nal approach .

nendo: 10/10 is a comprehensive mono-
graph of the studio’s work . each of the book’s 
ten chapters showcases one of Nendo’s 
design principles . Chapters explore, for 
example, Nendo’s compelling approach to 

NeNDO By: Nendo
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 320 pages, 24 .5 × 33 cm
Price: € 49 .90 (D) £ 45 $ 78
ISBN: 978-3-89955-470-0 

10/10

multiplying, linking, concealing, balancing, 
magnifying, and folding .

Featured projects include vibrant store 
concepts and mystically inspired exhibi-
tion spaces, as well as sculptural furniture 
pieces, home accessories, and design objects . 
Nendo’s impressively clear, yet intriguingly 
sophisticated work not only represents the 
epitome of contemporary design from Japan, 
but also sets the tone for design’s future on 
the global scene .
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GRAPHIC DeSIGN

In this perceptive book about the design of  media and infor-
mation graphics, Francesco Franchi also envisions the future of 
news reporting by publishing  companies and on the  internet .

In Designing news, award-winning editorial 
and infographics designer Francesco Franchi 
conveys his vision for the future of the news 
and media industries . He evaluates the fun-
damental changes that are taking place in our 
digital age in terms of consumer expectations 
and the way media is being used . The book 
then outlines the challenges that result and 
proposes strategies for traditional publishing 
houses, broadcasting companies, journalists, 
and designers to address them .

Designing news explores how today’s 
media outlets can become credible, cross-
platform news brands . Franchi advocates 
redefining reporting as telling a continuous 
narrative across a broad range of traditional 
and digital media . To this end, he proposes a 

DeSIGNING NeWS By: Francesco Franchi
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 240 pages, 18 .6 × 30 cm
Price: € 49 .90 (D) £ 45 $ 78
ISBN: 978-3-89955-468-7

Changing the World  
of editorial Design and 
Information Graphics

new,  integrated role for editorial designers in 
advancing the evolution of media for the future .

Franchi’s findings in Designing news are 
based on his own work for Il sole 24 ore as well 
as case studies by these top media insiders: 
Richard Turley of Bloomberg Businessweek, 
Daniele Codega of Reuters, Steve Duenes 
of the new york times, Mark Porter formerly 
of the guardian, Matt Curtis of the times, 
Oliver Reichstein of Information Architects, 
Adrien Bosc of Feuilleton & Desports,  
and type designer Christian Schwartz .

 FrAnCesCo FrAnChi is an edito-
rial and information designer, and since 
2008, the art director for Il , the monthly 
magazine of Il sole 24 ore, one of Italy’s 
top financial newspapers . embracing new 
languages in journalism, Franchi is a true 
master of combining representation and 
interpretation, creating a visual form that 
is as graphic as it is narrative, as entertain-
ing as it is informative . His work has been 
awarded on numerous occasions, includ-
ing at the european Design Awards and at 
the renowned Malofiej conference .
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ILLUSTRATION

One of the most distinctive and sought-after illustrators 
from the motherland of comics: Belgium .

Jan Van Der Veken is one of the most distinc-
tive and sought-after illustrators from the 
motherland of comics: Belgium . Influenced 
by Hergé’s iconic atom style, art deco, and 
classic modernism, his personal technique 
bridges the gap between contemporary 
design and timeless mastery .

In Fabrica grafica Van Der Veken explores 
a variety of very current, often controversial 
themes including sensory overload in our 
digital age, industrial espionage, and reach-
ing the end of the career ladder . His seem-
ingly simple style helps him to disarm such 
topics with charm and the wink of an eye, 
without ever making fun of them, trivializ-
ing them, or being presumptuous . 

In the book’s introduction, respected 
Belgian illustrator ever Meulen elucidates 
the compelling approach to visual commu-
nication by Jan Van Der Veken and other 
Belgian artists .

 The sought-after graphic artist and illus-
trator JAn vAn der veken lives and 
works in Ghent, Belgium . He is very mod-
est about his own person and prefers to let 
his images speak for themselves —which 
they do splendidly . His contract work can, 
for example, be seen regularly on the cover 
of the renowned magazine the new yorker. 

FABRICA  
GRAFICA — 
JAN VAN  
DeR VeKeN

By: Jan Van Der Veken
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 128 pages, 21 × 26 cm
Price: € 25 (D) £ 22 .50 $ 38
ISBN: 978-3-89955-498-4 

 ever meulen, who wrote the book’s 
foreword, has been an established comic 
strip artist and illustrator for almost a 
half-century . In addition to being recog-
nized for distinctive cartoon creations 
such as “Balthasar, the green stone eater,” 
Meulen is primarily known outside of 
Belgium for his cover illustrations for the 
new yorker. He also teaches illustration at 
Ghent’s St . Lucas School of Visual Arts .

 “Van Der Veken’s line is so sharp that his world 
is beautifully streamlined. He transports us 
back to a time when the modern was exciting, 
everything was aerodynamic, people knew how 
to dress, and artists knew how to draw. He’s a 
worthy disciple of the great ever Meulen, and 
there’s no greater compliment in my book.”  
FRANçOISe MOULy, THe NeW yORKeR
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ART

The first book to showcase the personal art of Andrea Ventura, 
one of the world’s most sought-after commercial artists .

Andrea Ventura is one of the world’s most 
sought-after visual artists . Clearly influenced 
by the early expressionists, his work has been 
commissioned by a variety of international 
clients . This is the first book to showcase his 
outstanding art .

carnevale is autobiographical and reflects 
Andrea Ventura’s fascination with daily life . 
The included art documents and comments 
on various stages of his life in Milan, Rome, 
New york, Paris, Venice, and Berlin . From 

CARNeVALe — 
ANDReA  
VeNTURA

By: Andrea Ventura
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 176 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-496-0

An Autobiography

paintings of the deathbeds of famous philos-
ophers and poets that he admires to scenes 
of the artist’s family, the book features work 
that defines who Ventura is .

 In 1991, AndreA venTurA moved to 
New york and now splits his time between 
Brooklyn and Berlin . The native Italian 
has shown his work in various solo and 
group exhibitions in Berlin, Milan, Rome, 
and Bologna . In 2010, he won a gold medal 
at Germany’s LeadAwards for his illustra-
tions for aD. He has also been awarded 
gold and silver medals by the Society of 
Illustrators .

 ClienTs: abitare, aD, the Boston globe, 
Businessweek, canadian Business, Farrar 
Strauss & Giroux, Fortune, Forbes, Gioia, 
Harper’s, Henry Holt, the los angeles times, 
newsweek, the new york times, Playboy, the 
Progressive, rolling stone, Scholz & Friends 
Berlin, the atlantic, the guardian review, 
the new yorker, time, the Deal, young & 
Rubicam New york, Frankfurter allgemeine 
Zeitung, the Wall street Journal, Rizzoli, Il sole 
24 ore, corriere della sera, Ventiquattro, etc .
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ILLUSTRATION

Lorenzo Petrantoni is one of the world’s most sought-after 
editorial illustrators . This book reveals why .

The Italian illustrator and graphic designer 
Lorenzo Petrantoni handcrafts bold contem-
porary collages using imagery from an era 
long gone . Breathing new life into lettering 
and images taken from textbooks and dic-
tionaries that date back to the eighteenth 
century, his distinctive style is both beauti-
fully sophisticated and edgily rock ‘n’ roll .

timestory is the first comprehensive 
collection of Lorenzo Petrantoni’s striking 
illustrative collages for publications such as 
newsweek, the new york times, the Washington 
Post, the Wall street Journal, la repubblica, 
and libération, as well as for brands includ-
ing Coca-Cola, Urban Outfitters, Nespresso, 
Burton, Swatch, and Bosch . This work is sup-
plemented by installation views of key inter-
national exhibits and select personal projects .

 lorenzo peTrAnToni was born in 
Genoa, Italy in 1970 . He studied graphic 
design in Milan and later worked as an 
art director at the French office of young 
& Rubicam . Having returned to Italy, 
Petrantoni now pursues his passion for the 
printing of the past as a graphic designer 
and artist . He spends much of his time 
leafing through old encyclopedias and 
reference books in order to find text and 
images to incorporate into his work .

By: Lorenzo Petrantoni
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 240 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 65
ISBN: 978-3-89955-480-9 

TIMeSTORy

The Illustrative 
Collages of Lorenzo 
Petrantoni

 “TIMeSTORy’S structure is simple: no theory, no 
chit-chat, no blah-blah-blahing. Just few words 
and hundreds of pages with Petrantoni’s aston-
ishing collages that show us that he’s one of the 
most valued illustrators working with collage 
nowadays.” THe WeIRD SHOW

 “lorenzo Petrantoni uses type, iconography, 
and an extremely well honed sense of design 
to create vital, explosive, and unique images ... 
[Petrantoni’s] work is truly remarkable.” CHRIS 

CURRy, ART DIReCTOR OF THe NeW yORKeR
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ARCHITeCTURe, ART

Lang / Baumann’s abstract spatial interventions meld 
architecture with art, urbanism, and installation .

The Swiss artists Lang/Baumann are re-
nowned for their extraordinary interventions, 
which radically alter public space or occupy 
the interiors of art institutions . Beautifully 
presented in this monograph, their color-
ful, experimental, and rigorous projects are a 
call for more audacity in creating temporary 
installations that often seem to promise access 
to a hidden world .

The book is a kaleidoscopic collection of 
their innovative work with a focus on 40 of 
their latest projects . The stunning visuals are 

LANG / BAUMANN:  
MORe IS MORe

editors: S . Lang,  
D . Baumann
Features: Full color, linen 
hardcover, 240 pages, 
21 × 28 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 65
ISBN: 978-3-89955-481-6

supplemented by technical drawings, analy-
ses, and detailed project descriptions as well 
as three essays and an interview with the art-
ists because, well, more is more!

 sABinA lAng and dAniel BAumAnn 
have been collaborating since the beginning 
of the 1990s . Lang/Baumann are based in 
Switzerland and continue to surprise with 
their new, unsettling installations .

 Since 1999, norm (Dimitri Bruni and 
Manuel Krebs) has epitomized the pure 
Swiss design ideal and has implemented it 
in a variety of typography, graphic design, 
and book projects . In addition to designing 
lang / Baumann: More is More, Norm is also 
responsible for other publications includ-
ing Die Dinge and l/B: Beautiful Book.
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A Photo Project  
by Dieter Leistner

PHOTOGRAPHy

A photographic exploration of a divided country .

editors: K . Klemp,  
H .-C . Ahn, M . Wagner K
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, bilingual:  
english /German,  
120 pages, 23 × 28 cm
Price: € 19 .90 (D) £ 18 $ 30
ISBN: 978-3-89955-487-8

Until 1989, both Germans and Koreans suf-
fered the same fate of living in a divided land . 
The historical reasons for the separation of 
Germany into east and West and Korea 
into North and South are very different and 
therefore difficult to compare . Still, the many 
similarities of Korea’s division —the segrega-
tion of its citizens, the tearing apart of fami-
lies, the suffering of those who attempted 
to escape —make it almost impossible for 
Germans to visit Korea without thinking of 
their country’s own experiences .

In 2006, the German architecture photogra-
pher Dieter Leistner had both the  opportunity 

KOReA—KOReA

and official permission to photograph public 
spaces in Pyongyang, North Korea . In 2012, 
Leistner visited Seoul, South Korea, where he 
sought and found similar locations with a very 
different feel . Korea—Korea is a collection of 
his images whose “visual concordance” speaks 
for itself .

In addition to its striking selection of 
images, Korea—Korea contains excerpts from 
two diaries . The first is by Philipp Sturm, 
who grew up in east Germany and accom-
panied Dieter Leistner to Pyongyang in 2006 . 
The second is by Hehn-Chu Ahn, who was 
born in Germany to Korean parents and has 
regularly visited Seoul since her childhood . 
Their writing gives readers two distinctly 
German interpretations of this foreign land .

 Born in 1952, dieTer leisTner has 
had his images shown in international 
exhibitions and numerous publications . 
In 1999, he became a professor of pho-
tography in the design department at 
the Würzburg-Schweinfurt University of 
Applied Sciences .

 “a compelling insight into an often discussed but 
still relatively unknown part of the world, and 
a comparison that not only reveals the division 
between the north and south of Korea but also 
their underlying similarities.” IT’S NICe THAT

NeW

TITLe PRODUCT DeSIGN

From cars to electronics, Korean design is conquering  
the world . This book explores Korea’s contemporary design 
culture between tradition and the future .

Showcasing a comprehensive collection of 
contemporary product and graphic design 
from South Korea, this book explores the 
country’s current design culture between tra-
dition and the future .

In Korea Power, the featured work of art-
ists and designers offers an impressively 
nuanced documentation of “Korean iden-
tity,” which is supplemented by insightful 
texts and interviews . A selection of images 
by the legendary Korean advertising pho-
tographer Kim Han-yong shot in the years 
of reconstruction following the Korean War 
shows the foundation from which today’s 
designs are created .

South Korea’s rapid rise to an economic 
superpower almost swept away all traces of a 
traditional lifestyle . Today, however, the cul-
tural values of Korea’s past are again becoming 
more influential . As Korea Power shows, many 
Korean designers now have a new  sensibility 

editors: K . Klemp,  
H .-C . Ahn, M . Wagner K
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, bilingual:  
english /German,  
248 pages, 23 × 28 cm
Price: € 35 (D) £ 32 .50 $ 50
ISBN: 978-3-89955-488-5 

Design & Identity

KOReA POWeR

for their culture’s traditional definition of 
beauty that they are using to define an origi-
nal, distinctly Korean elegance . 

 klAus klemp is the director of the 
design department at Frankfurt’s Museum 
angewandte Kunst. He is an honorary 
professor at Wiesbaden’s RheinMain 
University of Applied Sciences and has 
contributed to numerous publications on 
architecture, design, and visual art . 

 hehn-Chu Ahn is both German and 
Korean and has visited South Korea reg-
ularly since her childhood . An art histo-
rian, she is currently working as a junior 
curator in the east Asian department of 
Frankfurt’s Museum angewandte Kunst.
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For the 2013 Venice Biennale, Germany has 
not only switched pavilions with France, 
but is also showing artworks that focus 
on themes of intercultural and intellec-
tual transference . Susanne Gaensheimer, 
director of Frankfurt’s MMK Museum für 
Moderne Kunst, has curated a selection of 
work for Germany’s pavilion in the build-
ing of the French pavilion by Chinese con-
ceptual artist and regime critic Ai Weiwei, 
the German-French filmmaker Romuald 
Karmakar, the South African photographer 
Santu Mofokeng, and the Indian photogra-
pher Dayanita Singh . With the selection of 
these artists, Gaensheimer is  continuing her 

ART

The official catalog of Germany’s pavilion at the Venice 
Biennale festival of art .

LA BIeNNALe  
DI VeNeZIA 2013,  
GeRMAN  
PAVILION

editor: S . Gaensheimer
Features: Full color,  
linen hardcover,  
240 pages, 22 × 29 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 60
ISBN (D):  978-3-89955-500-4 
ISBN (e):  978-3-89955-494-6Ai Weiwei, Romuald 

Karmakar, Dayanita 
Singh, Santu Mofokeng 

transnational curatorial approach from 2011 
that presented Germany as playing an active 
role in a complex, global structure that ben-
efits from international exchange .

This official catalog contains 11 bylined 
articles and detailed artist portraits as well 
as extensive photo features that explore 
Germany’s contribution and its cultural and 
sociopolitical background . This content goes 
beyond the German perspective to put the 
featured work into the context of the current 
global art world . 

This book is available in english and 
German editions .

 In 2009, susAnne gAensheimer 
became the director of Frankfurt’s MMK 
Museum für Moderne Kunst. She was also 
responsible for the content of the German 
pavilion at the Venice Biennale in 2011 . 
That year, the art historian accepted the 
Golden Lion award for Germany’s con-
tribution, in which she showed work by 
Christoph Schlingensief .
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ART

In unidisplay, the artist Carsten Nicolai explores our 
 perception of audio-visual stimuli and their impact .

This publication captures the conscious-
ness-altering experience of Carsten Nicolai’s 
formidable and expandable project unidis-
play . An excursion into scientific discourse, 
technical experimentation, architecture, art, 
and sound, unidisplay forms a compelling 
fresco out of physical phenomena, perspec-
tives, and human perception . It consists of 
a more than 50-meter-long screen on which 
oscillating visual patterns and large-scale 
graphic modules are projected . This screen 
is flanked by two mirrored walls that expand 
the projections infinitely . The resulting digi-
tal (dis)orientation, color effects, flickering, 
optical illusions, and reflections take our 
perception to its limits .

This book gives readers the opportunity 
to disentangle the project’s concentrated 
sensory flood layer by layer . In the process, 
they not only gain insight into Nicolai’s 
impressive visual theories, but also into 
their own perceptions —and how they 
might lead them astray .

 Born in Germany in 1965, CArsTen 
niColAi is an artist, composer, musi-
cian, and master of installation art . He 
explores scientific reference systems and 
creates bridges between images and sound 
as well as art and science . Nicolai’s holis-
tic, often minimalistic approach explores 
the boundaries and creative potential of 
codes, mathematical models, encrypted 
formulas, and other logical systems that 
give structure to our world .

By: Carsten Nicolai
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 80 pages, 18 .5 × 23 cm
Price: € 25 (D) £ 22 .50 $ 39 .95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-486-1

UNIDISPLAy

ART

Carsten Nicolai brings art, architecture, and music together 
in one inventive project .

syn chron documents artist and musician 
Carsten Nicolai’s eponymous project —in 
analog form as a book and in digital form on 
an included DVD .

The centerpiece of syn chron is a mobile 
space that simultaneously serves as a body 
for transmitting acoustics, a resonant room, 
and projection surface . This space, which 
was constructed by Werner Sobek, is a crys-
talline architectonic structure whose trans-
lucent, synthetic skin is a medium for sonic 
and optic impulses . electronic music com-
posed by Nicolai generates projections of 
modulated light that are triggered by lasers . 
Visitors can enter the structure and expe-
rience it from the outside . Nicolai has pre-
sented many concerts in this installation, 
including those at the New National Gallery 
in Berlin, at ycam in yamaguchi, and at 
biennials in Bern and Singapore .

SyN CHRON By: Carsten Nicolai
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, incl . DVD, 102 pages, 
18 .5 × 23 cm
Price: € 29 .90 (D) £ 26 .99 $ 45 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-471-7 
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The guidebook to Germany’s capital of creativity .

Berlin’s mayor once summed up the city as 
“poor but sexy .” Today, Berlin’s creative scene 
has moved on and is more alive, experimen-
tal, and professional than ever before . the 
Berlin Design guide is a practical handbook for 
anyone who wants to get to know this seeth-
ing metropolis and its creative hotspots . 

From the Buchstabenmuseum, an inno-
vative museum devoted to letterforms, to 
the Mauerpark, a stretch of green that fol-
lows the former path of the Berlin Wall; from 
Prenzlauer Berg’s popular Bonanza Coffee 
Heroes to our own Gestalten Space; from 
legendary concert venue SO36 to the iconic 
ICC —the book features various tours that 
reveal the city’s epicenters in architecture, 
design, art, and fashion . The listings are sup-
plemented by interviews and portraits of local 
creatives from these fields who give personal 
insight into the city’s infectious dynamic .

As a comprehensive address book and  
insider’s guide to the city’s creative scene, the 
Berlin Design guide is invaluable for visitors , 
newcomers, and established Berliners alike .

THe BeRLIN  
DeSIGN GUIDe

editors: Viviane Stappmanns,  
Kristina Leipold
Features: Full color, softcover, 
256 pages, 11 .8 × 16 .5 cm
Price: € 16 .90 (D) £ 14 .99 $ 25 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-478-6

A Practical Manual  
to explore  
Urban Creativity

young Chinese architects are designing compelling alternatives 
to China’s rapid urbanization, bridging tradition and the future .

China’s economic transformation has trig-
gered an unparalleled rate of construction 
that includes the creation of iconic architec-
ture and the massive production of generic 
buildings . Consequently, vast swathes of 
rural fabric are being erased . As urbaniza-
tion brings about a radical shift away from 
an essentially rural based society, the way 
people earn money, where they live, how 
they socialize, and the once simple relation-
ship between the land and its people is fun-
damentally changing .

Homecoming addresses the issue of rural 
development in China today and the role the 
architect has to play in this shifting context . It 
questions the definition of “rural” and “urban” 
in Chinese society and the larger issue of 
architectural identity . The book discusses how 
the rural—and its embedded significance in 
China’s political history—is a site for further-
ing contemporary architectural discourse .

Homecoming brings together historians, 
architects, theoreticians, curators, and writ-
ers with diverse backgrounds and experi-
ences . They provide perspectives, narratives, 
examples, and prototypes to debate the role 
that the rural has to play in China’s future . In 
many respects, they form a critique against 
the overwhelming trends that saturate archi-
tecture and building in China today .

With contributions from Joshua Bolchover, 
yung Ho Chan, Frank Dikötter, Juan Du, 
Huang Shengyuan, Hsieh ying-chun, Hua Li, 
Liu Jiakun, John Lin, Meng yan, Cole Roskam, 
Philip Tinari, Tong Ming, Robin Visser, Wang 
Weijen, Zhang Ke, and Zhu Tao .

ARCHITeCTURe

editors: Christiane Lange,  
Joshua Bolchover, John Lin
Features: Full color, soft-
cover, 192 pages, 18 .5 × 26 cm
Price: € 29 .90 (D) £ 27 .50 $ 40
ISBN: 978-3-89955-504-2

HOMeCOMING  

Contextualizing,
Materializing and 
 Practicing the Rural  
in China
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STyLe, ARCHITeCTURe

editor: Design Hotels
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 792 pages, 22 .4 × 32 cm
Price: € 59 .90 (D) £ 55 $ 89
ISBN: 978-3-89955-463-2

THe DeSIGN  
HOTeLS BOOK

edition 2013

Discerning travelers can cherry-pick from the most  
attractive design hotels worldwide that are presented on  
this book’s almost 800 pages .

Comprised of almost 800 pages of stunning 
accommodations, this is the most extensive 
edition of the Design Hotels Book to date . The 
opulent hardcover showcases an exclusive 
selection of the most attractive design hotels 
from around the world .

The publication introduces 244 hotels and 
their makers . Detailed profiles contain infor-
mation about the architecture, design, and 
location of each hotel as well as the distinctive 
features that make each of them so special .

The Design Hotels Book also includes infor-
mative essays about hotel design concepts 
and the creative talents behind them, giving 
readers valuable insight into the future of the 
hotel and luxury sectors .

STyLe, ARCHITeCTURe

Iconic Finnish design meets the world’s most attractive de-
sign hotels in an XXL treasure .

To mark the twentieth anniversary of Design  
Hotels™, the 2013 edition of the Design Hotels 
Book is also available in an limited collec-
tor’s edition . The XXL version of the book 
is complemented by a famous Stool 60 and 
classic Table 80B from Artek, the pioneer-
ing Finnish design company . Together, these 
three items comprise a covetable objet d’art 
that is testament to the ways design can 
improve our everyday lives and transform 
the way we travel .

THe DeSIGN  
HOTeLS BOOK

editor: Design Hotels
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 792 pages, 48 × 65 .5 cm 
incl . stool, table, and display 
wedge by Artek
Price: € 2,500 (D) £ 2,200 $ 3,500
ISBN: 978-3-89955-479-3

Limited Collector’s  
edition

[ PRODUCT VIeW ]
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ARCHITeCTURe

Isay Weinfeld melds the forms of classical modernism and 
visionary Brazilian architecture  into distinctive structures 
of captivating beauty and timeless elegance .

Isay Weinfeld is one of today’s most sought- 
after architects . He has succeeded in develop-
ing a warm, elegant, and contemporary style 
with a distinctly Brazilian touch that effort-
lessly melds contrasting characteristics —
tropical with modern, playful with functional, 
minimalistic with elaborate, sophisticated 
with democratic . Weinfeld’s best-known 
structures include the Fasano Hotel and the 
360° Building in São Paulo, the Square Nine 
Hotel in Belgrade, and the Fasano Las Piedras 
in Uruguay . He is currently working on a 
high-rise residential building for the royal 
family of Monaco .

sometimes Happiness is the first compre-
hensive showcase of Isay Weinfeld’s body of 
work . The large-format book features detailed 
depictions of 20 exemplary projects that are 
supplemented by images of his personal 
arrangements of various objects —so-called 
“table scapes .” Project descriptions, anecdotes, 

Release: February 2014

SOMeTIMeS  
HAPPINeSS

By: Isay Weinfeld
Features: Full color, linen 
hardcover in slipcase, 272 
pages, 27 .7 × 37 .5 cm
Price: € 98 (D) £ 89 $ 150
ISBN: 978-3-89955-492-2 

The Architecture of  
Isay Weinfeld

SOMETIMES HAPPINESS
The Architecture of 
ISAY WEINFELD

and fictional narratives by the architect him-
self as well as befriended artists, writers, and 
cinematographers give added insight into 
Weinfeld’s work .

 Born and raised in São Paulo, isAy 
weinFeld has arguably helped define 
Brazil’s creative identity with his ground-
breaking architecture . Over the last 40 
years, he has designed an impressive range 
of buildings both in his native land and 
abroad, from hotels and homes to book-
shops and bars . His unique interpretations 
of tropical modernism have not only won 
him a loyal international clientele, but also 
coveted awards .

[ SAMPLe COVeR ]
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TITeL GRAFIKDeSIGN

Herausgeber: Friedrich von 
Borries, Jesko Fezer
Ausstattung: Vollfarbig, Hard-
cover, 256 Seiten, 14 × 21 cm, 
Sprache: Deutsch
Preis: € 24,90 (D) 
ISBN (D): 978-3-89955-475-5

WeIL DeSIGN 
DIe WeLT 
VeRäNDeRT  . . .

Texte zur Gestaltung

Texte renommierter Gestalter und Autoren über den 
tatsächlichen und gefühlten einfluss des Designs auf 
unser heutiges und künftiges Leben .

Design ist ein fester Bestandteil der modernen 
Welt . Lebens- und Kommunikationsmittel, 
Räume, Möbel, Kleider … Obwohl so ziem-
lich alles, was uns im Alltagsleben begegnet, 
gestaltet ist, sind theoretische Auseinander-
setzungen mit dem Thema Gestaltung im 
deutschsprachigen Raum rar . Dabei gewinnt 
die Thematik nicht nur an Präsenz, sondern 
auch an Bedeutung, Verantwortung und Kom- 
plexität . Während Design einst vor allem 
funktionieren musste, soll es heute zusätzlich 
noch inspirieren, definieren, vermitteln, dif-
ferenzieren und verbessern . 

Weil Design die Welt verändert … trägt mit 
einer anregenden Sammlung von interdis-
ziplinären Projekt- und Textbeiträgen dazu 
bei, den gestaltungsspezifischen Diskurs im 
deutschen Sprachraum zugänglich und ver-
ständlich zu machen .

ART

Disturbing, macabre, and moving .

The images in this book examine our enduring 
desire to make peace with death . Chosen from 
the spectacular collection of a death-obsessed 
print dealer from Chicago, Richard Harris, 
they include art from an array of time periods, 
places, and traditions . Works by Linda Connor, 
Robert Mapplethorpe, Andy Warhol, Otto 
Dix, and Francisco Goya are shown along-
side Renaissance vanitas paintings, Japanese 
Ukiyo-e woodcuts, photographs of Mexico’s 
Day of the Dead, and eerie snapshots from the 
1900s of anonymous sitters posing with skulls 
and skeletons .

DeATH editors: Wellcome Collection
Features: Full color, linen 
hardcover, bookmark ribbon, 
80 pages, 16 .8 × 21 .6 cm
Price: € 19 .95 (D) £ 14 .99 $ 28 
ISBN: 978-0-9570285-3-1

A Picture Album

The book is divided into five sec-
tions (Contemplating Death, The Dance of 
Death, Violent Death, eros & Thanatos, and 
Commemoration), each accompanied by a 
short introductory text . In these pages we 
are presented with some of the many faces 
of death: violent and cruel, benign and play-
ful, death the friend, and death the enemy . 
The epitome of terrible beauty, this book is a 
reminder of the end awaiting us all .
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editors: R . Klanten, F . Schulze
Texts: Matt Lodder,  
Nick Schonberger
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
256 pages, 22 .5 × 29 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 49 .95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-442-7

STyLe

Tattoos now have mass appeal, but beyond 
the mainstream, a new tattoo underground 
has developed . It is as innovative, diverse, 
inspiring, and controversial as the motifs it 
creates . Forever is a stunning documentation 
of this dynamic current scene . It showcases 
key tattoo innovators and a broad range of 
fresh styles . The book explores how today’s 
tattoo culture is strongly influenced by art, 
fashion, and contemporary visual culture as 
well as traditional tattoo art —often in sur-
prising ways . In addition to its cutting-edge 
selection of quality visuals, Forever features 
insightful text portraits, written by Nicholas 
Schonberger, of Alex Binnie, yann Black, 
Scott Campbell, Curly, el Monga, Fergadelic, 
Mike Giant, Thomas Hooper, Jon John, Alix 
Lambert, Guy Le Tatooer, Duke Riley, Robert 
Ryan, Jonas Uggli, Amanda Wachob, and 
Duncan X . A preface by heavily tattooed art 
historian Matt Lodder puts current develop-
ments in tattooing into historical context . 

FOReVeR

The New Tattoo

Tattoos have gone mainstream . 
Here comes the tattoo underground .

 “… a snapshot of the current state of the field, 
profiling some of the world’s most vibrant and 
skillful tattooers.” FAST COMPANy

 “Documents a tattoo underground that has 
emerged in recent years finally coming out 
of the shadows and ready to leave its mark.” 
COMPLeX MAGAZINe

 “… both a snapshot of evolving trends and a 
conversation with tattoo artists on their rela-
tionship with the genre.” COOL HUNTING

 “240 pages of tattoo history.” INKeD

TITLe

By: Sergei Mikhailovich 
Prokudin-Gorskii
Features: Full color, linen  
hardcover, 320 pages, 30 × 27 cm
Price: € 58 (D) £ 55 $ 88
German edition only: € 49 .90
ISBN (D):  978-3-89955-459-5
ISBN (e):  978-3-89955-439-7

PHOTOGRAPHy

In 1909, chemist and photographer Sergei 
Mikhailovich Prokudin-Gorskii (1863–1944) 
set out on a journey to capture all of Russia in 
color on behalf of Czar Nicholas II . One of the 
early pioneers of color photography, Prokudin-
Gorskii systematically documented the vast 
empire with the unprecedented  technique he 
had developed —a method in which he used 
color-sensitive glass plates —decades before 

NOSTALGIA

The Russia of Czar Nicholas II in laboriously restored  
historical color photographs .

the widespread availability of color film . His 
color images were not only meant to docu-
ment Russia’s diverse citizens, ethnicities, 
settlements, folklore, and landscapes, but to 
create nothing less than a common identity 
for its populace . Prokudin-Gorskii’s know-
how and his skilled eye make his images 
especially vibrant and timeless . A century 
later, they have not lost any of their original 
beauty and intensity . 

This book is available in english and 
German editions .

 “a fascinating book of early russian images 
demonstrates that amazing results were pos-
sible over one hundred years ago.” PHOTO 

PROFeSSIONAL

The Russian empire  
of Czar Nicholas II 
Captured in Color  
Photographs by  
Sergei Mikhailovich  
Prokudin-Gorskii

79 RUSSLANDBauernmädchen, 1909

113 SIBIRIENDie Wetluga-SieDlung am teSma-FluSS nahe SlatouSt, 1910
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Von: Ralf Grauel,  
Jan Schwochow
Ausstattung: Vollfarbig, Hard-
cover, 240 Seiten, 24,5 × 33 cm , 
Sprache: Deutsch 
Preis: € 29,90 (D)
ISBN (D): 978-3-89955-445-8

STyLe, GRAFIKDeSIGN

Deutschland verstehen ist das Buch für jeden, 
der wissen will, wer die Deutschen sind und 
wie sie ticken – ein unterhaltsames Daten-
feuilleton unserer Gesellschaft, Wirtschaft 
und Kultur . Deutschland verstehen bietet eine 
kurzweilige Bildungsreise durch unser Land . 
Die im Buch versammelten Schaubilder zei-
gen Kanzleramt, Reichstag und Gorch Fock 
von innen und erzählen von Preußen, Goethe, 
Kernkraftwerken, Loveparade und Oktober-
fest . Sie zeichnen Stammbäume der RAF und 
der Deutschland AG; vergleichen äpfel mit 
Kartoffeln, BRD mit DDR und Stefan Raab 
mit Thomas Gottschalk . Mit Infotainment 
auf höchstem Niveau ist dieser neuartige 
Atlas DAS Wimmelbuch für erwachsene .

 „Viel Wissen war schon immer gut, aber es sah 
noch nie so gut aus.“ KULTURSPIeGeL

 „ein lehrbilderbuch zum Versinken.“ DPA

DeUTSCHLAND 
VeRSTeHeN

Kurzweilige Bildungsreise durch unser Land – in Schaubildern 
und Infografiken .

ein Lese-, Lern- 
und Anschaubuch

TITeL

Von: Jim Meehan, Chris Gall
Ausstattung: Vollfarbig, 
Hardcover, Heißfolie,  
Schutz umschlag, Lese-
bändchen, Blindprägung,  
368 Seiten, 13,5 × 21 cm, 
Sprache: Deutsch 
Preis: € 29,90 (D)
ISBN (D): 978-3-89955-436-6

Distribution: 
Only available in Germany, 
Switzerland, and Austria

STyLe, eSSeN + TRINKeN

Das geheime cocktail-Buch stammt von Jim 
Meehan, dem Chef der New yorker PDT Bar, 
einem der epizentren der aktuellen Cock-
tailkultur . Sein Buch nimmt Sie mit hinter 
den Tresen dieser Bar . Neben mehr als 300 
Rezepten klassischer wie ausgefallener Cock-
tails teilt er sein umfassendes Wissen über 

DAS GeHeIMe 
COCKTAIL-BUCH

Akribisch recherchiert, lässig geschrieben, wunderbar 
gestal tet . Dieses Cocktail-Buch sollte in keiner Haus- oder 
Cocktailbar fehlen .

 Spirituosen, Zubehör, Gläser, Gerätschaften, 
Techniken und alles, was zum Mixen dazuge-
hört . Außerdem gibt es originelle Barfoodre-
zepte und eine Bibliographie der wichtigsten 
Barbücher . Kurz gesagt, Meehan nimmt von 
der idealen Olive für den Martini bis zur Bare-
tikette zu allem Stellung, was man für den 
Betrieb einer guten Bar – oder wahlweise für 
die perfekte Cocktailparty – braucht .

So kenntnisreich, akribisch, ja pedantisch 
Jim Meehan den Inhalt zusammengetragen 
hat, so lässig geschrieben und visuell anspre-
chend ist Das geheime cocktail-Buch gestaltet 
und vom kongenialen Illustrator Chris Gall 
im Comic-Noir-Stil bebildert worden . Als 
praktisches Handbuch, einblick in die New 
yorker Barkultur und ideales Geschenk sollte 
es in keiner Haus- oder Cocktailbar fehlen . 
Zum Wohl!

Das Barbuch der  
New yorker PDT Bar

98 R e z e p t e

Cr a nBer ry CoBBl er 
 6 cl Beefeater gin
 2 cl lustau east India sherry
 1,5 cl Cranberrysirup
 7 mazerierte Cranberries 
  (3 für die garnierung)
 1 orangenscheibe
 1 Zitronenspalte

Orange, Zitrone, Cranberries und Sirup in einem Rühr-
glas zerstoßen.

Die restlichen Zutaten hinzugeben, mit Eis shaken 
und in einen gekühlten Tumbler auf gestoßenes Eis 
abseihen.

Den Cocktail mit einem Minzezweig und drei maze-
rierten Cranberries garnieren.

— Michael Madrusan und Jim Meehan, Winter 2007

Cranberrysirup & mazerierte Cranberries
 48 cl Zuckersirup
 1 24 cl packung Cranberries
  (frisch oder gefroren)

Den Zuckersirup fast zum Kochen bringen, auf mittlere 
Hitze stellen und die Cranberries hinzugeben. Sobald 
die ersten Cranberries anfangen zu reißen, vom Herd 
nehmen und abkühlen lassen. 

Einen Teil des Sirups in eine Flasche füllen und den 
Rest mit den Cranberries im Kühlschrank aufbewah-
ren.

Ertrag: etwa 90 cl 

Cranberries sind 
die letzten Beeren 
auf dem Markt, 
bevor der Winter 
Einzug hält. Wir 
verwenden Cran-
berries für einen 
klassischen Cobbler 
mit englischem 
Gin und einem 
halbtrockenen, 
klassischen Sherry.

295294

Für die Cocktails, die wir in unserer kleinen Bar servieren, benötigen wir 
eine große Auswahl an Spirituosen. Wir arbeiten mit ausgesuchten Marken, 
die zu den besten ihrer Kategorie zählen. Dazu stehen klassische Dessert-
weine, Aperitifs, Bitter und Liköre im Rückbuff et. Aus dem schier unendli-
chen Angebot an fabelhaften Produkten müssen wir aus Platzgründen eine 
gewisse Auswahl treff en.

Alle Spirituosen aus dem Rezeptteil dieses Buches fi nden Sie auf den folgen-
den Seiten unter ihrer jeweiligen Kategorie mit einem kleinen Überblick über 
Geschichte und Herstellung. Dabei lassen sich einige der fl üssigen Köstlichkeiten 
recht gut nach ihrer Herkunft und ihren Produktionsbestimmungen zusammen-
fassen, während andere Spirituosen schwieriger in Gruppen einzuordnen sind. 

Basis für die Kategorisierung der Spirituosen sind ihre charakterlichen Eigen-
schaften, weniger die gesetzlichen Vorgaben zu ihrer Herstellung. Diese Alko-
holkunde basiert auf dem Cocktailangebot des PDT und versteht sich nicht 
als vollständige Übersicht. Ich bitte darum, aus der Auswahl an Produkten 
oder Unterkategorien keine Rückschlüsse auf meine persönliche Meinung zu 
bestimmten Marken zu ziehen.

Die Beschreibungen und Zuordnungen in diesem Kapitel setzen eine gewisse 
Grundkenntnis der Gärprozesse, des Destillationswesens, der Alterungstech-
niken sowie des Vokabulars zum Beschreiben und Bewerten von destillierten 
Spirituosen und Likörweinen voraus.

Das wachsende Interesse an hochwertigen Spirituosen wird heutzutage auch 
von einer Unmenge an Fachliteratur bedient. Empfehlungen fi nden Sie im 
Kapitel „Literatur für Bartender“. 

Viele der herausragenden Marken, mit denen wir im PDT mixen, haben 
ihren stolzen Preis und tauchen daher weder hier noch im Rezeptteil auf. 
Dies soll jedoch niemanden daran hindern, mit kostspieligen Spirituosen zu 
mixen. Im Gegenteil: Jeder einzelne Cocktail verdient die hochwertigsten 
Zutaten, die Sie sich leisten können.

v o D k a

Im Polnischen und Russischen bedeutet Vodka „Wässerchen“. Der Destilla-
teur arbeitet mit fermentierter Maische aus vielen natürlichen Zutaten wie 
Roggen, Weizen, Kartoff eln, Gerste, Trauben, Baumsaft, Milch und Mais. 
Die Qualität des Getreides, die Fähigkeiten des Destillateurs, die Reinheit 
des Wassers und der Filterungsprozess fl ießen merklich in Aroma, Konsis-
tenz, Körper und Geschmack des Endprodukts ein. Guter Vodka wird stu-
fenweise gebrannt. Mit demineralisiertem Wasser wird das Destillat auf 
gaumenfreundliche 37,5 bis 50 % verschnitten. Anschließend fi ltern Aktiv-
kohle, Diamant oder Sand die Fuselöle und Schwebeteilchen aus dem Vodka. 
Nach Fermentierung, Destillation und Filtration wird das fertige Produkt 
abgefüllt. Während westliche Hersteller üblicherweise möglichst viele Aro-
men herausfi ltern, bewahren osteuropäische Vodkamarken oft den getreidi-
gen Charakter. Hier verschwimmen allerdings die Grenzen. Viele Hersteller 
geben abschließend etwas Zucker in den Vodka, um für einen voluminöseren 
Körper zu sorgen und Unsauberkeiten im Destillat zu übertünchen. 

Absolut 100 • Belvedere • Heart of the Hudson • Karlsson’s • Smirnoff  Black

a l k o h o l k u n D e

A l k o h o l k u nd e
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editors: R . Klanten, 
S . ehmann, M . Le Fort
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 256 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-419-9

STyLe, ARCHITeCTURe

once in a lifetime presents tantalizing new 
possibilities for exploring and relaxing that 
redefine the idea of luxury travel . The book 
showcases quality destinations beyond super-
ficial pomp that represent a conscious choice 
to slow down our hectic lives . The inspiring 
range of examples includes enchanting tree 
house hotels, incredible  eco-friendly resorts, 

ONCe IN A  
LIFeTIMe

Today, luxury travel is having time for exceptional places 
and unparalleled experiences .

farms on which guests help with the work, 
simple hotels, and glamping sites in spec-
tacular scenery, as well as glamorous houses, 
trains, and boats . These are not only depicted 
in stunning photographs, but also insight-
fully described by renowned international 
travel, design, and architecture journalist 
Marie Le Fort .

 “stunning photographs and lucid writing show-
case concept hotels and living spaces, kindling 
a sense of longing and a desire for true luxury 
travel.” SPeCIFIeR MAGAZINe 

 “the resorts described in  ONCe IN A LIFeTIMe 
take the experience of travel into a new and 
extra ordinary realm … each destination is fas-
cinatingly unusual.” AIR FRANCe, MADAMe

Travel and Leisure 
Redefined

TITLe

editors: R . Klanten, 
S . ehmann
Features: Full color, flexi-
cover, 240 pages, 21 × 26 cm
Price: € 35 (D) £ 32 .50 $ 50
ISBN: 978-3-89955-284-3

STyLe, GRAPHIC DeSIGN

Velo introduces a wild bunch of passionate 
cyclists —frame builders, urban planners, art-
ists, photographers, and those who ride profes-
sionally —who are making an impact . They are 
not only shaping styles, but promoting cycling 
as a primary form of transport . The book also 
explores the aesthetic of today’s cycling cul-
ture and presents custom-made frames and 
art bikes as well as a selection of contempo-
rary illustration and design influenced by the 
cycling movement . Geared toward anyone 
who has a personal or professional interest in 
cycling, Velo is the fast lane into a current topic 
that is both entertaining and socially relevant .

 “the book is like a brisk ride through a city … an 
exciting read, with its eclectic and übercool tour 
of bike culture. It will inspire those who usually 
only ride in the summer as well as those who 
couldn’t live without their bikes.” CORe77

 “… for recreational to hard-core bike enthusi-
asts alike. It is the fast lane into the possibilities 
of what the bicycle can do and be, sparking new 
ideas for the future of this sustainable mode of 
transportation.” DeSIGNBOOM

VeLO

A striking visual journey into the multifaceted 
world of cycling .

Bicycle Culture  
and Design
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TITLe

editors: R . Klanten, 
S . ehmann, A . Sinofzik
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 288 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: €49 .90 (D) £ 45 $ 78
ISBN: 978-3-89955-421-2

GRAPHIC DeSIGN, STyLe

Anyone currently working in brand com-
munication is facing fundamental yet com-
pelling challenges . In an age in which we 
are flooded with information, consumers 
are becoming more critical and discerning . 
They are deploying ever finer filters so that 
only the most relevant pieces of informa-
tion ever reach them . Because of this devel-
opment, traditional brand and advertising 
messages are far less likely to be seen . taken 
By surprise is a collection of communica-
tion measures that are sophisticated and 

TAKeN By  
SURPRISe

Today, the most clever brand communication is self-promulgating . 

relevant enough to overcome these hurdles . 
They include limited special edition products 
and signature collaborations between brands, 
artists, and designers such as those between 
Julian Schnabel and Maybach, Issey Miyake 
and Dyson, Sagmeister and Levi’s, Olafur 
eliasson and BMW, Jonathan Meese and 
Staehlemuehle, Terry Richardson and Colette 
as well as other innovative work by the likes 
of Damien Hirst, Red Hot Chili Peppers bass-
ist Flea, David Lynch, Geoff McFetridge, and 
Pharrell Williams . 

 “For brands, gaining the attention of consumers 
in the digital age takes creative finesse … [this 
book] shows how companies have managed to 
do so.” SURFACe

 “along with a huge selection of marketing 
examples, the book provides in-depth portraits 
of trailblazers … a useful compendium of the 
best and most innovative case studies … that 
have come out of the last few years.” PROTeIN

Cutting-edge 
 Collaborations between 
Designers, Artists  
and Brands

TITLe

By: Jörg Brüggemann
Features: Full color, 
hardcover, landscape 
format, incl . CD, 
144 pages, 28 × 22 .5 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-420-5

PHOTOGRAPHy

Heavy metal is a cultural phenomenon that 
unites its fans across borders, generations, gen-
ders, religions, and social classes . Metalheads is 
a journey into the heavy metal underground 

MeTALHeADS

The lives and passion of heavy metal fans around the world 
captured in vivid images . 

around the world that documents the lives and 
passion of these fans . The featured photogra-
phy captures the atmosphere of concerts and 
clubs so authentically that viewers can practi-
cally smell the beer and sweat and hear a ring-
ing in their ears . Metalheads is accompanied by 
a complimentary CD sampler from Nuclear 
Blast, the world’s biggest independent heavy 
metal label . 

 “Photographer Jörg Brüggemann chronicles the 
resilient, persistent genre through the prism of 
its wildly devoted fans … From the looks of it, 
metal appears to be largely unaffected by the 
passage of time, the decline of the mullet haircut, 
and the rise of irony.” FAST COMPANy

The Global 
Brotherhood
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By: Henrik Vibskov & Alastair 
Philip Wiper, co-edited by 
Camilla R . Simpson
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 240 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-435-9

STyLe

To describe Henrik Vibskov as merely a fash-
ion designer would be a vast understatement . 
As a multifaceted artist, passionate musi-
cian, innovative stage designer, and head of 

HeNRIK  
VIBSKOV

Henrik Vibskov creates compelling avant-garde fashion and 
art by seamlessly melding concept, object, and space .

his trendsetting eponymous fashion label 
he is at the vanguard of a new generation of 
creative multitaskers . As is indicative of this 
new type of renaissance designer, Vibskov 
has succeeded in establishing a unique, sig-
nature style that is recognizable across all of 
the diverse disciplines in which he works .

 “Henrik Vibskov is a lot like his work—slightly 
haphazard yet cohesive; purposeful, but ulti-
mately entertaining.” COOL HUNTING

TITLe

By: Mike Koedinger
editors: nico Magazine
Features: Full color, softcover, 
226 pages, 23 × 28 cm
Price: € 25 (D) £ 22 .99 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-438-0

STyLe

Although internet porn is just a few clicks 
away, independent print publications devoted 
to erotica are currently thriving . confessions: 
eroticism in Media introduces ten groundbreak-
ing publications from around the world that 
are creating a contemporary visual language 
for erotic content . This edition also features 
telling conversations with their makers, all 
of whom are using the haptic qualities of a 
printed magazine and the power of well-made 
images to address more distinct erotic prefer-
ences . In addition to giving voice to those who 
showcase erotic images in their publications, 
confessions: eroticism in Media provides a curated 

CONFeSSIONS: 
eROTICISM IN 
MeDIA

Current independent erotic magazines that are succeeding 
despite the ubiquity of internet porn .

 platform of 100 pages for ten photographers,  
illustrators, and artists who share their inti-
mate thoughts on the intricacies of their work . 
It also includes a candid feature on the his-
toric evolution of erotic magazines from their 
inception to today .
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By: Joe La Pompe
editor: Mike Koedinger
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
224 pages, 23 × 30 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 49 .95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-462-5

GRAPHIC DeSIGN

In this book, the French blogger and under-
cover advertising expert Joe La Pompe 
exposes the not-so-secret visual recipes 
behind successful ads . He first extracts the 
100 most popular visual ideas and recur-
ring subjects from the world of advertising . 
La Pompe then presents the ten best cam-
paigns from around the world that are based 
on each of these themes, yet have imple-
mented them in a variety of different ways . 
By illustrating correlations and inspirations, 
this book offers advertising agencies and 
designers informed, entertaining, and often 
revealing insights into the world of com-
mercial seduction .

JOe LA POMPe

The strongest visual ideas inspire the most successful  
ad campaigns in the world again and again .

100 Visual Ideas,  
1000 Great Ads

TITLe

By: Sarah Illenberger
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 160 pages, 17 × 24 cm
Price: € 19 .90 (D) £ 17 .50 $ 30
ISBN: 978-3-89955-385-7

STyLe, GRAPHIC DeSIGN

Sarah Illenberger creates vivid, often humor-
ous images that make stories come to life . 
Whether big or small, abstract or complex, 
the subjects and problems of our times are 
pointedly depicted by this renowned illus-
trator and designer in concise visual forms . 
Meticulously created at the intersection of 
photography, art, and graphic design with 
analog handicraft and using everyday items, 
her richly detailed work opens up new per-
spectives on the seemingly familiar . sarah 
Illenberger is the first monograph of the 
Berlin-based artist’s work . In addition to 
commissioned designs for the likes of Vanity 
Fair, süddeutsche Zeitung, Wallpaper*, and 
Nike, it also includes a selection of current 
 personal projects .

SARAH  
ILLeNBeRGeR

Vivid, often humorous images that make stories come to life .

034 035

INDE INDIA (2009)
Cheil Worldwide Samsung

Let music fill your head

BRÉSIL BRAZIL (2004)
100% Propaganda 
Recreio Volkswagen Dealer

A special offer for those who need 
some privacy

CHINE CHINA (2007)
JWT Beijing Halls

INDE INDIA (2006)
Leo Burnett 
Dinodia Photo Library

No matter what you say, 
a picture says more

CANADA CANADA (2011)
Mc Laren Mc Cann Precision Laser Tattoo Removal

PORTO RICO PUERTO RICO (2007)
Young & Rubicam Shred-It

Document destruction. Done right. On site.

BRÉSIL BRAZIL (2008)
White Propaganda Sao Paulo 
Beta Express Shipping

We deliver

BRÉSIL BRAZIL (2008)
Saatchi & Saatchi Anti Smoking Campaign

(Portrait made out of cigarettes) 
Smoking kills more

JAPON JAPAN (2006)
Ogilvy & Mather Hideki

The barber shop that makes you 
look good

Ben Laden

BIN LADEN
\11

BRÉSIL BRAZIL (2004)
Almap BBDO Veja Magazine

(Dead / Alive) Get both sides 

« C’est déjà étrange, suspect, inapproprié, voire 
de mauvais goût d’utiliser une telle icône dans 
la publicité. Le symbole qu’il représente est  
à manier avec précaution. On tombe vite dans 
l’anecdotique ou le caricatural. Celle-ci est  
un magnifique jeu typographique qui fait sens 
et qui se justifie pour un magazine d’actualité. »
“It’s already strange, suspect, inappropriate and 
seen as distasteful to use such an icon in an 
advertisement. Here, the symbol it represents 
is treated with caution. It could quickly fall 
into the anecdotal or caricature. So, this is  
a magnificent turn of the typeface that makes 
sense and is justifiable for a news magazine.”

048 049

FRANCE FRANCE (2007)
BDDP & Fils Gepeto Village Non-violent toys only

SINGAPOURE SINGAPORE (2009)
Ogilvy & Mather FHM Magazine

ÉTATS-UNIS
UNITED STATES (2007)

BBDO New York The Economist

INDONÉSIE INDONESIA (2007)
BBDO Bayer Aspirin

BRAINS
CERVEAUX

\18

AFRIQUE DU SUD SOUTH AFRICA (2008)
Draft FCB Cape Town School Feeding Association

There’s only one thing on a hungry child’s mind

ARGENTINE ARGENTINA (2007)
Del Campo Nazca Saatchi & Saatchi 
Hospital Aleman

Hope also spreads

ITALIE ITALY (2002)
Lowe Pirella Sicad-abusive & Addictive Behaviours

In an addict it’s not only the body calling for help

ALLEMAGNE GERMANY (2007)
Kempertrautmann Hamburg Dextro Energy

Brawn for your brain

SINGAPOURE 
SINGAPORE (2004)

Ogilvy & Mather The Economist

ALLEMAGNE GERMANY (2011)
Kolle Rebbe Inlingua Language school

Get it out faster

206 207

LA GRANDE 
VAGUE 

D´HOKUSAI

HOKUSAI: 
THE GREAT

WAVE

\97

ALLEMAGNE GERMANY (2008)
Ogilvy Frankfurt Ocean Care Whales Protection

AUSTRALIE AUSTRALIA (2005)
Clemenger BBDO 
Valentine Day Tsunami Appeal

FRANCE FRANCE (2007)
Young & Rubicam Paris Surfrider Foundation

Let us keep the ocean clean

SUÈDE SWEDEN (2008)
Scholz & Friends Stockholm 
Kikkoman Soi Sauce

Culinary art from Japan

JAPON JAPAN (2009)
Commons Fuji Water

Japanese Soul Water

ITALIE ITALY (2009)
Lowe Pirella Milan Arena

Water Instinct

INDONÉSIE INDONESIA (2009)
Bates 141 Jakarta Pasta de Waraku Restaurant

Savour both worlds

TAÏWAN TAIWAN (2008)
BBDO Jeep

120.000 Km away

ESPAGNE SPAIN (2010)
BBDO Madrid WWF

Si no lo utilizas apagalo

ITALIE ITALY (2009)
Viacom Levi’s 501

Live Unbottoned
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TITLe

9998

editors: R . Klanten, 
S . ehmann, L . Feireiss
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 272 pages, 22 .7 × 28 .1 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-257-7

STyLe . ARCHITeCTURe

arcadia is an expansive collection of con-
temporary alpine and backcountry architec-
ture and interior design . The book profiles 
architects and designers who are embrac-
ing nature and creating provocative rural 
hideaways that adapt to their surrounding 
habitats and their topographical and climatic 
conditions . It features both traditional and 
progressive examples of private mountain-
top homes and hotel lodges nestled in the 
forest landscape, as well as bespoke furni-
ture and interior designs inspired by nature 
and folklore . With luscious photography and 
accompanying texts, arcadia is an inspiring 

ARCADIA

Architecture and interiors that —although strikingly contem-
porary —exist in harmony with their natural surroundings .

reference that shows how the archaic idea of 
life in harmony with nature can be reflected 
in contemporary living .

 “ARCADIA positions rustic grandeur alongside 
minimalist retreat within a singular, though 
broad aesthetic .” INSIDe MAGAZINe

 “… an inspiring book for those considering a 
tree change or a winter hideaway.” HOUSeS 

MAGAZINe

Cross-Country 
Style, Architecture
and Design

156 

ArcAdiA
Deep in the Woods

157 

24h architecture
Maartje Lammers & Boris Zeisser
Dragspelhuset At Övre Gla 
(Glaskogen nature reserve, Sweden)

24h made an extension to the cabin that can 
evolve. The building can literally adjust itself 
to its environment depending on weather con-
ditions, season or the number of occupants. 
During the winter it is a cocoon, compact with 
a double skin against the cold. During the sum-
mer the building can change its form.

The organic shape of the house blends naturally 
into the setting of the rough forest. Traditional 
roofing materials (stickor) that were common in 
Sweden many years ago were used in a contem-
porary way. The choice of cedar wood for the 
stickor originates from Canada, as it requires 
no maintenance. In due time the wood will have 
a grey appearance, blending in smoothly the 
rough rocky forest landscape.

The amorphous structure with the hornlike 
chimney and the undulating lines of cedar shin-
gle skin lends the building a reptilian appear-
ance. Closely following the biomorphic curves 
of the rib cage, the interior walls are finished 
with pine lattice. The walls of the retractable 
extension are covered in reindeer hides, turning 
the living area into a sensuous fur-lined cave. 
Inspired by the Sámi culture of northern Scan-
dinavia, this treatment acts as excellent insula-
tion. There are few hours of darkness during the 
Swedish summer, but light fixtures were care-
fully chosen to blend with the natural surround-
ings. Footsteps in the living area cause Ingo 
Maurer’s Birdy chandelier to tremble overhead. 
Above the kitchen and dining area, custom red 
polycarbonate ceiling fixtures were inspired by 
the Aurora Borealis.

142 

ArcAdiA
Deep in the Woods

143 

Hiroshi Nakamura & NAP Architects
Dancing trees, Singing birds (Tokyo, Japan)

This is a housing project in the city centre of 
Tokyo. To create maximum volume while main-
taining the existing forest the architects asked 
tree doctors to examine each tree and determine 
the position of the roots. Based on these results 
they created a foundation wall and a snaking un-
derground beam in those parts where roots cut 
the path of  the wall. Simulating the trees’ growth 
and behaviour during a typhoon, the architects 
placed the huts in the space  between the zones 
in which the branches would move. Small hubs 
for humans  and birdhouses are lined up humor-
ously in the forest.

88 

ArcAdiA
Cross – Country

89 

Atelier NL
nadine Sterk & lonny van ryswyck

| left to right accross spread

Polder ceramics, Strawberry plate R51 and Obelix tabac T24
Polder ceramics, Coffee pot O45, Cup, Carafe blanc O97
Polder ceramics, Potato bowl and Jug
Polder ceramics, Tulip vase blanc H104, Bulbvase K13

Artists have long explored the significance 
of ‘place’ — as a site of history and identity, as 
a dynamic process in constant flux, and as a  
politically charged way to both challenge and 
contextualise the world. For Atelier NL, the 
Eindhoven-based design studio of Lonny van 
Ryswyck and Nadine Sterk, the place in ques-
tion was the Noordoostpolder region of the 
central Netherlands. At the invitation of Jurgen 
Bey and Rianne Makkink the designers took up 
residence in the area to better study the social 
and agricultural nuances of the region. As the 
Noordoostpolder was integral to the Dutch land 
reclamation acts of the twentieth century, car-
ried out in order to improve flood protection and 
create additional land for agriculture, the area is 

rich with both historical and geological dispar-
ity. Atelier NL’s Drawn From Clay series em-
bodies all these local distinctions as each piece 
was made from a specific plod of soil taken from 
each of the different farms they visited on the 
460 square kilometre polder. As Sterk explains, 
‘A bucket filled with earth is anonymous, but the 
stories of the farmer who works the earth lend it 
its identity.’ The overriding principle behind the 
series was to keep the symbiosis between object 
and origin as pure and integral as possible. ‘We 
wanted to make tableware so that the vegeta-
bles prepared for dinner could be served from 
vessels made from the same soil the vegetables 
came out of,’ explains Van Ryswyck. The design-
ers simply refined then mixed each individual 

batch of soil with water to form malleable clays, 
before cast-moulding each piece at a consistent 
temperature in order to compare and contrast 
the resultant differences between colour and 
texture from the various soils. To further the 
correlation, Atelier NL both devised a system-
atic ratio system for the size of each piece and 
stamped each vessel with a geo-code reference 
to match the plot from whence the soil came.   
By rendering visible the close relationship be-
tween vegetation and clay and, hence, between 
origin and identity, the Drawn from Clay series  
emphasises Atelier NL’s sensitive, respectful 
and informed approach to design. 

234 

ArcAdiA
the Mountain Calls

235 

Andreas Fuhrimann & Gabrielle Hächler 
Holiday house on the Rigi, Scheidegg 
(Scheidegg, Switzerland)

The building was arranged on the periphery of 
the property so that the distance to the neigh-
bouring houses was as large as possible leaving 
the option of constructing another building 
open. The concrete cellar anchors the building 
in the sloping terrain and houses the entrance 
area and the technical equipment, on top of 
which is the wooden volume of the building 
which is reminiscent of a ship. This floor juts 
out to a great extent towards the east so that a 
covered, protected entrance is created. The con-
crete chimney of the open fireplace rises like a 
mast out of the cellar, and, together with a con-
crete wall, forms the bracing backbone behind 
which the two single-flight staircases connect 
the three storeys. 

TITLe

editors: R . Klanten, 
S . ehmann, K . Bolhöfer
Features: Full color, flexi-
cover, 240 pages, 21 × 26 cm
Price: € 38 (D) £35 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-334-5

STyLe, GRAPHIC DeSIGN

This book presents inspiring work from 
around the world that is bringing nature 
back into our cities: from urban farming ini-
tiatives, guerilla gardening, and architectural 
visions, to furniture, products, and other 

My GReeN CITy

A stylish compilation of work and ideas that are bringing 
nature back into our cities .

everyday objects that use plants in a func-
tional or aesthetic way . Some of the included 
projects are changing the landscapes of our 
cities as a whole, while others can make 
our own streets and homes greener —most 
importantly, all are trying to get people to 
think differently . For everyone who has an 
interest in a more responsible and environ-
mentally friendly lifestyle, this entertaining 
and socially relevant book makes it clear that 
we can design our urban future in a way that’s 
green, innovative, vibrant, and constructive .

 “If you are looking for an inspirational and 
entertaining picturebook about the often solemn 
topic of being  green, this album is for you.” THe 

GLOBe AND MAIL

Back to Nature  
with Attitude and Style
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TITLe

By: Sven Voelker
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 144 pages, 21 × 26 cm
Price: € 25 (D) £ 23 $ 40
ISBN: 978-3-89955-279-9

STyLe

Most people do not know that race cars from 
the likes of Porsche and Ferrari were given 
their looks not by marketing strategists or 
designers, but by chance . go Faster is a collec-
tion of over 100 examples of race car design 
that documents the carefree anarchy in 
which they were created . In the book, colorful 
racing cars are featured next to blank, white 

GO FASTeR

A visual presentation of the fascination for race cars and their 
graphic design .

models . Thanks to this juxtaposition, go 
Faster shows its readers exactly how graphics 
modulate the look of the vehicle . The neutral 
models also give readers ample opportunity 
to imagine their own possibilities for graphic 
design in motor sports . This makes the book 
an ideal gift for anyone interested in racing 
and high speeds .

The Graphic Design  
of Racing Cars

TITLe

editors: C . Sanderson, 
M . Raymond, R . Klanten, 
S . ehmann, S . Moreno
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 216 pages, 24 × 28 cm
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 65
ISBN: 978-3-89955-231-7

STyLe, ARCHITeCTURe, FOOD + BeVeRAGe

Food is not just a hot topic in design and 
cutting-edge creativity today, but also an 
enormous industry with changing standards 
and perceptions . create . investigates recent 
trends and visual developments in and 
around food and examines everything from 
the way we eat, the interiors and furniture of 
innovative restaurants and shops, and visual 
and creative packaging of food products to 
the production of food . This book illustrates 
manifold examples and concepts that are 
the driving forces in contemporary food 
with stunning visuals and incisive texts . 
Demonstrating aspects of consumer and 

CReATe .

An inspiring sourcebook that sheds light on new visual develop-
ments in food, packaging design, eating design, and hospitality .

commercial consciousness, entertainment, 
and craftsmanship, this sourcebook serves 
up the current state of contemporary eating 
design and the future of food .

 “… fantastic sourcebook … striking, relevant 
imagery …” CReATIVe ReVIeW

eating Design  
and Future Food

opposite from top | Bleeding paint chair by Anna Ter Haar; 

bauer bar, tröstau, germany; Bot fortified water for kids but 

the graphics also appeal to the synth foodie; Jensen bowl by 

Normann Copenhagen  clockwise from top left | Anan 

Japanese noodle bar designed by Hosoya Schaefer for 

Autostadt; Playful bunny and carrot kitchen roll holder by 

Alessi; Metal skin table by Peter Marigold; Vitamin water in 

all-important bold packaging; Green tea set by Chris Misiak; 

astro bar, Reykjavik designed by Michael Young; Majik 

Cafe, Serbia by Karim Rashid. The room is equipped with 

screens that broadcast SMS text messages onto screens in 

the lounge

Synth Culture
‘embrace innovation’ is the mantra of the Synth foodie. this 
group sees food more as fuel than a pleasure or social inter-
action, often relegated to on-the-go consumption. this trend 
treats food like a tool; a tool-kit that enables other more 
important activities. everything here is about collaborating 
and meshing, rather than creating an identity that is unique. 
Pop and nu-wave brights translate into bright and ergonomic 
design by designers such as Karim rashid, where futuristic 
shapes and colours emphasise the desire to synthesise. Bold 
packaging and shapes, new graphics and fonts, innovative 
developments and hi-shine finishes are key.

Key terms
|  Neon brights
|  Teflon finishes
|  Innovation
|  Bendy materials
|  Irreverent design
|  Fun product
|  High shine
|  Graphic pattern

Key colours
|  Candy pink
|  Lime green
|  Yellow
|  Fuchsia
|  Ultramarine
|  Bright violet
|  Turquoise
|  Ice white
|  Fluoro orange

Designers
|  Karim Rashid
|  Wonderwall
|  Art and Cook
|  Normann Copenhagen

PMS 396 PMS 225 PMS 164 PMS 3125 PMS 267
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opposite from top | Madame Lilli table and Backenzhan stool 

designed by Philip Mainzer for e15; deliverdiet Paris 

delivers beautifully packaged raw dishes to your door; first 

blush Alcohol-free juices share wine’s flavour and 

antioxidants  clockwise from top left | Red Sugar Superfood 

Café in Edinburgh by Space Solutions and photographed by 

Simon J Hollington; David Hall’s packaging for ringtons 

reflects the company authenticity; wooden salad bowl In the 

Conran shop ‘outdoor living’ collection;  Thomas Eyck’ s new 

collection ‘Woven Willow’ designed by Stefan Scholten & 

Carole Baijings; Michael Young was commissioned by Base 

Design and Passanha oil to design this new glass bottle for 

the re-launch of this historical olive oil company; Organic 

sand white dinner plate In the Conran shop ‘outdoor living’ 

collection; ringfin dining chair by Matthew Hilton for De la 

Espada

Into the Raw
the austerity aesthetic of the post-war period has been 
re-invented for the authenticity-obsessed and ethical shop-
per. Matter and meaning combine to create products where 
the look and feel has to be married to concern for current hot 
topics such as food miles, carbon footprint and sustainability. 
Local overtakes organic as a prime concern, and value for 
money means that high prices will be stomached if the spend 
can be rationalised as simple, honest, real and true. avoid 
fuss, frills and the over-modern – it’s all about stripping back, 
paring down and revealing rather than adding. Scrubbed 
wood meets pewter effects for the return of the traditional 
inn, a place where expressions like ‘honest fare’ dominate. 
It’s rural simplicity for the time-poor urbanite who will 
happily devote hours to home-grown vegetables, which end 
up more expensive than anything to be found at Fauchon or 
harrods. handwritten packaging meets natural materials 
and uncomplicated shapes.

Key terms
|  Honest and basic
|  Simple and natural
|  Down to earth
|  Uncoated
|  Oak
|  Cardboard
|  Localvores

Key colours
|  Brown tones
|  Warm greys
|  Greengage
|  Duck-egg blue
|  Ochre
|  Black
|  Chalk white
|  Seaweed 

Designers
|  Piet Hein Eek
|  Conran
|  Matthew Hilton
|  E15

PMS 7407 PMS 7530 PMS 7508 PMS 188 PMS 7533
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Toord BoonTje
Witches Brew
Granny Mode, our first ‘touch point’, embraces our desire for 
authenticity, with an added helping of nostalgia for kitchen 
memories many of us may never have actually had. Steak-
and-kidney pudding, drop scones, bubble and squeak, 
kedgeree all sum up a post-war period where rationing was 
balanced by wholesome fare and flavoursome treats, and 
Marguerite Patten ruled the kitchen. As a trend, Granny 
Mode lives not just in the past but offers a contemporary 
reworking of old-fashioned ideas with balance at its centre: 
high fat and small portions, simple food packed with flavour, 
leftovers with ethical twists, and functional practicality with 
Mode lives not just in the past but offers a contemporary 
reworking of old-fashioned ideas with balance at its centre: 
high fat and small portions, simple food packed with flavour, 
leftovers with ethical twists, and functional practicality with 
pretty and homely decoration. Here we see traditional 
colours and patterns updated with modern finishes and 
treatments: robert dawson contemporising iconic Wedg-
wood patterns, the return of teapots, tea services and jugs, 
Brown Blue crockery and traditional Pyrex.
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Salon Modern
after the theatrical, overt and showy nature of Nu Burlesque 
we are seeing a rather more sophisticated, elegant and 
classical look emerging in the lounge, bar and restaurant 
sectors. This is very much in keeping with the current mood 
among consumers for a return to old-world service ethos and 
a less hurried and ‘process-driven’ approach to hospitality. 
even usually bustling bars are given a sense of ease and 
consideration, as at SBar in Los angeles and the artesian 
Bar at the Langham Hotel in London.

‘as some of the more traditional establishments update their 
interiors, traditional styles are being revisited but mixed 
with modern touches and finishes,’ says The Future Labora-
tory’s Kate Franklin. ‘This solidifies and focuses the revolt 
back to a new sense of tradition, for people who in many 
cases have no memory of how these things should be in the 
first instance.’

consequently, the interiors mix classic pieces with modern 
juxtapositions of colour and material: bright turquoise 
leather provides a contemporary accent set against dark-
stained wood furniture, while traditional damask and scroll 
motifs feature in Venetian style-cut mirrors, and stripes and 
small- scale chequerboard tiles add pattern detail on floors.

Le Bar 228 at Le Meurice hotel in paris is a prime example. 
designer philippe Starck has combined the original features 
of the room, such as panelled ceilings and frescoed walls, 
with his dali-inspired theme for the hotel to create a surreal 
but elegant space. Meanwhile, India Mahdavi’s design for the 
Barclay prime restaurant in philadelphia combines updated 
classic elements such as dark, panelled walls and sleek 
wingback chairs with colonial touches such as Ikat-print 
stools and animal hide rugs. The result is strongly graphic, 
yet warmly inviting.

These environments, then, need to inspire conversation and 
make guests feel special and relaxed in an atmosphere that is 
about a heightened sense of luxury and old-school glamour, 
especially effective in private dining rooms, such as those at 
the new Ivy club. attention to detail in the furnishings is 
therefore key: these are intimate spaces to relax and luxuriate 
in – only the best will do.

from top | Artesian Bar, Langham Hotel, designed by David 

Collins Studio; Le Bar 228 at Le Meurice hotel, Paris, 

designed by Philippe Starck  opposite from top | S Bar, 

California, designed by Philippe starck; Barclay Prime, 

Philadelphia, designed by India Mahdavi
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UZI

Historically, the UZI is one of the oldest mini assault rifles 
and the most commercially successful weapon of the twenti-
eth century . The weapon came to fame shortly after the attack 
on U .S . president Ronald Reagan, when a secret service agent 
pulled it out of his pocket as if in a magic trick, blazing fire 
on the assaulter .

The M4A8 is a special compact version of the Colt M16, devel-
oped in the 1960s . It gained notoriety as a standard weapon of 
the U .S . Marines during the Vietnam War, becoming a symbol 
of that war . For many, the M16, with its concise silhouette, was 
the symbol of Western imperialism struggling with commu-
nism represented by the AK-47 .

everybody knows how to pull the primer, grasp the grip, and 
then throw the grenade, although hand grenades do not play 
any role in our daily lives . The almost playful handling and 
the idea that it explodes within a certain time span has con-
tributed to this weapon never being mentioned in the same 
vein as firearms —although it is by no means less dangerous .

By: PostlerFerguson 
Features: 3 sheets and poster 
in a plastic bag, 30 × 42 cm
Price: € 19 .90 £ 15 .99 $ 29 .99
ISBN: 978-3-89955-271-3 

Papercraft 1:1 M4A8 Assault Rifle Paper Model Kit

Papercraft 1:1 M4A8 Assault Rifle Paper Model Kit

www.postlerferguson.com

Paper Gun Model KitIf you’re gonna play with guns, use paper ones!

The London-based multidisciplinary design studio PostlerFerguson, 
consisting of Martin Postler and Ian Ferguson, investigates the history, 
the aesthetics, and the lethal seductiveness of weapons . Ultimately, 
these weapons thankfully remain a piece of paper .

Not recommended for people under age 18 . Recommended for experienced crafters . 
Construction time depends on  handcrafting abilities . Does not contain glue and cutter .

M4A8

Paper Gun Model Kit

By: PostlerFerguson 
Features: 7 sheets and poster 
in a plastic bag, 30 × 42 cm
Price: € 19 .90 £ 15 .99 $ 29 .99
ISBN: 978-3-89955-273-7

MILLS BOMB

Paper Grenade 
Model Kit

By: PostlerFerguson 
Features: 3 sheets and poster 
in a plastic bag, 21 × 30 cm
Price: € 14 .90 £ 9 .99 $ 19 .99 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-274-4

In 2007, PostlerFerguson freed the AK-47 from its terrible 
capacity to injure and kill by transforming it into a paper con-
struction set with the aK47: Paper gun Model Kit . When put-
ting the detailed model together, the builder is automatically 
confronted with the Kalashnikov and its significance —both 
historical and personal .

AK47

Paper Gun Model Kit

By: PostlerFerguson 
Features: 5 sheets and poster 
in a plastic bag, 30 × 42 cm
Price: € 19 .90 £ 17 .50 $ 26 .90
ISBN: 978-3-89955-198-3 

Papercraft 1:1 M4A8 Assault Rifle Paper Model Kit

The design of the MP5 is laid-out upon radical modularity, 
mirroring the new possibilities of industrial production and 
evolution of the computer era . At airports, in front of embas-
sies, and in police stop-and-search operations, the MP5 is 
candidly displayed, making the weapon a natural part of regu-
latory power . Like a flashlight, handcuffs, or walkie-talkies, 
the MP5 has managed to establish itself as a perfectly normal, 
albeit absolutely lethal, technical gadget of everyday life .

MP5

Paper Gun Model Kit

By: PostlerFerguson 
Features: 5 sheets and poster 
in a plastic bag, 30 × 42 cm
Price: € 19 .90 £ 15 .99 $ 29 .99
ISBN: 978-3-89955-272-0

TITLe TITLe STyLe, PRODUCTSSTyLe, PRODUCTS

PaPer gun MoDel KIt serIes
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los logos 6 is THe authoritative reference on contemporary 
logo design .

Gestalten’s best-selling los logos series docu-
ments and indicates design styles and trends 
in contemporary logo design worldwide . The 
highly-anticipated latest edition, los logos 6, 
is the definitive handbook and barometer of 

editors: R . Klanten, H . Hellige,  
A . Mollard, A . Sinofzik
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, landscape format, 
400 pages, 24 ×19 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 49 .95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-450-2

LOS LOGOS 6

recent work . The book features  an unparal-
leled selection of cutting-edge examples from 
around the globe and provides an authorita-
tive overview of current developments and 
advancements in logo design . los logos 6 is a 
timeless reference tool for contemporary logo 
design, as well as a provocative source of cre-
ativity and inspiration —a must-have for any 
graphic designer .

Innovative graphic design identities for small, creative 
companies .

Introducing: Visual Identities for small Businesses 
is a compilation of intelligent corpo rate 
designs for small, creative companies . The 
diverse work —such as a small run of statio-
nery for a specialized consultant, the hand-set 
business cards of a typographer, or wrapping 
paper and chalkboards for a local flower 
shop —is thematically united by a fresh atti-
tude and personal approach that capture the 
imagination with which the founders pur-
sue and communicate their business con-
cepts . Reflecting the full spectrum of today’s 
most important design trends, the featured 
examples make it clear that intriguing visual 
concepts do not depend on large budgets . 
Rather, the work included in Introducing: 
Visual Identities for small Businesses is a testa-
ment to the fact that certain limitations can 
be beneficial to coming up with original and 
effectively executed creative ideas .

editors: R . Klanten, 
A . Sinofzik
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, 256 pages, 
21 × 26 cm
Price: € 38 (D) £ 35 $ 59
ISBN: 978-3-89955-411-3

INTRODUCING: 
VISUAL  
IDeNTITIeS  
FOR SMALL  
BUSINeSSeS

 “Whether you’re a designer yourself or an 
entrepreneur just starting out, INTRODUCING: 

VISUAL IDeNTITIeS FOR SMALL BUSINeSSeS 
provides a wide range of recent brand IDs to get 
you thinking.” CORe77
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Visualizing 
Sustainability

This book reveals the new visual language of sustainability .

Sustainability is one of the world’s hottest 
topics, but the way it is visualized and com-
municated is often outdated . cause and effect 
now reveals a contemporary visual language 
for sustainability . The book showcases a 
wide range of original and relevant design 
approaches that raise awareness for a more 
environmentally conscious lifestyle . The 
international examples of campaigns, post-
ers, brochures, digital media, interventions, 
and guerilla marketing featured in cause and 
effect inspire us and challenge us . They clearly 
describe far-reaching correlations and com-
plex technical processes . They explain and 
motivate . Together they serve as an unpar-
alleled presentation of the most  significant, 

editors: R . Klanten, 
S . ehmann, S . Bohle
Features: Full color, flexi- 
cover, 240 pages, 21 × 26 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 55
ISBN: 978-3-89955-443-4

CAUSe  
AND eFFeCT

intelligent, and entertaining communication 
measures and proposed solutions for sustain-
ability today .

 “a gorgeous exploration of the new visual lan-
guage of sustainability … examines how one of 
the most important breakthroughs for the envi-
ronmental movement might just be its packag-
ing.” FAST COMPANy

Today’s best illustrators for children’s picture books create 
work far beyond teddy bears and kitty cats .

ILLUSTRATION

editors: R . Klanten, 
H . Hellige
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 240 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 55
ISBN: 978-3-89955-446-5

LITTLe  
BIG BOOKS

Illustrations for 
Children’s Picture 
Books

Featuring the work of the best up-and-com-
ing illustrators and creators of picture books 
for children, little Big Books is a captivating 
showcase of what is state-of-the-art in today’s 
children’s books . Despite, or because of, the 
ubiquity of televisions and computers, picture 
books have remained popular with kids and 
parents . These books have also maintained 
their appeal for illustrators and publishing 
houses —not least because a hit children’s 
book can serve as the lucrative basis for TV 

programs, video games, toys, or other mer-
chandising . In addition to its presentation of 
cutting-edge visuals from around the world, 
little Big Books offers insightful texts for those 
who hope to create or market visual content 
for children . These include interviews with 
experts about the educational aspects, make-
up, and psychology of children’s picture 
books as well as the significance of children’s 
book awards and practical advice on publish-
ing rights and licensing . The publication is 
rounded out with an introduction that puts 
current work into the historical context of 
classic books by the genre’s seminal pioneers .
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Scripts, Hand-Lettering  
and Calligraphy

The beauty and art of creating handwritten letterforms .

Hand to type is a collection of some of the 
best work by today’s lettering artists in the 
fields of handmade and digital script forms, 
fields of typography which have recently 
grown more and more popular . The book 
includes texts about outstanding design-
ers and contains a series of expert chapters 
outlining the principles of script forms that 
may be lesser known to most Western typog-
raphers —from the German Sütterlin to 
Arabic and Asian scripts . In this book, Hand 

editors: J . Middendorp, 
H . Hellige, R . Klanten
Features: Full color, hard- 
cover, 240 pages, 24 × 30 cm 
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 35 $ 55
ISBN: 978-3-89955-449-6

HAND TO TyPe

to type co-editor and typography expert Jan 
Middendorp presents today’s wide scope of 
handwritten letterforms in inspiring visuals 
and insightful texts .

When did you realize you Were good at draWing 

— and hoW did draWing morph into design and 

lettering?

From a young age I always loved to draw and paint. 
I would make little books with hand-drawn titles and 
illustrations. Without noticing 
it I did indeed incorporate a lot 
of lettering into my creations — 
but it was, of course, naive and 
oblivious to any formal train-
ing. My family was creative, but 
no one had really come from a 
background of printing or calligraphy, etc. I continued 
to enjoy art throughout school but ended up studying 
Law after graduating from high school. After a year of 
Law I realized ultimately my heart was drawn to being 
more visually creative so I began studying design. 

Where did you study — and Was lettering or type 

design part of the curriculum? 

I studied a Bachelor of Design at the College of Fine 
Arts in Sydney. And no, neither lettering nor type de-
sign were part of the curriculum. There was one project 
within the graphic design element of my course that 
did involve creating a „typeface“ — however it was more 
about creating letterforms through illustration and 

imagery rather than any formal technique and train-
ing. In fact there is very little in Australia by way of 
such education. I was lucky enough to have one tutor 
who had his own interest in the history and practice 
of typography so he taught me a lot. But the rest was 
through sheer interest, reading, drawing and looking at 
letters. I still would love to have a master typographer 
to be a mentor to me at some point!  

It wasn‘t until my second year of design that I con-
sciously became aware of typography and lettering - in 
the early parts of the course I found the rules of type-
setting quite dull and boring! It was only when I came 
in contact with the letterpress studio that I really be-

came obsessed with typography. At the time, 
one of my tutors was completing his PhD in 
Australian Printing Histories, and he taught 
me how to set type by hand. Here I gained a 

full appreciation of the rules of typography which I 
had previously found dull. From there on, there was no 
turning back. I started to notice lettering and type in 
all of my surroundings, began studying the history of 
printing and typography, drawing and experimenting 
with lettering and documenting this on my blog, For 
The Love of Type.

you first grabbed the internet‘s attention With 

your “Write here right noW” video. What gave 

you the idea to cover you limbs in type? 

gemma o’brien
a.k.a. Mrs. Eaves

I n t e r v I e w
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Pencil sketch, markers.

Australian designer Gemma O’Brien is perhaps better known as Mrs Eaves, a pseudonym referring both to John 
Baskerville’s companion and to Zuzana Licko’s Baskerville-inspired typeface. She acquired internet fame in 2008 
while still a student through a video in which she covered her arms, legs and midriff in sassy, black marker-
drawn lettering. She’s prospered since: a well-deserved design degree, lectures and exhibitions in Australia and 
Europe, a growing clientele for personalized lettering work, and a popular blog, For The Love of Type. With her 
enthusiasm and rapidly increasing skills, she has become somewhat of a role model for a young generation of 

lettering enthusiasts.

ken

barber

ishing applied in situations where it isn‘t particularly 
useful. Unless the objective is to be overly elaborate, 
self-indulgent lettering does little more than provide 
an opportunity to flex some artistic muscle. While that 
can be loads of fun, some care should be taken to deter-
mine whether it‘s the best strategy. 

The inordinate amount of swashes in script typeface 
designs is also often unnecessary. While some designs 
warrant such exuberant behavior due to stylistic de-
mands, many faces appear to get swept up in options 
that seem to exist for no apparent reason other than to 
add more opentype features. Fonts that mimic genres 
of writing and lettering should 
carefully consider the intentions 
and practices of the original 
artists, or run the risk of over-
whelming users. Ornamental 
penman of the 19th century, for 
example, didn‘t haphazardly make wildly flourished 
strokes for the hell of it: each mark was made delib-
erately, with clear intention. Emulating that within a 
typographic framework is extremely challenging. For-
tunately, there are a number of designers— like Richard 
Lipton and the fellas at Underware— who are producing 
really well-crafted and inventive scripts.

How does a good piece of lettering come about?

Although all jobs differ and every artist‘s approach is 
unique, behind each piece of lettering is some thought-
ful consideration, a little skill and a lot of practice.

First and foremost, good lettering suits its purpose. 
That may be as simple as grabbing someone‘s attention 
or just entertaining them. Whatever the case may be, 
it‘s never a bad idea to begin by considering the aim 
of the mark: Is it for logotype or editorial use? Will it 
appear on screen, in print or on apparel? Determining 

what the lettering should say and to whom it must 
speak will naturally influence its appearance. This is 
the point when I research suitable letter styles and be-
gin investigating ideas with appropriate writing tools.

Even though a sketch may begin with a brush or pen, 
I prefer finalizing details with good ol‘ pencil and paper. 
This allows greater flexibility while sorting out general 
characteristics like style, weight, contrast, proportion 
and so on. Although I often make preliminary drawings 
relatively tight, the letters’ outlines are usually altered 
considerably while vectorizing them. During this final 
stage, the overall visual color is balanced and the con-
tours of each form are finessed.

Of course, not every detail can be anticipated. The cre-
ative process itself lends to the evolution of a piece of let-
tering. The final product frequently differs surprisingly 
from its starting point; happy accidents and unforeseen 
obstacles can turn into blessings, shaping the course of 
the project‘s development in unexpected ways.

You regularlY give worksHops. in terms of skill 

and insigHt into lettering, can You still learn 

from teacHing? 

After having taken the role of instructor, I discovered 
that teaching is learning. It forces you to thoughtfully 
examine your creative process and deconstruct it for the 
benefit of others. In the course of mentoring others you 
can learn an awful lot, not only about your approach, 
but about yourself. It also exposes you to new people, 

problem solving and ways of thinking. I can‘t 
think of any better reasons to teach. Besides, 
everything I‘ve ever learned about lettering 
and type was from someone who was generous 

enough to share their knowledge in a book, classroom, 
lecture or workshop. Sharing what I‘ve learned is my 
attempt to repay that debt.

———
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the use of a fine-pointed brush, and their contrast had 
been planned to work in really big sizes. I was seeking 
something with a wider range of possible uses, and the 
letters as they were written were of limited use in the 
contemporary graphic industry.

Even more, I felt just as Visser had, that instead of 
simply creating an accurate copy, as a designer my 
role should be to offer my own interpretation, chang-
ing things I considered undesirable or incorrect while 
enshrining the attributes in new letters of my own. In 
this way I would be preserving the tradition and mak-
ing my discreet contribution.

Therefore I redrew my version and made Krul more 
typographic: a disconnected script, a bit more rational-
istic and less sloped. Some prob-
lematic characters were altered 
or downgraded to the category 
of alternates, while new letter 
shapes which were not present in 
Visser’s model but were part of the Dutch formal pen-
manship tradition were included. The style owes both 
its name and the appreciation it has earned in Amster-
dam to the abundance and exuberance of its swashes. 
Naturally, Krul includes many of these typographic 
decorative elements like different swashy ascenders, 
ending forms, numerous fleurons, and ornaments.

I hope that these new contributions to the style, and 
the fact that they are available to whoever wishes to 
acquire them, will help to reinvigorate and expand this 
tradition. Now, both letter painters and designers will 
be able to make use of Krul and its attributes and el-

egance. I am curious to see what Amsterdam’s 
bar and shop windows will look like in the 
decades to come, how present the Krulletters 
will be, and in what remote places these let-

ters, whose histories and authors I have worked hard to 
shed light on, will appear.

(1) It is a paradox that these cursive alphabets, now considered classic exam-

ples of Dutch calligraphy, were in the XVIIseventeeth century seen as Latin 

models appropriate for texts in French, Spanish, and Italian. In fact, the true 

origin of this tradition can be found in the renewed use of cancelleresca 

script brought about by Giovanni Francesco Cresci with the publication of 

his book ‘Essemplari di piu sorti lettere’ in 1560, which contained the first 

example of cancelleresca writing with a pointed quill.

Acknowledgements: I would like to thank the following people and insti-

tutions for helping me in different parts of my research: Ton Croiset van 

Uchelen, James Mosley, Mathieu Lommen, Annick Visser, Leo Beukeboom, 

Library of the University of Amsterdam, &and Noord-Holland Archives.
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The three-dimensional look of today’s visual culture is being 
shaped by techniques and styles from fine art and handicraft .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN, ART

editors: R . Klanten, 
M . Hübner 
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 224 pages, 24 × 28 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 58
ISBN: 978-3-89955-444-1

HIGH TOUCH

Tactile Design and 
Visual explorations

High touch is a powerful collection of cutting-
edge tactile design . This choice selection of 
three-dimensional work defines a new visual 
language for presentation and storytelling . 
The handicraft and artisanship necessary 
for the creation of these works appeal to the 
interdisciplinary mindset of our time and 
activate more of our senses than standard 
two-dimensional images ever could . High 
touch documents an inspiring range of mate-
rial objects and spatial orchestrations that 
melds crafts including crochet, papercraft, 
and the design of costumes and masks with 
the techniques of more traditional art forms 
such as installation, sculpture, collage, pho-
tography, and illustration . The examples fea-
tured in the book prove that the scope of this 

trailblazing work is enormous . Applications 
include advertising, brand presentations, edi-
torial design, photography, product design, 
stage design, and scenography, as well as 
related fields that either already exist or that 
their creators have yet to invent .
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The first book of visual identities, photographs, typefaces, 
books, films, posters, and installations by Akatre .

The visual identities, installations, and 
editorial designs of French design agency 
Akatre are marked by bold swaths of color, 
elaborate photographic still lifes, and strik-
ing re-appropriations of everyday objects . 
Founded in 2007 and comprising Julien 
Dhivert, Sébastien Riveron, and Valentin 

By: Akatre
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
176 pages, 17 × 24 cm
Price: € 19 .90 (D) £ 16 .99 $ 28
ISBN: 978-3-89955-458-8

AKATRe

Abad, and now one of the most coveted stu-
dios in Paris, Akatre takes on projects that 
require an involved and all-encompassing 
design approach . akatre is the first book to 
showcase their distinctive and experimental 
visual creations, which cross fluidly between 
photography, graphic and web design, art, 
and typography . The book features both non-
commissioned work and work designed for 
clients in the art, culture, music, fashion, and 
luxury fields .

Mutabor’s practical guide to creating logos for digital platforms .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN

By: Mutabor
Features: Full color, flexicover, 
landscape format, incl . free 
downloads of 150 license-free 
icons, 192 pages, 20 × 14 cm
Price: € 29 .90 (D) £ 26 .99 $ 39 .95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-455-7

LINGUA  
DIGITALIS

Dictionary for a  
Connected World

Zero to Five

Having created award-winning projects 
for clients such as Audi, Adidas, Deutsche 
Telekom, and BMW, Mutabor has devel-
oped into one of the most important and 
creative design agencies in Germany . In 
lingua Digitalis Mutabor demonstrates how 
to develop effective logos and icons for our 
digital age including applications for the 
iPad, apps, and interface design . The book 
presents over 1,000 pieces of work, some of 
which are published here for the first time . 
Through these examples, Mutabor explains 
how designers can unlock even the most 
complex or abstract logo design assignments 
across various platforms .
When you buy lingua Digitalis, you also receive 
a download code for accessing 150 license-free 
premium icons from the book for free!
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The illustrator Frank Höhne explains how to find joy in 
working as an illustrator .

Frank Höhne’s strange humor and idiosyn-
cratic, sometimes childishly naïve style have 
quickly established him as one of Germany’s 
leading illustrators . In the Book of Bock, Höhne 
offers his own unique perspective on how to 
become an illustrator and, once one does, how 
to keep the joy in one’s work alive over time . 
The hilarious visual journey is great fun for all 
readers —whether they work creatively or not .

By: Frank Höhne
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
160 pages, 21 × 26 cm
Price: € 29 .90 (D) £ 26 .99 $ 45
ISBN: 978-3-89955-456-4

THe BOOK  
OF BOCK

Letman’s typographic compositions are blazing new trails 
at the nexus of illustration and lettering .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN, ILLUSTRATION

By: Letman
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, 160 pages, 
21 × 26 cm
Price: € 29 .90 (D) £ 27 .50 $ 45
ISBN: 978-3-89955-453-3

LeTMAN

The Artwork and 
Lettering of Job Wouters

Letman is internationally known for his trail-
blazing synthesis of illustration and lettering . 
He not only creates masterful decorative let-
ters and typefaces, but also pioneers work that 
is a hybrid of graphic design, screen printing, 
graffiti, illustration, and painting . This book is 
the first  monograph from Amsterdam-based 

illustrator Job Wouters, who works under the 
pseudonym Letman . In addition to commis-
sioned designs for publications including the 
new york times Magazine, Playboy, It’s nice that, 
and creative review and brands such as Audi, 
Heineken, Dries Van Noten, Tommy Hilfiger, 
eastpak, and Universal, letman also includes a 
compelling selection of his personal projects 
and sketches .
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Rational Graphic 
Design and Illustration

Collective visual memory synthesized in today’s 
graphic design and illustration .

echoes of the Future is a stunning compilation 
of recent graphic design and illustration that 
is inspired by our collective visual memory . 
Today’s young designers are not copying ele-
ments from classic modernism, letterpress 
printing, and other design styles of the past, 
but rather synthesizing them to create a new 
aesthetic that emanates quality, timeless-
ness, and sustainability . This book showcases 

editors: R . Klanten, H . Hellige
Features: Full color, softcover, 
176 pages, 24 × 28 cm
Price: € 35 (D) £ 32 .50 $ 55
ISBN: 978-3-89955-413-7

eCHOeS  
OF THe FUTURe

an up-to-the-minute style trend that pro-
motes the impression of visual longevity in 
these times of economic uncertainty and con-
trasts sharply with the rapidly shifting styles 
of previous years . While the work featured in 
echoes of the Future deliberately seems older, 
one realizes how clearly different and con-
temporary it is when confronted with genu-
ine examples from the past .

Recent work by one of the most internationally sought-after 
illustrative artists .

ILLUSTRATION, ART

By: Olaf Hajek
editors: R . Klanten, H . Hellige
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
152 pages, 24 .5 × 33 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-452-6

BLACK  
ANTOINeTTe

The Work of Olaf Hajek

Olaf Hajek is currently one of the world’s 
most successful and well-known illustrative 
artists . His work can be seen in newspapers 
including the Washington Post and the new 
york times, in magazines such as rolling stone 
and time, in advertisements for international 

brands, and on stamps for Great Britain’s 
Royal Mail . Despite the diversity of his clien-
tele, Hajek makes no aesthetic compromises . 
His characteristic style, which is infused 
with a folkloristic naivety and freshness, is 
what makes his work appealing to a broad 
audience and range of customers . Now his 
personal work is garnering increasing atten-
tion on the international art market . Black 
antoinette is a collection of Olaf Hajek’s most 
recent work . Consisting of pieces done for 
galleries alongside a striking selection of edi-
torial contracts and commercial portraits, the 
examples in this book showcase a remarkable 
style that has become more free and painterly 
over the last several years . The preface was 
written by Dr . Philipp Demandt, the head of 
Berlin’s Old National Gallery .
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Contemporary 
Illustration 
and its Context

More contemporary illustration from around the world, 
accompanied by insightful text .

Since we published Illusive, our first collection 
of contemporary illustration from around the 
world, the demand for work in this medium 
has continued to grow —and with it its range 
of application and forms of expression . This 
positive development is confirmed by the 
exciting work of international illustrators 
that we have seen since its publication, and 
it was thus a logical step to present the best 
of these new works in Illusive 2 . The book fea-
tures an impressive variety of illustration 
styles and new design approaches that have 
become more differentiated and complex 
in comparison to the spontaneous-looking 
scribbles of years past .

editors: R . Klanten, H . Hellige
Features: Full color, linen 
hardcover, bookmark ribbon, 
340 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 69
ISBN: 978-3-89955-191-4

ILLUSIVe 2

A lavish showcase of cutting-edge illustration talents 
from around the world .

ILLUSTRATION

editors: R . Klanten, H . Hellige
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, 288 pages, 
24 × 30 cm
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 68
ISBN: 978-3-89955-371-0

ILLUSTRATORS 
UNLIMITeD

The essence 
of Contemporary 
Illustration

Illustrators unlimited presents cutting-edge 
illustration talents scouted from around the 
world . By showcasing an impressive range 
of illustrators —from established names to 

fresh up-and-comers —the book also reveals 
the most compelling styles and techniques 
that are practiced in this creative discipline 
today . In this lavish reference, each illustrator 
is introduced with a variety of representative 
examples of his or her work plus an insight-
ful text portrait written by design journalist 
James Gaddy .

Nigel Peake
Noa Weintraub

Adam Hayes
 Typography | 124 
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Björn Kowalski Hansen
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Adam Hayes
(left)
“Gonna Get Miles Away”
Format: Poster
Technique: Hand-drawn
2007

Björn Kowalski Hansen
(right)
Format: Book cover
Technique: 
Illustrator and Photoshop
2007

Adam Hayes
“Machines Dream Too”
Client: Beams
Format: T-shirt design
Technique: Hand-drawn
2006 / 07

Nigel Peake
Client: Kill your Timid Notion 

(arika / dca)
Artwork for the kytn music festival

2007

Adam Hayes
(left)

“You Make the Sun Come Out”
Format: Poster

Technique: Hand-drawn
2007

Noa Weintraub
(right)

“Horses”
Personal work

Technique: Hand-drawn and 
Photoshop

2007

Vicki Fong
“The Unlucky Fish”

Technique: Pen and Photoshop
2006

Vicki Fong
(left)

“Kimono”
Photo: Simon Ward

Format: 11-foot digitally 
printed kimono

Technique: Pen, ink, gouache and 
Photoshop

2006

Vicki Fong
(right)

“Chicken Broth”
Technique: Pen and Photoshop

2006

Vicki Fong
“Bird Nest Soup”

Technique: Gouache, ink and 
Photoshop

2006

Petra Börner
“Summer Field”
Client: Cacharel
Credits: S / S 2007 Women’s Wear 
Collection
Technique: Papercut
2006

Petra Börner
“Poppy Field”
Client: Cacharel
Credits: A / W 2006 Collection
Technique: Papercut
2005

Petra Börner
(left)
“Birds”
Client: Cacharel
Credits: A / W 2006 Collection
Technique: Papercut
2005

Petra Börner
(middle left)
“Poppy Field”
Client: Cacharel
Credits: A / W 2006 Collection
Technique: Papercut
2005

Petra Börner
(middle right)
“Autumn Trees”
Client: Cacharel
Credits: A / W 2006 Collection
Technique: Papercut
2005

Petra Börner
(right)
“Birds”
Client: Cacharel
Credits: A / W / 2006 Collection
Technique: Papercut
2005

Petra Börner
“Sea”
Client: Cacharel
Credits: S / S 2007 Women’s Wear 
Collection
Technique: Papercut
2006

 
 
 

Petra Börner 
105 | Pattern & Surface
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Kari Modén
(left)

“Cry Baby”
Unpublished

Technique: Illustrator
2003

Kari Modén
(right)

“Walking”
Unpublished

Technique: Illustrator
2003

Kari Modén
“Catwalk”

Unpublished
Technique: Illustrator

2003

Kari Modén
“Window Display”

Client: Diesel
Technique: Illustrator 

2002

Kari Modén
Naïve & Basic | 14 

Kari Modén
“Black Girl”
Unpublished
Technique: Illustrator
2007

Kari Modén
“Aura”
Client: The Guardian Weekend 
Magazine, UK
Technique: Illustrator
2007

Kari Modén
(left)
“Sun”
Unpublished
Technique: Illustrator
2003

Kari Modén
(right) 
“Cheers”
Unpublished
Technique: Illustrator
2007

Kari Modén
15 | Naïve & Basic

Kari Modén
“Glasses”
Client: King Magazin, Sweden
Technique: Illustrator
2006

Marco Wagner
“Rotkäppchen”
Format: Book

Technique: Hand-drawn, 
Photoshop

2007

Marco Wagner
“Trois hommes”
Format: Poster

Technique: Hand-drawn, 
Photoshop

2007

Marco Wagner
“Alice in Wonderland”

Format: Book
Technique: Hand-drawn, 

Photoshop
2006

Marco Wagner
“So wach warst du noch nie”
Client: Jung von Matt / Hamburg
Art Direction: Damjan Pita
Format: Print advertising
Technique: Hand-drawn, 
Photoshop
2006

Marco Wagner
“Sein Auftrag”
Format: Cover
Technique: Hand-drawn, 
Photoshop
2007

Marco Wagner
“Gustav Klimt”
Format: Portrait
Technique: Hand-drawn, 
Photoshop
2007

Marco Wagner
“Thelonious Monk”
Format: Portrait
Technique: Hand-drawn, 
Photoshop
2006

Marco Wagner
“Freischwimmer”
Format: Poster
Technique: Hand-drawn, 
Photoshop
2007

Marco Wagner
“Alice in Wonderland”
Format: Book
Technique: Hand-drawn, 
Photoshop
2006

 Marco Wagner
Deconstructive & Collage | 176 

Marco Wagner
177 | Deconstructive & Collage

Marco Wagner
(left, 2 illustrations)

“Rotkäppchen”
Format: Book

Technique: Hand-drawn, 
Photoshop

2007

Marco Wagner
(right)

“Egon Schiele”
Technique: Hand-drawn, 

Photoshop
2007
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TyPOGRAPHy, GRAPHIC DeSIGN

An alphabetical book  
about Nokia Pure

This exploration of Nokia’s new typeface offers inspiration  
and insight for establishing an indispensable visual language .

There are 26 letters in the Latin alphabet . 
More than merely letters, they are also char-
acters, each possessing unique traits and 
qualities . And character is what makes a 
typeface great . twenty-six characters details 
how Nokia’s new typeface, Nokia Pure, was 
designed and developed with the user inter-
face in mind and how it was crafted into a 
contemporary font . twenty-six characters 
is also an inspiration, a specimen sheet, a 
rough guide to typography, and the tale of a 
global business undergoing radical change . 

editors: Aapo Bovellan, 
Chris Merrick
Features: Full color, soft- 
cover, 208 pages, 21 × 27 .5 cm
Price: € 25 (D) £ 22 .50 $ 38
ISBN: 978-3-89955-388-8

TWeNTy-SIX  
CHARACTeRS

All in all, it’s a visual treat for type lovers and 
experts —and the first step in establishing a 
visual language .

A useful current overview of modern fonts, independent 
foundries, and innovative type designers .

TyPOGRAPHy

editors: TwoPoints .Net, 
Jan Middendorp
Features: Full color, hardcover,
incl . CD-ROM with 100 type-
faces, 320 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 49 .90 (D) £ 45 $ 78
ISBN: 978-3-89955-377-2

TyPe  
NAVIGATOR

The Independent  
Foundries Handbook

The rapidly expanding online market for dig-
ital typefaces is exciting and diverse . With 
new fonts and type foundries launching on 
an almost daily basis, it has been difficult to 
keep track of notable developments —until 
now . type navigator is a useful current hand-
book of modern fonts, independent foundries, 
and innovative type designers that provides 
an overview of today’s vast market . This com-
prehensive publication is a valuable guide to 
international sources for quality fonts . In 
addition to concise profiles of type foundries 
and recent typefaces, type navigator features 
inspirational visual examples of fonts in use . 
This essential reference book is accompanied 
by a free digital collection of typeface varia-
tions from choice foundries .

 “this substantial volume … will help any ‘typo-
naut’ begin the quest for the font suited to their 
needs … and help them detect the trends and 
design patterns that have spread during these 
past years.” eye MAGAZINe

Apercu
Fortescue Pro
Monosten
Pantograph
Raisonne
Reader
Transcript

Page
57

—Why? 
The foundry was set up as an addition 
to our main studio practice. We wanted 
to initially release our typefaces that 
we had created for projects, as well 
as our for our friends. From there we 
started to develop the esthetic and 
catalog of the foundry.

—People on staff
2

—Type designers on staff
1

—Font families
11

—Designers represented
4 (soon to be 7)

—Web shop
colophon-foundry.org

—Distributors
None

—Webfont service
Fontdeck

—Basic license 
Single weights £40–£50 (3 devices
at a single location). 

—Special conditions 
Online calculator for multi-user 
licenses.

24pt

—
Colophon

—
Anthony Sheret,
Edd Harrington

—
Brighton,

UK
—

Since 
2009

C

Colophon is an independent type 
foundry set up by the Brighton based 
design studio The Entente (Anthony 
Sheret & Edd Harrington). As well as 
distributing and acting as a platform 
for fonts designed by The Entente, it 
selects fonts designed by other design-
ers to distribute and create products 
for. Working in a similar way to a pub-
lisher, some of Colophon’s typefaces 
will be limited edition releases. 

PeopleInfo

—Anthony Sheret, partner–designer. 
Born Redhill, Surrey, UK. London 
College of Communication 2005–
2006, Brighton University 2006–2008.

—Edd Harrington, type designer
CRC Cambridge 2005–2006;  Brighton 
University 2006–2009. Self-taught in 
type design.

Typeface selection

Left and below
Promotional brochures for Monosten 
created by The Entente, 2010–2011. 

Bottom left
Promotional postcard, 
The Entente 2010. 

Right
Specimen for Apercu, 
The Entente 2010.

Berlingske Sans
Berlingske Serif
Berlingske Slab
Berlingske Text
JazzHouse
Zetta Round 
Zetta Sans
Zetta Serif

Page
209

—Why? 
Because we love typography. We want 
to spread the love for type, and we 
believe there is a need to spread type 
on platforms that are not just purely 
functional sites for geeks, but make 
type attractive, accessible & playful. 
Typography is a way of living.

—People on staff 
2

—Type designers on staff 
3

—Type families
110

—Designers represented
4

—Web shop
playtype.com

—Distributors
Playtype

—Webfont services
The site will be re-launched later in 
2011, and will include webfonts.

—Basic license
€50 (single font, 1-2 licenses) 

—Jonas Hecksher, partner and 
creative director of e-Types, holds a 
degree from Danmarks Designskole 
(Denmark's School of Design) and 
École supérieure d'arts graphiques 
et d'architecture, Paris, where he 
specialized in graphic and typographic 
design. He co-founded e-Types in 
1997, where he has worked ever since 
with a wide range of projects within 
corporate visual identity, typography 
and editorial design as well as image 
and branding projects for fashion and 
luxury brands. He has won numerous 
awards, and Denmark's leading busi-
ness weekly has ranked him among 
Denmark's 100 most talented people 
under the age of 35.

—Jens Kajus, partner and creative di-
rector of e-Types, graduated from Dan-
marks Designskole (Denmark’s School 
of Design) in 1996, specializing in 
graphic and typographic design. He 
joined e-Types in 1998, where he has 
worked ever since with a wide range 
of projects within corporate visual 
identity, typography, newspaper and 
magazine design as well as art-related 
projects and catalogs. Recently he has 
been responsible for a wide range of 
corporate identity and other large-scale 
design projects. He has won numerous 
awards and is one of the few Danish 
designers that have been nominated for 
a silver award at the British D&AD.

18pt

—
Playtype

—
Jonas Hecksher,

Jens Kajus
—

Copenhagen,
Denmark

—
Since

2002–2010

P

Playtype is the type foundry set up 
by e-Types, a Copenhagen agency for 
brand strategy, graphic design and 
image campaigns. The font collection 
is the result of over 20 years of type 
design, with many typefaces never 
having been publicly available until 
recently. Originally formed in 2002 
as e-Types’ platform for font develop-
ment, Playtype relaunched in 2010, 
opening the temporary PLAYTYPE™ 
concept store in Copenhagen.

PeopleInfo

Typeface selection

For the duration of 2011, Playtype 
opened the PLAYTYPE™ concept 
store, selling fonts that came on 
specially designed USB sticks, as well 
as oher products and editions designed 
by e-Types and their friends and 
colleagues from the design, fashion 
and art worlds. Interior designed by 
e-Types / Enok Holsegaard, 2010.

Printed matter for the Danish Broad-
casting Corporation – Concert House. 
Designed by Jens Kajus & Jonas 
Hecksher with the Nouvel typeface, 
2008.

Poster for the Copenhagen Jazzhouse 
with the Jazzhouse typeface. Design 
by Jonas Hecksher, 2010.
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Light
Light Italic
Regular
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Bold
Bold Italic
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Typeface LacrimaMG-Senza, Serif
Designer Alexander Meyer
 (XYZ.ch)

Year 2010
Format OpenType

Typeface Generika MG
Designer Alexander Meyer
 (XYZ.ch)

Year 2008
Format OpenType

Typeface Brezel Grotesk
Designer Stefan Preis
 (Burri-Preis)

Typeface Chapeau
Designer Timo Gaessner
 (123Buero.ch)

Year 2011
Format OpenType

Year 2010
Format OpenType

12/14 LacrimaMD-Senza Light

12/14 LacrimaMD-Senza Regular

12/14 LacrimaMD-Senza Bold

9/12 LacrimaMD-Serif Light

9/12 LacrimaMD-Serif Regular

9/12 LacrimaMD-Serif Bold

7/10 LacrimaMD-Italic Light

7/10 LacrimaMD-Italic Regular

7/10 LacrimaMD-Italic Bold

Foundry MilieuGrotesque Foundry MilieuGrotesque

Acta
Dobra
Estilo Pro
Penna
Prelo
Prelo Slab
Ventura

Page
68

Page
69

—Why?
I began designing typefaces in 
the early 1990s because there was 
not much available to us in those 
days, just the Macintosh system 
fonts and dry transfer sheets from 
Letraset and Mecanorma. So I started 
designing fonts that matched the new 
typographic experience.

—People on staff 
3

—Type designers on staff 
2

—Type families
Approx. 30

—Designers represented
2

—Web shop
dstype.com

—Distributors
MyFonts, TypeTrust, FontShop, Veer, 
Fontworks, Luth, Monotype, and 
others.

—Webfont services
License extension for self-hosting

—Basic license
17–40 € (single fonts, 5 devices)
Clients can build personalized font 
packages with discounts. 

24pt

Typeface selection

Page
68

—
DSType

—
Dino dos Santos

—
Matosinhos,

Portugal
—

Since
1994

D

DSType was founded in late 1994 by 
Dino dos Santos and since then has 
designed typefaces for several corpora-
tions, magazines and cultural projects. 
The studio specializes in creating 
custom typefaces, including completely 
new typefaces as well as improving 
and fi netuning existing typefaces and 
logotypes. 

PeopleInfo

—Dino dos Santos graduated in 
Graphic Design from ESAD, Escola 
Superior de Artes e Design in Matosin-
hos, and obtained an MA in Multime-
dia Arts at FBAUP, Porto. He teaches 
Typographic Studies at ESAD. His 
work has been featured in many in-
ternational design magazines. Several 
of Dino dos Santos’s typefaces have 
been internationally successful, such 
as Andrade, winner of the Creative Re-
view Type Design Awards, for the Best 
Revival / Extension Family in 2005 and 
Ventura, awarded with the Certifi cate 
of Excellence in Type Design from the 
Type Directors Club of New York in 
2008. The studio’s work was selected 
for the Schrift in Form exhibition at 

the Klingspor-Museum in Offenbach, 
Germany. Dos Santos regularly con-
tributes to conferences, seminars and 
publications. His typefaces are used in 
prestigious Portuguese and interna-
tional magazines.

Andrade used for the identity of 
 Portuguese design agency Maga.

“Zi” ligature from 
Penna.

Left and below
Dino dos Santos, 
corrected proofs.

leMag, magazine section of the French 
daily Libération, was designed using 
DSType’s Andrade Pro. 

“ffk” ligature 
from Acta Poster 
Swashes.

The Ventura typeface’s “V”.

‘ I think as long as we are human 
beings and everyone is unique 
we will want diff erent fonts. 
It’s like music.’
 Bruno Maag

22 23Bruno
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Ff Family

Ff
A unique and ownable typeface can bring valuable 
consistency to a brand’s tone of voice. A familiar font  
is reassuring for customers, helping build trust in both 
the company and its message. Imagine, then, how 
unnerving it would be if that voice started to switch 
without warning between the belligerent bellow of  
a tabloid headline and the muted whisper of a wildlife 
documentary.

The moral of the tale, of course, is not to mix up your 
weights too much. Opt for Regular as a rule, then  
apply Light or Bold only where necessary to enhance 
your design. Use Ultra Light and Extra Bold carefully  
to achieve expressiveness and tension. 

Nokia Pure Light  
Truly refined, Light brings supermodel finesse 
to type. Apply with similar poise for an 
elegant effect.
 
Nokia Pure Regular  
A real all rounder. Loyal, reliable and genuine,  
it should always be your number one choice.
 
Nokia Pure Bold  
Confident, assertive and guaranteed to make  
a statement. But use with caution; nobody 
likes an attention-seeker.
 

Nokia Pure Ultra Light 
It’s barely a whisper, yet Ultra Light’s  
quietness carries real authority. Be sure  
to show it some respect. 
 
Nokia Pure Extra Bold 
A booming voice that’s virtually operatic. 
Better to save it for your grand crescendo. 

4140
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GRAPHIC DeSIGN

eastern european 
Design Created 
without Computers

Graphic design and illustration from the communist era .

Iron curtain graphics presents a selection of 
handmade graphic design, illustration, and 
typography from the communist era that 
is startlingly innovative and colorful —and 
a unique inspiration for current cutting-
edge work that takes its visual cues from 
past design ideas, concepts, and techniques 
rather than the latest computer-driven 
technology . The chapters, titled Propaganda, 

editors: Atelierul de Grafica
Features: Full color, 
softcover, 208 pages, 
24 × 28 cm
Price: € 29 .90 (D) £ 26 .99 $ 45
ISBN: 978-3-89955-394-9

IRON CURTAIN 
GRAPHICS

Safety at Work, Culture & entertainment, 
and education & Science, feature posters 
and signs as well as book and magazine 
covers that have not lost any of their visual 
impact today . The examples are a testament 
to the creativity and experimentalism of the 
designers of this era despite (or because of) 
being bound by strict rules established by 
the state .

Aesthetic rampages by the trailblazers of tomorrow’s design .

STyLe, GRAPHIC DeSIGN

editors: TwoPoints .Net
Features: Full color,  
flexicover, 224 pages, 
21 × 26 cm
Price: € 35 (D) £ 32 .50 $ 55
ISBN: 978-3-89955-423-6

PReTTy UGLy

Visual Rebellion 
in Design

For hundreds of years new artistic styles 
have been established through aesthetic 
upheaval —as the initial repugnance for now 
seminal works by those such as Picasso or 
Stravinsky demonstrates . But while art was 
allowed to be ugly, design had to function . 
Trends in graphic design and visual commu-
nication were, until very recently, all varia-
tions on what was generally considered to be 
appealing . It is only in the last few years that 
those working in applied creative disciplines 
started to rebel . Against this background, 
Pretty ugly is a diverse collection of recent 
aesthetic, methodological, and conceptual 
rampages by the trailblazers of tomorrow’s 
design . The variety of examples range from 
graphic design and visual communication 
to product design, furniture design, art, and 
photography . The unusual or negatively per-
ceived forms, colors, and perspectives shown 

here may still be considered by some to be 
ugly, but they are already influencing the cre-
ative vanguard of the future .

 “[a] survey of … groundbreaking graphics, art, and  
design …” THe NeW yORK TIMeS T MAGAZINe
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Arigato means thank you in Japanese .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN, PRODUCT DeSIGN

By: Design Association NPO
editor: yumi Ueno
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, 240 pages, 
24 × 30 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 35 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-434-2

ARIGATO

Tokyo Designers Week

On March 11, 2011 a devastating earthquake 
and subsequent tsunami hit northeastern 
Japan causing catastrophic damage . In their 
aftermath, Design Association NPO, best 
known internationally as the host of Tokyo 
Designers Week, organized Arigato Project, 
a multifaceted program to aid rebuild-
ing through the power of art and design . 
Arigato means thank you . This book serves 
to express heartfelt gratitude for the sup-
port and kindness received from around the 

world in response to this natural disaster . 
While doing so, it documents compelling 
creativity by professional designers, students, 
and talented amateurs generated through 
the Arigato Project in disciplines including 
product design, architecture, fashion design, 
music, photography, and urban development .

The first reference book on the fundamentals of animated 
information graphics .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN

editors: Tim Finke, Sebastian 
Manger, Stefan Fichtel
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, incl . video down-
loads, 208 pages, 24 × 28 cm
Price: € 49 .90 (D) £ 45 $ 78
ISBN: 978-3-89955-415-1

INFORMOTION

Animated Infographics

Informotion is the first reference book devoted 
to the fundamentals of creating compel-
ling animated infographics . It explains key 
aspects of how to effectively visualize data, 
outlines factors that improve the viewer’s 
ability to absorb information, and explores 
both current tools and future possibilities for 
crafting moving images . each book contains 
a unique log-in code for accessing a wide selection of animated information graph-

ics as well as their making-of videos online . 
The interplay between the detailed descrip-
tions in the print edition —including a pref-
ace by co-editor Stefan Fichtel, who runs his 
own infographics studio with clients such 
as Porsche and national geographic —and the 
diverse motion material makes Informotion 
an essential reference for anyone interested 
in working successfully with these burgeon-
ing visual formats .
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Fascinating work that melds a variety of analog and 
digital techniques .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN

By: Julien Vallée
Features: Full color, hard- 
cover, incl . video downloads, 
160 pages, 21 .6 × 28 cm
Price: € 35 (D) £ 32 .50 $ 55
ISBN: 978-3-89955-365-9

ROCK, PAPeR, 
SCISSORS

The Work 
of Julien Vallée

Julien Vallée’s incomparable visuals explore 
the relative roles of the computer and 
handmade processes in design . The young 
Canadian works in a wide range of fields, 

Visualizing information in the most elegant, entertaining, 
and informative ways .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN

editors: R . Klanten, 
S . ehmann, F . Schulze
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 256 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 68
ISBN: 978-3-89955-375-8

VISUAL  
STORyTeLLING

Inspiring a 
New Visual Language

Visual storytelling uses graphic design, info-
graphics, illustration, and photography to 
convey information in the most elegant, 
entertaining, and informative way . Today, 
the creative scope of existing visual storytell-
ing techniques is being expanded to meet the 
formidable challenge of extracting valuable 
news, surprising findings, and relevant sto-
ries from a daily flood of data head on . Visual 
storytelling is the first book to focus solely on 
contemporary and experimental manifesta-
tions of visual forms that can be classified 
as such . The rich selection of cutting-edge 
examples featured here is put into context 

with text features by Andrew Losowsky and 
interviews with experts including the new 
york times, Francesco Franchi, and Golden 
Section Graphics .

 “stunning, ambitious, and thoughtfully curated, 
VISUAL STORyTeLLING is part high-concept 
dictionary for a language of increasingly criti-
cal importance, part priceless time-capsule of 
bleeding-edge creativity from the golden age 
of information overload, the era we call home.” 
BRAIN PICKINGS

 “VISUAL STORyTeLLING is a thoughtful, 
curated tour de force—it effectively encap-
sulates a watershed moment in information 
design while still managing to hold up as a 
stand-alone volume.” THe MILLIONS

including art direction, motion graphics, 
print design, and art installation as well as 
video and design for the television indus-
try . With his expert use of manual processes 
strongly supported by the technological 
tools of today, he creates outstanding art 
and design that seamlessly bridge the gaps 
between these disciplines . This first mono-
graph presents Vallée’s commissioned work 
and personal projects . each book includes a 
unique log-in code for accessing Vallée’s own 
making-ofs and other video work online .
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What you always wanted to know about typography but 
were afraid to ask .

TyPOGRAPHy

By: Studio 3
Features: Full color, hard- 
cover, 192 pages, 16 × 21 cm 
Price: € 19 .90 (D) £ 17 .99 $ 29 .90 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-327-7

HyPeRACTIVI -
TyPOG RAPHy 
FROM A TO Z

Who knew that a publication that looks like 
an attractively designed children’s book could 
take such a revealing look at the demanding 
topic of typography? The colorful pages of 
Hyperactivitypography from a to Z present a 
simple and fun, yet amazingly clever, how-to 

that celebrates typography in all its complex-
ity . Introducing common typography terms 
and trivia through charming illustrations, 
personal examinations, and fun-filled exer-
cises, this activity book offers both an acces-
sible introduction to typography beginners 
and an entertaining review for experts to test 
their skills and take away new insights into 
the ramifications of typography —all while 
having fun .

What you always wanted to know about graphic design but 
were afraid to ask .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN

By: Studio 3
Features: Full color, hard-  
cover, 224 pages, 16 × 21 cm
Price: € 19 .90 (D) £ 17 .99 $ 29 .90
ISBN: 978-3-89955-389-5

A HISTORy OF  
GRAPHIC DeSIGN  
FOR RAINy DAyS

One fateful rainy day, a bored kid asks his 
grandfather “what in the world is graphic 
design?” Starting with that innocent ques-
tion, this activity book takes its readers on 
a charmingly illustrated and cleverly reveal-
ing whirlwind tour through this creative 
discipline’s milestone developments, person-
alities, and technologies . With its engaging 
design, humorous narratives, and fun-filled 
exercises, it offers an entertaining look at 
the many aspects of graphic design —from 
typography’s humble beginnings to the 
internet-based font distribution of today; 

from styles including art nouveau, Dada, 
Bauhaus, and psychedelic to innovators such 
as William Morris, Jan Tschichold, Saul Bass, 
and David Carson .

 “set to bring joy to even the most hardened of 
graphic designers … A HISTORy OF GRAPHIC 

DeSIGN FOR RAINy DAyS is a charming take 
on the medium.” CReATIVe ReVIeW

 “Jam-packed, whirlwind, and charming.” THe 

DeSIGNeR’S ReVIeW OF BOOKS

 “there’s something for everyone to learn in these 
pages … easily accessible in a single volume.” 
DOMUS
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Dieses Handbuch bietet unerlässliches Grundwissen für die 
Gestaltungsbranche .

GRAFIKDeSIGN, TyPOGRAFIe

Herausgeber: R . Klanten,  
M . Mischler, S . Bilz
Ausstattung: Vollfarbig, 
PVC-Cover, Leseband, 
384 Seiten, 12 × 16,5 cm, 
Sprache: Deutsch
Preis: € 32 (D)
ISBN (D): 978-3-89955-347-5

DeR KLeINe  
BeSSeRWISSeR –  
AKTUALISIeRTe 
AUSGABe
Grundwissen für 
Gestalter

Der kleine Besserwisser beinhaltet unerläss-
liches Grundwissen für die Gestaltungs-
branche . Die aktualisierte Ausgabe dieses 
Handbuchs bietet genau jenes interdiszip-
linäre Know-how, das die inhaltliche und 
gestalterische Verflechtung der verschiede-
nen Medien sowie die zunehmenden ein-
flüsse angrenzender Disziplinen heutzutage 
den Designern abverlangen . es ist thema-
tisch klar gegliedert in die Kapitel Gestaltung, 
Typografie, Digitale Medien, Produktion, 
Marketing, Recht und Organisation und eig-
net sich hervorragend zum schnellen Nach-
schlagen von Begriffen, zum einlesen in die 
Materie und zum Aktualisieren und Auffri-
schen von Fachwissen .

 „Das handliche rote Buch …  bietet einen guten 
einstieg für Berufsanfänger und eine äußerst 
brauchbare erinnerungshilfe für langgediente.“ 
BeRUFSVeRBAND DeR DeUTSCHeN KOM MU- 

NIKATIONS DeSIGNeR

What designers need to know to thrive in their growing 
field of practice .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN, TyPOGRAPHy

editors: R . Klanten,  
M . Mischler, S . Bilz
Features: Full color, PVC 
cover, bookmark ribbon,  
384 pages, 12 × 16 .5 cm
Price: € 32 (D) £ 26 .99 $ 48
ISBN: 978-3-89955-348-2

THe LITTLe 
KNOW-IT-ALL – 
UPDATeD  
eDITION
Common Sense 
for Designers

the little Know-It-all provides the fundamen-
tal information designers need to know to 
thrive in their growing field of practice . This 
updated edition is an indispensable manual of 
the knowledge currently required of design-
ers as the evolution of media  redefines their 
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Production in Commercial Practice

Sequence of work at the printers

 1. The PDF data are checked in terms of basic parameters 
(e.g. format) and technical suitability.

 2. If a proof is provided, the printers will check whether 
this meets contractual proof requirements, e.g. the pres-
ence of a control wedge (*  pp. 181, 182) and control 
strip.

 3. The PDF data are converted for the printing process in 
the RIP (*  p. 183).

 4. The processed data are imposed electronically (film 
presentation is now rare), and the digital sheet data 
produced are later used to create plates. 

 5. Plots are made from the outputted print sheets, usually 
in the original format, imitating the subsequent printed 
sheet.

 6. The plots are assembled and folded in the same manner 
as the printed sheets will be later. The printers can 
check again whether the output scheme is correct.

 7. The plots are presented to the client for final inspec-
tion and approval for press. As the printouts are made 
from the files that have already been processed in the 
RIP, trapped objects and type are already in the form in 
which they should appear later in the printed product. 
Only the reproduction of colour and images should be 
viewed with reservations: it is not colour-binding for 
printing, and the picture data are often printed at a low 
resolution to save time.

 8. The client approves the material for press on the basis 
of the plots, or corrections are made by the client or 
authors.

 9. The plates are made after the plot has been approved.
 Note: Every correction that is made after this will con-

siderably increase costs, as new plates have to be made 
after every correction.

Paperback binding

The term paperback is used for a binding process in which 
the cover is glued, stapled or stitched directly to the back of 
the block with one or more sets of pages. Usually, the cover 
takes the same format as the book block and is made of card 
or of the same material as the pages.
 A distinction is made between various kinds of paper-
back binding, e.g. Swiss (fig. 74), English (fig. 75), French 
(fig. 76) or stiff (fig. 77). 
 Bound books with their book block fastened to the cover 
with gauze and endpapers are called hardback or hard-
cover books. A book cover (fig. 81) is made up of a front 
cover, a back insert and a back cover made of cardboard 
(*  pp. 162, 163) onto which a covering material such as fab-
ric, paper, leather, artificial leather or plastic is applied and 
glued. The cover and the book block are fastened together 
by the endpapers. 
 The book block can also be finished with a decorative 
band (fig. 78) and also have a ribbon bookmark (fig. 79).  
A coloured edge (fig. 80) is another possible fine finish.

Tip: An early decision should be taken about whether the book 
block is to have a straight or a curved back. Note that the first 
and last pages will always be 5 – 7 mm narrower – according to 
how far the bookbinder over-glues. This should also be borne 
in mind for the layout of these pages, so that elements that are 
placed centrally will always remain centred.

Selective binding is an individual manufacturing process 
for bound printed products. For example, catalogues can be 
produced in several versions from a selection of different 
components and their content matched to the wishes of dif-
ferent customer groups. Selective binding makes it possible 
to provide individual advertising motifs for various sectional 
editions of magazines (*  ch. Marketing, p. 221).

Prestigious finishing is the general term for all value-adding 
post-press processes. As well as varnishing and laminat-
ing (*  p. 198), finishing also includes dye-cutting (fig. 82), 
punching (fig. 83) and perforating (fig. 84).
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role and expands the disciplines in which 
they must be competent . Comprising seven 
chapters, this title offers concise analysis as 
well as explanations of unique vocabulary . 
Written for a global audience, the handbook 
expounds on various international formats 
and legalities . It is both a stimulating refer-
ence book for students and newcomers, and a 
trusty companion for design and media pro-
fessionals to use in their everyday work .

 “… deal[s] at some depth with many of the work-
ing problems of the graphic designer … contain[s] 
more facts about our craft, trade, or profession 
than you would have thought possible in one 
volume .” eye MAGAZINe
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Letter anatomy

The sum of all of a letter’s elements conveys the essential 
qualities of a typeface. The individual letter elements are 
defined using specific technical terms:

In addition to the visible elements, the areas of white between 
the letters also play a crucial part. The interior of a letter is 
known as the counter. 
 The alphabet is the visual version of all the sound units 
of a language in a fixed sequence.

The character set

The character set, or character stock, of a typeface con-
sists “of various types of characters such as letters (sound 
characters), figures (quantity characters) and an imprecisely 
defined number of characters for controlling the writing (for 
example full stops, brackets and inverted commas).”� 

Punctuation and special characters

Punctuation and special characters are used to impose 
structure, order, and value. Punctuation marks reflect the 
voice‘s ability to modulate. They can reinforce meaning, and 
draw structure and thoughts, figures and values together.

Arabic numerals

The individual character for expressing quantity is known as 
a numeral (or numeric character). A number is produced by 
combining different numerals (*  pp. 63 – 6�, origins of type). 
In typography a distinction is also made between lower and 
uppercase figures, which include numerals (*  p. 81, table 
numerals). 

Ligatures

A combination of several letters fused together is called a 
ligature. One example of this is the ampersand character or 
commercial and. Jan Tschichold8 says of it: “… written ‘et’, 
comes from Latin, means ‘and’ and is a ligature of a very 
particular kind because it appears in so many forms. It is 
always an intimate fusion of letters, in which one part of a 
letter either merges into part of another or forms that part  
at the same time.”

� Flusser, Vilém: Die Schrift. Hat Schreiben Zukunft? (2002). Not available in English.
8 Tschichold, Jan: The Ampersand. Its Origin and Development (195�)
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1 Cap height

2 x-height

3 Ascender

4 Descender

5 Baseline, typeline

6 Stem

7 Serifs

8 Counter

9 Bowl 

10 Ear

11 Arch, stress

12 Ball

13 Link

14 Terminal

15 Bar

16 Shoulder

17 Kern, overhang, overshoot

18 Arm, hairline

19 Leg, main stroke

23
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Additive colour mixing: red + green = yellow; green + blue = 
cyan; blue + red = magenta; red + green + blue = white (fig. 2).
 Subtractive colour mixing: cyan + magenta = blue;  
magenta + yellow = red; cyan + yellow = green; cyan +  
magenta + yellow = black (fig. 3).
 The colour impression a viewer gains of an object is  
created by the light component that meets the surface of 
the object and is reflected thereby, while the remainder is 
absorbed on impact. Here, the reflected light determines 
the colour of the object. An object that does not reflect any 
of the component colours of sunlight therefore always looks 
black. Conversely, an object that reflects all the colours is 
seen as white. Non-luminous colours are also called sub-
traction colours because of absorption.
 Light temperature. If the temperature of a glowing 
metal body is gradually raised it radiates different colours  
of light. The light colour temperatures are derived from this: 
warm light: 3500 K (Kelvin)2, daylight: 5500 K, cold light: 
6500 K.

Colour theories

Important figures from the fields of culture, art and science 
such as Isaac Newton and Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, as 
well as Paul Renner, Johannes Itten and Harald Küppers, 
have addressed the phenomenon of colour in detail. Several 
theories and doctrines still retain their validity. Two of the 
most important colour theories are explained below.
 The Swiss painter and art historian Johannes Itten 
(1888 – 1967) worked on the basis of three basic colours, 
the primary colours blue, yellow and red, which produce 
the twelve part chromatic circle (1961) when mixed (fig. 4). 
The three basic colours of the first order are found in the 
middle of the colour circle. Itten largely based his theory on 
the insights gained by the poet and natural historian Johann 
Wolfgang von Goethe (1749 – 1832).

2 Boltzmann constant of average kinetic energy, value: 1.380658 × 10 –²³ joules per kelvin  
(Ludwig Boltzmann, physicist, 1844 – 1906)

According to Itten, complementary colours are two colours 
that lie opposite each other in a chromatic circle – in other 
words, which have complementary positions to each other, 
like for example red and green (fig. 5). Mixing two comple-
mentary colours produces grey. According to Goethe and 
Itten, the colour combination of two complementary colours 
is seen as “especially harmonious”.
 The colour expert Harald Küppers, internationally  
acknowledged in the printing industry and the graphic arts 
trade, bases his colour theory on six basic colours: yellow, 
green, cyan-blue, violet-blue, magenta-red and orange-red. 
He arranges the basic colours in a hexagon, rather than a 
circle (fig. 6).
 The elementary colours (violet-blue, green, orange-red) 
and the basic colours according to Harald Küppers are ex-
plained below.
 In Küppers’ theory, primary colours are the starting point 
for any colour process. In subtractive mixing (“SubMi”) 
these are the basic chromatic colours yellow, magenta-red 
and cyan-blue, and their interaction with the background 
colour white. In additive mixing the primary colours are the 
basic chromatic colours orange-red, green and violet-blue, 
and their interaction with the background colour black. 
According to Küppers, secondary colours are created by 
mixing two primary colours, and tertiary colours are created 
by mixing three primary colours.

Colour effects

Colours produce their effects in a variety of ways. Colour 
psychology and colour symbolism offer various interpreta-
tions of individual colours. In fact, colours and their mean-
ing, or the sensations they produce, are not solely dependent 
on individual experience, but also on agreed impressions 
that go back over the centuries. So colours can mean dif-
ferent things in different cultures, and the following list of 
colour interpretations should not be regarded as definitive. 
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Gestaltungsgrundlagen

Grundelemente

In der Regel besteht der Grundaufbau einer grafischen 
Gestaltung aus den Grundelementen Punkt, Linie und  
Fläche.
 Der Punkt ist das kleinste Element in der grafischen 
Gestaltung. Geometrisch betrachtet ist der Punkt ein null- 
dimensionales Objekt ohne jegliche Ausdehnung. Geo-
metrisch wird der Punkt in einem ebenen Vektormodell  
mit X-, Y-Koordinaten und in einem Rastermodell als ein-
zelne Zelle (*  Kap. Produktion, S. 174, Dot) dargestellt. 
Je nach Distanz können verschiedene große Punkte wahr-
genommen werden, oder mit der Aneinanderreihung von 
Punkten zu einer Fläche kann ein Raster (*  Kap. Produktion, 
S. 174) entstehen. Das bedeutet: Die Punkte werden nicht 
mehr isoliert, sondern als graue Fläche wahrgenommen 
(Abb. 42). 
 Die Gestaltung mit Punkten kann eine Vielzahl von An-
mutungen erzeugen. Bereits mit Aussagen zu Ortsbezeich-
nungen wie oben, unten oder mittig verbindet der Mensch 
bedingte Assoziationen. So kann der einzelne Punkt im Zen-
trum auf einer Fläche Ruhe ausstrahlen (Abb. 43), mit der 
Verschiebung aber Spannung auslösen (Abb. 44), mit einer 
Wiederholung Struktur und Texturen erzeugen (Abb. 45) oder 
durch gezielte Variabilität in Größe oder Farbe reizvolle In-
szenierungen zulassen (Abb. 46).
 Die Linie. Die Aneinanderreihung von Punkten mit kon-
stantem Abstand wird vom Auge als Linie wahrgenommen 
(*  S. 32 – 34, Gestaltungsgesetze). Adrian Frutiger, der 
Entwickler der Schrift Univers, sagt dazu, „dass jeder line-
are Ausdruck aus einem in Bewegung gesetzten Punkt ent-
steht.“10 Im Gegensatz zum Punkt, der an eine zentrale Mitte 
gebunden ist, kann die Linie einen dynamischen  
Charakter aufweisen. Die einfachste Form der Linie ist die 
Gerade. Als Senkrechte wirkt sie aktiv und leicht (Abb. 47), 
als Waagerechte passiv und schwer (Abb. 48). Geraden 
können zudem diagonal verlaufen. Verläuft eine Gerade von 
links unten nach rechts oben, dann wird sie als aufsteigende 

10 Frutiger, Adrian: Der Mensch und seine Zeichen (1978) 

Linie empfunden (Abb. 49). Wenn eine Linie jedoch von 
rechts unten nach links oben führt, wird diese als eine von 
links nach rechts fallende Linie wahrgenommen. 
 Das Auge tastet eine Fläche oder Form von links nach 
rechts ab (westliche Kulturen), da Lesegewohnheiten (*  Kap. 
Typografie, S. 61) auf das Sehen übertragen werden. Diese 
sind jedoch in einigen Kulturen wie z. B. in China recht ver-
schieden. 
 Linien können auch gebogen (Abb. 50) und gekrümmt 
sein. Sie sind vielfältig einsetzbar. Sie können verbinden 
(Abb. 51), in ihrem Verlauf Umrisse von Formen bestimmen 
(freie Linien), Flächen gliedern, sich zu Strukturen oder 
Schraffuren verdichten (Abb. 52), stützen und hervorheben, 
oder auch auf etwas hinweisen bzw. eine Richtung vorge-
ben. So kann der Pfeil verschiedene Aussagen machen.  
Er kann geradeaus, nach rechts oben oder nach rechts unten 
weisen, während der „Wendepfeil“ sich krümmt und in die 
Ausgangsrichtung zurückzeigt. 
 Ein Strich ist in der Regel eine meist kurze unregel-
mäßige Linie, eher die künstlerische Eigenart des Umgangs 
mit dem Pinsel. Eine Spirale ist eine offene Linie, die Ver-
bindung von außen nach innen oder von innen nach außen, 
mit der Tendenz zur starken Bewegung.
 Beachte: Eine Schriftzeile oder Linie, die in der mathe-
matischen Mitte einer Fläche steht, empfindet das Auge als 
zu tief (Abb. 53). Deshalb wird zwischen optischer und ma-
thematischer Mitte unterschieden. Die optische Mitte ist in 
der Gestaltung das optische befriedigende Maß. Waagerecht 
gelagerte Balken wirken immer etwas schwerer als senk-
rechte, wie die Abb. 54 und Abb. 55 hier zeigen. Beide Bal-
ken haben die gleiche Länge und die gleiche Breite (*  Kap. 
Typografie, S. 86, Gleichmaß und Differenzierung). 
 Die Fläche ist eine geschlossene geometrische Figur  
mit zwei Dimensionen. Sie wird von einer homogenen Fläche 
eingeschlossen, die in der Regel zweidimensional dargestellt 
und von einem oder mehreren Liniensegmenten formal be-
grenzt wird. Geometrisch wird eine Fläche in der Regel durch 
eine Folge von Koordinatenpaaren beschrieben. Mit einfachen 
Gestaltungsmitteln können verschiedene Anmutungen auf 
einer Fläche erzeugt werden.
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Der Farbe-an-sich-Kontrast, auch Buntkontrast, entsteht 
automatisch, sobald Farben verwendet werden (Abb. 64).  
Er bezeichnet auch den Kontrast zweier Farben zueinander.
 Der Hell-Dunkel-Kontrast. Hier bilden Weiß und Schwarz 
(Abb. 65) den stärksten Hell-Dunkel-Kontrast, Violett und 
Schwarz dagegen den geringsten Kontrast.  
 Der Warm-Kalt-Kontrast (Abb. 66). Die Farben der 
linken Hälfte des Farbkreises, von Blauviolett bis Gelbgrün, 
sind so genannte kalte Farben (*  S. 21). Die Farben der 
rechten Hälfte, Gelb bis Rotviolett, sind so genannte warme 
Farben. In der Farbperspektive (*  S. 21) unterstützt der 
Kalt-Warm-Kontrast den räumlichen Eindruck. 
 Der Qualitätskontrast (Abb. 67) bezieht sich auf das Aus-
maß der Buntheit, z. B. des Unbuntseins der Farben, also 
auf Unterschiede in der Farbqualität. Küppers nennt dieses 
ästhetische Unterscheidungsmerkmal auch Buntgrad bzw. 
Unbuntgrad. Beispiel dafür ist ein Kontrast, der zwischen 
gesättigten, leuchtenden Farben und stumpfen, trüben und 
gebrochenen Farben besteht. 
 Beim Simultankontrast verändern die Farben, abhängig 
von ihrer Umgebung, ihren Charakter. So wirkt z. B. dieselbe 
Farbe auf einem hellen Hintergrund dunkler und umgekehrt 
auf einem dunklen Hintergrund heller (Abb. 68). Oder es 
lässt ein so genannter warmer Hintergrund einen Farbton 
kühler wirken, während ein kühler Hintergrund den gleichen 
Farbton wärmer wirken lässt (Abb. 69). 
 Der Komplementärkontrast entsteht, wenn zwei Kom-
plementärfarben aufeinandertreffen, z. B. Orange und Blau 
(Abb. 70). Komplementärfarben liegen sich im Farbkreis 
gegenüber. Zwei Komplementärfarben ergeben in der Mi-
schung eine unbunte Farbe (*  S. 12, 13). Sind zwei Farben 
komplementär zueinander, verstärken sie sich gegenseitig in 
ihrer Leuchtkraft. 
 Der Quantitätskontrast beruht auf der Gegenüberstel-
lung verschieden großer Farbflächen, beispielsweise bei der 
Verwendung von großen Farbflächen und kleineren Farb-
elementen. Laut Johann Wolfgang von Goethe wirken folgen-
de Mengenverhältnisse vor allem harmonisch; Gelb-Violett: 
1:3, Orange-Blau: 1:2, Rot-Grün: 1:1 und Rot-Gelb-Blau: 6:3:8 
(Abb. 71  – 74).

Kontrastbeispiele im Layout

Formenkontraste 
– Geradestehende Schrift versus kursive Schrift 
– Sans Serif versus Schrift mit Serifen

Stärkenkontraste 
– Fetter Schriftschnitt versus normaler Schriftschnitt 
–  Weiße Papieroberfläche versus Grauwirkung des 

Satzspiegels
– Helles Bild versus dunkles Bild 

Größenkontraste 
– Großer Schriftgrad versus kleiner Schriftgrad 
– Großflächige Abbildung versus kleinflächige Abbildung 
– Breite Spalte versus schmale Spalte

Farbkontraste 
– Schwarzer Grundtext versus rot ausgezeichneter Text 
– Farbe versus Komplementärfarbe  
– Weiße Papieroberfläche versus Grauwirkung des Textes 

Flächenkontraste 
– Kurze Seitenfläche versus lange Seitenfläche (Format) 
– Große Textblöcke versus kleine Textblöcke  
– Breiter Rand versus schmaler Satzspiegel

Ordnungskontraste 
– Waagerechte Anordnung versus senkrechte Anordnung. 
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Effektraster sind spezielle Rasterformen und -strukturen wie 
z. B. Kornraster, Linienraster, Kreisraster oder Kreuzlinien-
raster. 
 Das frequenzmodulierte Raster (FM-Raster), auch sto-
chastisches Raster (Abb. 27), ist ein Effektraster mit hoher 
Auflösung. Die frequenzmodulierte Rasterung ist ein Verfah-
ren zur Halbtonsimulation mit Rasterpunkten gleicher Grö-
ße. Die Anzahl der Punkte, die in einem bestimmten Bereich 
liegen, bestimmen den Farbton. Das FM-Raster ist sehr 
hochwertig, erfordert aber bei der Druckplattenkopie und im 
Druck größere Sorgfalt und eine andere Arbeitsweise. 

Tipp: Vorteile des FM-Rasters: Extrem detailreiches Druckbild 
durch die „Simulierung“ des Fotokorns; kaum Schwankungen 
im Druckzuwachs; geringe Farbschwankungen; keine sicht-
baren Rasterpunkte, deshalb keine unerwünschten Moiré-Mu-
ster (Interferenzmuster) (* S. 175, Abb. 25); separierte Farben 
wirken wie Sonderfarben. Nachteile: Die Details „entlarven“ 
eine schlechte oder ungenaue Bildbearbeitung; farbige glatte 
Flächen können fleckig erscheinen. 
 
Tipp: Das FM-Raster ist gut geeignet für hohe Ansprüche auf 
gestrichenen und gussgestrichenen Papieren.

Rasterwinkel

Bei regelmäßigen Rastern gibt der Rasterwinkel die Rich-
tung der Rasterung an, der von der Senkrechten aus gemes-
sen wird. Das menschliche Gehirn nimmt Winkel um 0 und 
90 Grad leicht wahr. So sind für einfarbige Darstellungen 
Diagonalstellungen von 45 oder 135 Grad üblich. Im mehr-
farbigen Druck werden für die unterschiedlichen Farben 
verschiedene Rasterwinkel verwendet. So können Überlage-
rungseffekte vermieden werden (*  S. 175, Moiré, Abb. 25). 
Im Offsetdruck verwendet man für die vier Farben Gelb, 
Magenta, Cyan und Schwarz die Winkel 0, 15, 75 und 45 
Grad (Abb. 28, 29) (*  S. 191, Rasterweiten- und Rasterwin-
kelmesser). 
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Reinzeichnung und Kontrolle

Die Reinzeichnung ist die Aufbereitung des Layouts (*  Kap.
Gestaltung, S. 43) zu einer verbindlichen Druckvorlage. Die 
Reinzeichnung hat die Aufgabe, die Vorlagen zu prüfen und 
bei Bedarf zu optimieren. Dieser Arbeitsschritt ist eng an die 
spätere Verarbeitung gebunden und berücksichtigt u. a. die 
Art des Drucks, die Bindung sowie mögliche Veredelungen 
des gedruckten Produktes. Eine gute Reinzeichnung kann nur 
im Dialog mit der Druckerei und dem Buchbinder ausgeführt 
werden. In der Regel ist das Ergebnis der Reinzeichnung eine 
Satzdatei, z. B. InDesign-Datei oder PDF-Datei (*  S. 181). 
Angelegt wird im Anschluss an die grafische Gestaltung. 
 In den Reinzeichnungsdateien wird der endgültige Stand 
aller zu druckenden Elemente (z. B. Schrift, Farbflächen, 
Bilder) im Format festgelegt. Des Weiteren werden verschie-
dene drucktechnische Parameter wie z. B. Farbmodus und 
Trapping eingestellt.
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Wie man Daten so für den Druck aufbereitet, dass ein  
optimales ergebnis erzielt wird .

GRAFIKDeSIGN, TyPOGRAFIe

Von: Kristina Nickel
Austattung: Vollfarbig, 
PVC-Cover, Leseband,  
288 Seiten, 21 × 26 cm, 
Sprache: Deutsch
Preis: € 49,90 (D)
ISBN (D): 978-3-89955-310-9

ReADy TO PRINT

Handbuch für 
Mediengestalter

Dieses umfangreiche Nachschlagewerk weiht 
den Leser in wesentliches Grundwissen für 
die Aufbereitung von Druckdaten ein und 
ermöglicht so eine optimale Planung der ein-
zelnen Arbeitsgänge in der Druckvorstufe und 

A user-friendly handbook that helps designers to prepare 
their files for optimal printing .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN, TyPOGRAPHy

By: Kristina Nickel
Features: Full color, 
PVC cover, bookmark ribbon, 
288 pages, 21 × 26 cm
Price: € 49 .90 (D) £ 45 $ 78
ISBN: 978-3-89955-325-3

ReADy TO PRINT

Handbook for 
Media Designers

ready to Print is an easy-to-follow reference 
for designers that thoroughly explains each 
stage of how to prepare data for prepress 
and production . Clearly structured chapters 
on Paper, Printing Techniques, Typography, 
Trapping, Color, Image editing, and PDF as 
well as abundant descriptive graphics impart 
essential knowledge in a comprehensive way . 
From the traits of various types of paper to the 
recommended settings when exporting data 
into a print-ready PDF, the book  thoroughly 
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Trap Presets

Preset Options...

Modify Trap Preset Options

Name: (Default)

Trap Width

Default: 0,088 mm

Black: 0,176 mm

Images

Trap Placement: Centre

 Trap Objects to Images
 Trap Images to Images
 Trap Images Internally
 Trap 1-bit Images

Trap Appearance

Join Style: Mitre

End Style: Mitre

Trap Thresholds

Step: 10% 
Black Colour: 100%

Black Density: 1,6

Sliding Trap: 70%

Trap Colour Reduction: 100%

4. Trapping  >  4.3 Trap presets

End style defines what the traps do if the corners of three 
objects meet. The options are “Mitered” and “Overlap”. 
“Mitered” should be used to avoid very dark overlaps. 
The corner traps are shaped so that they do not overlap. 

Trap imported graphics  Often trapping 
is not necessary when an object or type touches 
an image—at least not if the image and object are 

Euroscale colors. This is because a color photo normally  
contains all the colors, so that there are plenty of common  

scale color components to prevent any white gaps from 
occurring. One exception would be a colored object that 
touches a grayscale image. The object has to be trapped be- 
cause there are not enough common color components.

Trap placement  This setting controls the 
position of a trap when a vector object traps an 
image. The options are “Centerline”, “Choke” 
and “Spread”. “Neutral Density” means that 

spreading or choking is required depending on the 
pixel brightness of the abutting image. This can cause 
such uneven and shape-destroying traps that white gaps 
would be preferable. 

Trap objects to images  This option 
determines whether drawn vector objects, type 
or placed Illustrator or PDF files with bitmap 
images are trapped in InDesign. This option 

should only be activated when there are insufficient 
color components in common. 

Trap images to images  This option 
determines whether traps are generated when 
bitmap images overlap. This option should only 

be activated when the overlapping pixel images have 
insufficient color components in common.

Trap images internally  Here one makes 
sure that each pixel within an image traps the 
next pixel in accordance with the trap presets. 
This option has to be switched off for halftone 

images. Trapping may be suitable for larger images such 
as screenshots that are separated so that the gray compo-
nent only consists of black, or pixel graphics with strong 
color contrasts and few common components. 

Trap 1-bit images  This option creates 
a trap when a black and white image touches 

graphics or type. Trap placement cannot be changed for 
black and white images.

Trap placement in images

trapping when color 
difference is 10 percent 
or more

Default trap presets

CenterlineWithout trapping

Choke

Neutral density Spread
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the four process colors, a further color will have to be 
used. These additional colors are called special, deco-
rative, or spot colors. Spot colors can be printed with 
100 percent chromatic component, whereas in the 
Euroscale spot colors are partly screened, i.e. they are 
printed in different color gradations in order to simu-
late all kinds of colors in combination printing. Simula-
tion can become a problem if a particular color cannot 
be reproduced well using these base colors or if a print-
ing process is used in which screening is not possible 
or would not work for other reasons. An example would 
be when the screen is comparatively widely spaced and 
visible to the naked eye, or when very fine lines or very 
small type is composed of several screened colors. 

Print colors are composed of several ingredi-
ents. The colorants are color pigments and dyes. Bind-
ing agents (varnish), additives and carriers are also 
required. Color pigments are solid organic or inorganic 
substances that float in a fluid carrier. Dyes are organic 
compounds that are dissolved in liquid (solvent). Dyes 
have a higher color range than color pigments. They 
are very intense, but fade over time. Therefore printing 
colors contain pigments more than anything. While the 
organic pigments give color its tone, the inorganic pig-
ments produce special effects. These include metallic 
effect pigments for gold and silver colors or pearl lus-
ter and fluorescent pigments. Pigments need a binding 
agent in order to stick to the print material, whereas 
dyes often stick directly to the surface. Binding agents 
are usually made of resins dissolved in mineral oil. The 
use of additives depends on the printing method used. 
They influence the drying process, flow properties and 
rub resistance of the ink. The carriers for the colorants 
may be thinners such as mineral oil or solvents. In digi-
tal printing, one refers to toner rather than ink. Toner 
may be fluid or dry, depending on the method used. 

The precise composition of any given ink is 
determined by the printing method. The ink’s consis-
tency may range from thin fluid or semi-fluid through 
to dry powder, depending on how the ink is applied, 
dried and fixed. In gravure printing for example, thin 
fluid inks are required, whereas in offset printing vis-
cous semi-fluid, pasty inks are used. Moreover, offset 
inks are subdivided into several classes for different 
kinds of use. In addition to the standard and universal 
kinds of ink there is gloss and high-gloss ink for glossy 
coated paper, highly rub-proof ink, low-odor ink, highly 
pigmented ink, UV-, film-, and ink for waterless offset 
printing, heatset ink for web offset, and coldset ink for 
newspaper printing. 

In order to create an even greater color space in multi-
color printing, more than four spot colors may be used 
for special applications. By adding the chromatic colors 
red, green and blue, one can create a color space that 
suits our visual perception better than the more lim-
ited color space composed of cyan, magenta and yellow. 
This is referred to as HiFi color printing. This means 
that seven colors are used, although black is still used 
mainly for type.

Pantone Inc. developed the so-called Hexa-
chrome system, which extends the color space with  
the addition of the spot colors orange and green. The 
Hexachrome system is printed using five colors plus 
black, which also considerably extends the color space. 
Here each mixed color is only composed of three of 
the six colors. According to Pantone over 80 percent of 
Pantone colors and nearly all RGB colors can be pro-
duced this way.

The Hexachrome and HiFi color systems are 
relatively seldom used because it is altogether more 
trouble to go to than conventional four-color printing. 
Using two or three extra colors naturally makes print-
ing more costly, and is only worthwhile for projects 
that require exact color reproduction for several special 
colors, or where a particularly extensive color space is 
deemed absolutely necessary for reproducing photos. 
In that case a special plug-in is required that offers a 
Hexachrome color palette for Illustrator, and enables 
the separation of relevant images in Photoshop.

Color separation  A color is separated for 
process color reproduction into the spot colors 
cyan, magenta, yellow and black. As previously 
described in “Print colors”, all possible kinds of 

colors can be mixed from the three spot colors cyan, 
magenta and yellow. In theory, with the addition of the 
fourth print color black, all of the 16.7 million RGB col-
ors that are representable on a monitor can be repro-
duced. In order to realize this, however, the colors have 
to be screened. This means that alongside the solid area 
of 100 percent color, halftones of a color are also printed, 
so that a color might only cover 25 percent of the area, 
for example. This is how different spot color mix ratios 
are created, from which the corresponding visual per-
ceptions arise. 

In conventional screening the dots more or less 
overlap one another and some are on their own next to 
each other. This creates a color perception on the one 

hand from the subtractive color mix due to the over-
printing of the overlapping dots, and on the other hand 
from the additive color mix of the dots on their own 
that only merge into a color in the eye of the beholder. 
This is known as autotypical color synthesis. The addi-
tive color mix may only be perceived when the indi-
vidual dots are so small that they cannot be seen from 
a normal viewing distance, while subtractive color mix-
ing can only occur when the colors are transparent. 
Otherwise the overlapping color would totally cover the 
color underneath it instead of mixing with it. Therefore 
in subtractive color mixing, the thicker the ink cover-
age, the darker it becomes. 

The fact that the screened reproduction pro-
cess is a combination of additive and subtractive color 
mixing shows quite how complicated this process is. 
All the more so because the dots that are next to each 
other in additive color mixing do not create the same 
color impression as in the subtractive color mixing 
of overlapping dots. Add to that the fact that colors  
used in reality are not optimal colors. In other words, 

they do not correspond 
exactly to the colorimetric 
ideal of cyan, magenta and 
yellow, which are mixed 
from the spectral colors 
red, green and blue in a 
theoretical color triangle. 
For this reason the theoret-
ically possible color range 
cannot be printed. 

This is made trick-
ier by the fact that print col-
ors do not behave perfectly 
colorimetrically in prac-
tice or in the reproduction 
process. If, for example, 
one mixes red, green and 
blue in equal measures in 
additive color mixing, the 
resulting color will always 
be neutral, i.e. white, black 
or gray. However, these 
neutral colors cannot be 
reproduced with cyan, 
magenta and yellow by 
simply inverting the RGB 
parts. Instead, standar- 
dized offset printing has 
demonstrated how a neu-

tral gray can only be produced in practice by mixing  
the spot colors cyan, magenta and yellow in unequal 
measures. Thus a neutral gray tone in four-color  
printing is always produced by using a higher cyan 
component compared to magenta and yellow. (See the 
“Light colors & body colors” section in the “color” 
chapter, and in particular the illustration of a “color 
triangle”, p. 181.)

Black composition  As previously ex-
plained in “Print colors” (p. 73 f.), the spot col-
ors cyan, magenta and yellow are complemented 
by black for practical reasons. There are sev-

eral methods for determining the black component 
of a color. There is chromatic composition, chromatic  
composition with under color removal (UCR), gray 
component replacement (GCR), and under color addi-
tion (UCA). In under color removal all color tones are 
exclusively generated from cyan, magenta and yellow, 

The Hexachrome color space is greater than the CMYK color space.

Hexachrome color space

spectral colors

Hexachrome

CMYK
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the print image is printed twice so that a halftone dot 
has a slightly offset and lighter shadow. The D-swatch 
must appear evenly bright in order to avoid dot slur  
or doubling.

Ugra / FOGRA media wedge The Ugra / 
FOGRA media wedge was developed by FOGRA 
in collaboration with bvdm, the German print-
ing and media industries federation. This con-

trol strip, which must be included on a proof, is for 
checking true color proofs. It consists of a TIFF or EPS 
file. There are several color and grayscale swatches on 
the wedge that can be measured colorimetrically. This 
guarantees that the colors on the proof conform to the 
respective print standards. 

There are 72 measuring swatches in total on the 
3.0 version wedge from 2008. The vast majority are 

2. Printing Technology  >  2.3 Quality control

In addition to spot checks using a hand densitometer, 
fully automatic checks are carried out with densito-
metric scanning units. These were developed mainly 
for offset printing. If irregularities occur, the printing 
machine has to be adjusted accordingly, taking care to 
ensure that it stays consistent throughout the entire 
print run.

Print control strip  Print control strips are 
printed across the entire sheet width to check 
the print result. Each strip contains various color 
measurement swatches and control swatches. A 

densitometer can check both the print image and the 
halftone and solid areas of the control strip for optical 
density and gray balance. The control strip allows the 
colors to be judged neutrally, seeing as other colors on 
the print sheet sometimes outshine the measuring sig-
nal. Control swatches are special line swatches next to 
the color measuring swatches that can determine print-
ing transmission errors. 

Ink density and dot gain may be measured in 
the halftone swatches of the control strip. A change 
in the halftone dot diameters leads to a change in the 
tonal value, which in turn leads to color shift. The 
printer ensures that dot gain stays within acceptable 

boundaries by measuring the optically effective area 
coverage of these halftone swatches. There is a differ-
ence between the optically effective area coverage and 
the actual area coverage because the halftone dots trap 
some of the reflected light beams. This is due to the fact 
that light does not reflect back at the same angle it hits 
the paper. This makes the halftone dots appear bigger 
than they really are.

The density of base colors and spot colors may 
be measured both individually and in overprinting in 
the spot color swatches. A densitometer checks for col-
oration. The 3-color overprinting swatch is next to 100% 
black, and is for monitoring ink application. 

The gray balance swatches make sure that  
there is no unwanted color cast in print. A particu-
lar combination of uneven spot colors must produce a  
neutral gray when printed over one another. That is  
why there are one or several screened grayscale  
swatches on the color control strip, which are com- 
posed either of all black, or the spot colors cyan, 
magenta and yellow. The swatches ought to appear as 
evenly gray as possible. 

Certain transmission errors may be identified 
using the control swatches. These include dot slur and 
doubling of the print image. Dot slur is when the shape 
of a halftone dot is changed during printing so that a 
circle becomes oval, for example. Doubling is when 

Different swatches on a print control strip

a) 80% true gray
b) gray balance swatch composed of 75% cyan, 62% magenta, and 60% yellow to monitor the color balance
c) spot color swatch to monitor coloration
d) dot slur and doubling swatches to monitor cylinder progression  
e) halftone swatches to monitor dot gain 
f) paper color
g) 3-color overprint swatches to monitor trapping
h) 2-color overprint swatches

80% K C M Y D 50% 40% 80% D 50% 40% 80% D 50% 40% 80% D 50% 40% 80%75 62 60

a) b) c) c) c) c) d) e) e) d) e) e) d) d)e) e)e) e)

Zero K M CM C CY Y MY M300%

f) g) c) c) c) c) c)h) h) h)

Halftone swatches

40% 40% 40% 40%80% 80% 80% 80%

1-, 2-, and 3-color spot swatches

K CM CY MYM C Y M 300%

80% 75 62 60

Gray balance swatch next to 80% 
true gray

doubling

Control fields for errors in transmission

correct

D-field

dot slur

Transmission error: dot slur
(diagram)

Transmission error: doubling
(diagram)

Dot slur and doubling are typical printing trans-
mission errors.
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Diese Registerhaltigkeit richtet sich an einem vorgegebe-
nen Grundlinienraster aus. Dadurch wird gewährleistet,  
dass das Layout eine gewisse Ordnung und Klarheit 
erhält. Außerdem lässt sich auf diese Weise verhindern, 
dass sich durch die Rückseite scheinende Zeilen in den 
Vordergrund drängen und so das eingesetzte Gestal-
tungsraster beeinträchtigen und das erwünschte Grau-
bild beeinflussen.

Wenn die Überschriften und Zwischenüber-
schriften in derselben Schriftgröße und mit dem glei-
chen Zeilenabstand gesetzt sind wie die Grundschrift, 
können sie problemlos Register halten. Allerdings ver-
deutlicht die Wahl eines anderen Schriftgrades und 
Zeilenabstandes bei den Überschriften und Zwischen - 
überschriften unter Umständen die Hierarchie zwischen 
den Überschriften und der Grundschrift, was zur Er- 
höhung der Lesbarkeit führt und damit zum Verständnis 
des Textes beiträgt. 

Der Abstand zwischen der Zwischenüberschrift 
und dem nachfolgenden Text sollte generell kleiner sein 
als der Abstand zum vorangegangenen Absatz. Das ver-
deutlicht die Zugehörigkeit der Zwischenüberschrift zum 
nach folgenden Absatz. Bei Zwischenüberschriften, die 
im selben Schriftgrad wie die Grundschrift gesetzt sind, 
werden dazu zwei Leerzeilen vor die Zwischenüberschrift 
gesetzt und eine Leerzeile nach der Zwischenüberschrift. 
Alternativ dazu kann auch eine Leerzeile vor und keine 
Leerzeile nach der Zwischenüberschrift gesetzt werden. 
Oft sind Zwischentitel aber auch einfach nur als zwi-
schengeschobene Auflockerung des Layouts eingesetzt 
mit gleichen Abständen nach oben und unten.

Bei Zwischenüberschriften, die in einem größe-
ren Schriftgrad und mit einem größeren Zeilenabstand 
als die Grundschrift gesetzt sind, kann zum Beispiel eine 
Leerzeile der Grundschrift über der Zwischenüberschrift 
und eine halbe unter der Zwischenüberschrift eingefügt 
werden. Dabei richtet sich die Zwischenüberschrift zwar 
nicht am Grundlinienraster aus, dafür ist aber eindeutig, 
dass sie zum nachfolgenden Absatz gehört. 

Problematisch wird es, wenn die Zwischenüber-
schriften manchmal einzeilig und manchmal zweizei-
lig sind. Damit die Grundschrift immer Register hält,  
bleibt in diesem Fall der Abstand zwischen der Über-
schrift und dem nachfolgenden Text immer gleich, wäh-
rend der Abstand zwischen dem vorangehenden Ab- 
satz zur Überschrift variiert. Eine Überschrift oder Zwi-
schenüberschrift aus mehr als zwei Zeilen ist generell  
zu vermeiden. Überschriften sollten so kurz wie mög- 
lich formuliert sein. Sie werden in der Regel ohne Punkt 
am Ende gesetzt.

Das Grundlinienraster wird in InDesign in den Vorein-
stellungen des Dokuments eingerichtet. Das wichtigste 
ist hierbei die Größe der Einteilungen. Wenn die Grund-
schrift beispielsweise einen Zeilenabstand von 14 Punkt 
hat, gibt man bei ›Einteilung alle‹ ›14 pt‹ ein. Von rele-
vanter Bedeutung ist außerdem der Anfang des Grund-
linienrasters, der beispielsweise in Relation zum obe- 
ren Seitenrand angegeben werden kann. Durch Verändern  
dieses Wertes kann das Grundlinienraster so verschoben 
werden, dass der Text optimal im Satzspiegel steht.

Das Grundlinienraster lässt sich in InDesign im 
Menü ›Ansicht/Raster und Hilfslinien‹ aus- oder einblen- 
den. Damit er auch noch sichtbar ist, wenn beispielsweise  
eine farbige Fläche über der Seite liegt, sollte in den Vorein- 
stellungen ›Raster im Hintergrund‹ deaktiviert werden.

Um den Text automatisch an diesem Grundli-
nienraster auszurichten, muss in der Absatzpalette bzw. 
Steuerungspalette das entsprechende Symbol aktiviert 
werden. In der Regel gilt diese Einstellung für einen gan-
zen Absatz. Es gibt allerdings auch die Möglichkeit, nur 
die erste Zeile am Grundlinienraster auszurichten. 

Ein Anwendungsbeispiel in diesem Zusammen-
hang stellen zum Beispiel die Marginalien dar. Diese 
Randbemerkungen haben oft einen kleineren Schrift-
grad als die Grundschrift und deshalb auch einen klei-
neren Zeilenabstand, sodass sich nur die erste Zeile am 
Grundlinienraster ausrichten sollte.

Registerhaltige Überschriften im Schriftgrad der Grundschrift

Nicht-registerhaltige größere Überschriften
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ten, die im selben Schriftgrad wie die Grundschrift 
gesetzt sind, werden dazu zwei Leerzeilen vor die Zwi-
schenüberschrift gesetzt und eine Leerzeile nach der 
Zwischenüberschrift. Alternativ dazu kann auch eine 
Leerzeile vor und keine Leerzeile nach der Zwischen-
überschrift gesetzt werden.

Überschriften im selben Schriftgrad und  
Zeilenabstand halten problemlos Register

Bei Zwischenüberschriften, die in einem größeren 
Schriftgrad und mit einem größeren Zeilenabstand als 
die Grundschrift gesetzt sind, wird eine Leerzeile der 
Grundschrift über der Zwischenüberschrift eingefügt 
und eine halbe unter der Zwischenüberschrift. Dabei 
richtet sich die Zwischenüberschrift zwar nicht am 
Grundlinienraster aus, dafür ist aber eindeutig, dass 
sie zum nachfolgenden Absatz gehört. Problematisch 
wird es, wenn die Zwischenüberschriften manchmal 
einzeilig und manchmal zweizeilig sind. Damit die 
Grundschrift immer Register hält, bleibt in diesem Fall 
der Abstand zwischen der Überschrift und dem nach-
folgenden Text immer gleich, während der Abstand 
zwischen dem vorangehenden Absatz zur Überschrift 
variiert. Eine Überschrift oder Zwischenüberschrift 
aus mehr als zwei Zeilen ist generell zu vermeiden. 
Überschriften sollten so kurz wie möglich formuliert 
sein. Sie werden übrigens in der Regel ohne Punkt am 
Ende gesetzt.

Das Grundlinienraster wird in InDesign in den Vorein-
stellungen des Dokuments eingerichtet. Das wichtigste 
ist hierbei natürlich die Größe der Einteilungen. Wenn 
die Grundschrift beispielsweise einen Zeilenabstand 

Grundlinienraster

Wenn man ein Buch oder eine Broschüre gegen das 
Licht hält, sollten auf der Vorder- und Rückseite alle 
Grundschriftzeilen genau auf gleicher Höhe stehen. 
In der Fachsprache heißt das, dass die Zeilen Register 
halten. Diese Registerhaltigkeit richtet sich an einem 
bestimmten Grundlinienraster aus. Dadurch wird 
gewährleistet, dass das Layout eine gewisse Ordnung 
und Klarheit erhält. Außerdem lässt sich auf diese 
Weise verhindern, dass sich durch die Rückseite schei-
nende Zeilen in den Vordergrund drängen und so das 
eingesetzte Gestaltungsraster beeinträchtigen und das 
erwünschte Graubild beeinflussen.

Registerhaltige Überschriften

Wenn die Überschriften und Zwischenüberschriften 
in der selben Schriftgröße und mit dem gleichen Zei-
lenabstand gesetzt sind wie die Grundschrift, können 
sie problemlos Register halten. Das ist aber natürlich 
nicht immer der Fall. Die Wahl eines anderen Schrift-
grades und Zeilenabstandes bei den Überschriften und 
Zwischenüberschriften verdeutlicht unter Umständen 
die Hierarchie zwischen den Überschriften und der 
Grundschrift, was zur Erhöhung der Lesbarkeit führt. 

Der Abstand zwischen der Zwischenüberschrift und 
dem nachfolgenden Text sollte generell kleiner sein, 
als der Abstand des vorangegangenen Absatzes zur 
Zwischenüberschrift des nächsten Absatzes. Das ver-
deutlicht die Zugehörigkeit der Zwischenüberschrift 
zum nachfolgenden Absatz. Bei Zwischenüberschrif-
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gesetzt sind, werden dazu zwei Leerzeilen vor die Zwi-
schenüberschrift gesetzt und eine Leerzeile nach der 
Zwischenüberschrift. Alternativ dazu kann auch eine 
Leerzeile vor und keine Leerzeile nach der Zwischen-
überschrift gesetzt werden.

Größere einzeilige Überschriften
Bei Zwischenüberschriften, die in einem größeren 
Schriftgrad und mit einem größeren Zeilenabstand als 
die Grundschrift gesetzt sind, wird eine Leerzeile der 
Grundschrift über der Zwischenüberschrift eingefügt 
und eine halbe unter der Zwischenüberschrift. Dabei 
richtet sich die Zwischenüberschrift zwar nicht am 
Grundlinienraster aus, dafür ist aber eindeutig, dass 
sie zum nachfolgenden Absatz gehört. Problematisch 
wird es, wenn die Zwischenüberschriften manchmal 
einzeilig und manchmal zweizeilig sind. Damit die 
Grundschrift immer Register hält, bleibt in diesem Fall 
der Abstand zwischen der Überschrift und dem nach-
folgenden Text immer gleich, während der Abstand 
zwischen dem vorangehenden Absatz zur Überschrift 
variiert. Eine Überschrift oder Zwischenüberschrift 
aus mehr als zwei Zeilen ist generell zu vermeiden. 
Überschriften sollten so kurz wie möglich formuliert 
sein. Sie werden übrigens in der Regel ohne Punkt am 
Ende gesetzt.

Das Grundlinienraster wird in InDesign in den Vorein-
stellungen des Dokuments eingerichtet. Das wichtigste 
ist hierbei natürlich die Größe der Einteilungen. Wenn 
die Grundschrift beispielsweise einen Zeilenabstand 
von 14 Punkt hat, gibt man bei ›Einteilung alle‹ ›14 
pt‹ ein. Von relevanter Bedeutung ist außerdem der 

Grundlinienraster
Wenn man ein Buch oder eine Broschüre gegen das 
Licht hält, sollten auf der Vorder- und Rückseite alle 
Grundschriftzeilen genau auf gleicher Höhe stehen. 
In der Fachsprache heißt das, dass die Zeilen Register 
halten. Diese Registerhaltigkeit richtet sich an einem 
bestimmten Grundlinienraster aus. 

Dadurch wird gewährleistet, dass das Layout eine 
gewisse Ordnung und Klarheit erhält. Außerdem lässt 
sich auf diese Weise verhindern, dass sich durch die 
Rückseite scheinende Zeilen in den Vordergrund drän-
gen und so das eingesetzte Gestaltungsraster beein-
trächtigen und das erwünschte Graubild beeinflussen.

Größere einzeilige Überschriften
Wenn die Überschriften und Zwischenüberschriften 
in der selben Schriftgröße und mit dem gleichen Zei-
lenabstand gesetzt sind wie die Grundschrift, können 
sie problemlos Register halten. Das ist aber natürlich 
nicht immer der Fall. Die Wahl eines anderen Schrift-
grades und Zeilenabstandes bei den Überschriften und 
Zwischenüberschriften verdeutlicht unter Umständen 
die Hierarchie zwischen den Überschriften und der 
Grundschrift, was zur Erhöhung der Lesbarkeit führt. 

Der Abstand zwischen der Zwischenüberschrift und 
dem nachfolgenden Text sollte generell kleiner sein, 
als der Abstand des vorangegangenen Absatzes zur 
Zwischenüberschrift des nächsten Absatzes. Das ver-
deutlicht die Zugehörigkeit der Zwischenüberschrift 
zum nachfolgenden Absatz. Bei Zwischenüberschrif-
ten, die im selben Schriftgrad wie die Grundschrift 
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ten, die im selben Schriftgrad wie die Grundschrift 
gesetzt sind, werden dazu zwei Leerzeilen vor die Zwi-
schenüberschrift gesetzt und eine Leerzeile nach der 
Zwischenüberschrift. Alternativ dazu kann auch eine 
Leerzeile vor und keine Leerzeile nach der Zwischen-
überschrift gesetzt werden.

Größere zweizeilige Überschriften  
mit größerem Zeilenabstand 

Bei Zwischenüberschriften, die in einem größeren 
Schriftgrad und mit einem größeren Zeilenabstand als 
die Grundschrift gesetzt sind, wird eine Leerzeile der 
Grundschrift über der Zwischenüberschrift eingefügt 
und eine halbe unter der Zwischenüberschrift. Dabei 
richtet sich die Zwischenüberschrift zwar nicht am 
Grundlinienraster aus, dafür ist aber eindeutig, dass 
sie zum nachfolgenden Absatz gehört. Problematisch 
wird es, wenn die Zwischenüberschriften manchmal 
einzeilig und manchmal zweizeilig sind. Damit die 
Grundschrift immer Register hält, bleibt in diesem Fall 
der Abstand zwischen der Überschrift und dem nach-
folgenden Text immer gleich, während der Abstand 
zwischen dem vorangehenden Absatz zur Überschrift 
variiert. Eine Überschrift oder Zwischenüberschrift 
aus mehr als zwei Zeilen ist generell zu vermeiden. 
Überschriften sollten so kurz wie möglich formuliert 
sein. Sie werden übrigens in der Regel ohne Punkt am 
Ende gesetzt.

Das Grundlinienraster wird in InDesign in den Vorein-
stellungen des Dokuments eingerichtet. Das wichtigste 
ist hierbei natürlich die Größe der Einteilungen. Wenn 

Grundlinienraster

Wenn man ein Buch oder eine Broschüre gegen das 
Licht hält, sollten auf der Vorder- und Rückseite alle 
Grundschriftzeilen genau auf gleicher Höhe stehen. 
In der Fachsprache heißt das, dass die Zeilen Register 
halten. Diese Registerhaltigkeit richtet sich an einem 
bestimmten Grundlinienraster aus. Dadurch wird 
gewährleistet, dass das Layout eine gewisse Ordnung 
und Klarheit erhält. Außerdem lässt sich auf diese 
Weise verhindern, dass sich durch die Rückseite schei-
nende Zeilen in den Vordergrund drängen und so das 
eingesetzte Gestaltungsraster beeinträchtigen und das 
erwünschte Graubild beeinflussen.

Größere einzeilige Überschriften

Wenn die Überschriften und Zwischenüberschriften 
in der selben Schriftgröße und mit dem gleichen Zei-
lenabstand gesetzt sind wie die Grundschrift, können 
sie problemlos Register halten. Das ist aber natürlich 
nicht immer der Fall. Die Wahl eines anderen Schrift-
grades und Zeilenabstandes bei den Überschriften und 
Zwischenüberschriften verdeutlicht unter Umständen 
die Hierarchie zwischen den Überschriften und der 
Grundschrift, was zur Erhöhung der Lesbarkeit führt. 

Der Abstand zwischen der Zwischenüberschrift und 
dem nachfolgenden Text sollte generell kleiner sein, 
als der Abstand des vorangegangenen Absatzes zur 
Zwischenüberschrift des nächsten Absatzes. Das ver-
deutlicht die Zugehörigkeit der Zwischenüberschrift 
zum nachfolgenden Absatz. Bei Zwischenüberschrif-

Größere Überschriften mit variablen Abständen

Grundlinienraster einrichten in InDesign

InDesign

Voreinstellungen

Voreinstellungen

Raster...

Grundlinienraster

Anfang: 26,5 mm

Einteilung alle: 19 pt

Text am Grundlinienraster ausrichten

Absatz An Grundlinien-
raster ausrichten
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oder Stereoanlagen. In der 
Regel werden im Tampon-
druck Strichelemente oder 
Text ohne Raster und meis-
tens nur einfarbig gedruckt.

Flachdruck  Der 
Flachdruck erhielt 
seinen Namen, weil 
auf der Druckform 

die druckenden und nicht-
druckenden Elemente auf 
einer Ebene liegen. Das Ver-
fahren gliedert sich in den 
Steindruck, auch Lithogra-
fie genannt, den Lichtdruck, 
den Offsetdruck und das 
Dilithoverfahren. Der Stein-
druck ist im Prinzip der Vor-
läufer des Offsetdrucks, des heute am meisten verbreite-
ten Druckverfahrens. Der rasterlose Lichtdruck wird auch 
Phototypie genannt und dient vor allem der Reproduk-

tion von Kunstdrucken und hochwertigen Faksimiles in 
sehr kleiner Auflage. Das Dilithoverfahren war nur vor-
übergehend in der Zeitungsproduktion von Bedeutung. 

Steindruck

Lithografie aus der Steindruckerei Ulrich, Esslingen
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Offset-Positiv-Druckplatte

Offset-Negativ-Druckplatte

Bei den Positiv-Druckplatten sind die lichtundurchlässigen 
Stellen farbführend. Bei den Negativ-Druckplatten sind das 
die durchlässigen Stellen.

Druckplatte

Druckplatte

Filmschicht

Filmschicht

Druckfarbe

Druckfarbe

Mit ihm konnte man auf Hockdruck-Rotationsmaschinen 
Zeitungen im Offsetdruck erzeugen, indem die Druck-
werke durch ein Feuchtwerk ergänzt wurden. Dieses Ver-
fahren wurde allerdings im Laufe der Zeit von Rollenoff-
setmaschinen abgelöst. 

Der Theaterschriftsteller Alois Senefelder erfand 
um 1796 den Steindruck, um Textmanuskripte und 
Noten für Schauspieler einfacher und schneller als im 
Buchdruck zu vervielfältigen. 1797 konstruierte er die 
erste sogenannte Stangen- oder Galgenpresse, bei der die 
Druckform aus Kalkstein hergestellt wurde. Der Stein-
druck macht sich die Eigenschaften von Wasser und 
Öl zunutze. Die Druckform wird zuerst mit einer Fett- 
kreide auf die Steinplatte gezeichnet. Nach einer auf-
wendigen Stabilisierung der Zeichnung wird der Stein 
angefeuchtet, wobei er durch die aufgetragene Kreide 
nur an den bildfreien Stellen feucht wird. Da sich Was-
ser und Öl abstoßen, nimmt der Stein die im Anschluss 
aufgetragene ölhaltige Druckfarbe an den feuchten Stel-
len nicht an. 

Diese Technik erhielt 1803 in Frankreich die 
Bezeichnung Lithografie. 1826 verfeinerte Senefelder  
seine Methode und druckte bereits mit mehreren Farben.  
In der Mitte des 19. Jahrhunderts wurde in Frankreich 
die erste Steindruck-Schnellpressen-Druckmaschine ge- 
baut. Damals wurde das Verfahren auch in der Werbung  
geschätzt, denn so konnten vor allem Plakate in ver-
gleichsweise hohen Geschwindigkeiten reproduziert wer- 
den. Noch zu Anfang des 20. Jahrhunderts wurden rela-
tiv häufig Plakate, Werbemittel oder Ansichts karten im 
Steindruck produziert. Da das Verfahren jedoch recht 
aufwendig war, eignete sich die Technik eher für Künst-
ler, die vorrangig Noten, Landkarten, Grafiken und  
Illustrationen reproduzieren ließen. So blieb letztend-
lich der Buchdruck mehr als 400 Jahre das dominie- 
rende Druckverfahren. Heute findet der Steindruck 
kaum noch Anwendung.

Erst der Durchbruch der Fotografie am Anfang 
des 20. Jahrhunderts ermöglichte die Geburt des Offset-
drucks. 1904 entwickelten zwei Amerikaner unabhän- 
gig voneinander den indirekten Flachdruck. Nach 
anfänglichen Schwierigkeiten eröffnete wenig später 
in London mit der George Mann & Co. die erste Off-
setdruckmaschinenfabrik Europas ihren Betrieb. In 
Deutschland baute 1910 die Firma Faber & Schleicher 
AG in Offenbach ihre erste Bogenoffsetmaschine mit 
der Bezeichnung ›Roland‹. 1912 druckte in Leipzig die 
erste Rollenoffsetmaschine der Welt, die bei der Vogt-
ländischen Maschinenfabrik VOMAG entwickelt wor-
den war. Sie hatte die Bezeichnung ›Universal‹ und 

wurde im Auftrag der Firma Felix Böttcher gebaut. Die 
bekannten Druckmaschinenhersteller Heidelberger 
Druckmaschinen AG und die MAN Roland Druckma-
schinen AG wurden beide in der Mitte des 19. Jahrhun-
derts gegründet.

Einige Jahrzehnte bestimmten Buchdruck und 
Offsetdruck gemeinsam den Markt, bis in den 1960er-
Jahren der Buchdruck langsam an Bedeutung verlor. Mit 
der Umstellung auf die 4-Farb-Euroskala wendete sich 
das Blatt endgültig zugunsten der Offsettechnik, das bis 
heute das führende Druckverfahren ist. 1962 wurde in 
Deutschland die erste Offsetdruckmaschine von der Hei-
delberger Druckmaschinen AG zum Patent angemeldet. 
Anfang der 1970er-Jahre lösten spezielle Zeitungsoffset-
druckmaschinen den Buchdruck ab. Mit der Einführung 
des Fotosatzes und durch den Einsatz kompakter Repro-
kameras gewann auch der Bogenoffset aufgrund der im 
Vergleich zum Hochdruck preiswerteren Druckformher-
stellung immer mehr an Bedeutung. 

Im Offset wird ausschließlich im Rund-Rund-
Verfahren gedruckt. Der konventionelle Offsetdruck 
nutzt wie der Steindruck die Eigenschaften von Wasser 
und Öl. Auf der mit Wasser angefeuchteten Druckplatte 
bleibt die ölhaltige Druckfarbe nur an den Stellen haf-
ten, an denen sich kein Feuchtmittel befindet. Auf die 
Druckplatte, die heute meistens aus Aluminium besteht, 
wird eine lichtempfindliche Schicht aufgetragen. Durch 
die Belichtung und Entwicklung wird diese Schicht teil-
weise zerstört und dann ausgewaschen. Die druckenden 
Elemente sind farbführend und die nicht-druckenden 
Elemente farbabweisend, wobei entweder Positiv- oder 
Negativ-Druckplatten verwendet werden. 

Glatte Kanten

Vergrößerung Offset

Im Offsetdruck befinden sich weder Quetschränder 
noch Sägezähne an den Kanten.

Y
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Zuschnitt (Nutzen)
außen

Zuschnitt (Nutzen)
innen

Ausschnitt (Abfall)
innen

Ausschnitt (Abfall) 
außen

Stanze

Vermaßung einer Mappenstanze (in mm)

210

488

Füllhöhe je 4 mm29
7

36
1

64 60 60
64

210

Offene Form

Registerstanze

Geschlossene Form

Mappenstanze

Die Stanzform muss die unter ihr liegenden 
Objekte überdrucken.

Überdrucken InDesign oder Illustrator

Attribute

 Fläche überdrucken
 Kontur überdrucken

gefalzt werden, ohne dass seine Oberfläche angegriffen 
wird. Das Rillen muss in der Reinzeichnung nicht in 
Form von speziellen Marken angelegt werden, es wird im 
Weiterverarbeitungsbetrieb automatisch berücksichtigt.

Bei der Auswahl eines Kartons muss darauf geach- 
tet werden, dass er nicht zu dick ist. Ab einer gewissen Gram- 
matur kann ein Karton nicht mehr gefalzt werden. In 
der Regel liegt die Grenze bei ca. 350 g/m2, einige Rillma-
schinen können auch Karton bis zu 600 g/m2 verarbeiten.

Stanzen  Ein Druckbogen kann nicht nur 
in Form geschnitten, sondern auch auf Format 
gestanzt werden. Das Stanzen unterscheidet sich 
vom Schneiden dadurch, dass die Trennlinie meist 

nicht ausschließlich gerade ist. Eine Stanzform ist häufig 
eine geschlossene Form zum Ausschnitt oder Zuschnitt 
eines Papierbogens. Es gibt auch offene Stanzformen, die 
beispielsweise beim Registerstanzen oder beim Eckenab-
runden eines Buchblocks Verwendung finden. Weitere 
klassische Stanzbeispiele sind Etiketten mit abgerundeten 
Ecken, individuell geformte Aufkleber, Einlegemappen, 
Bierdeckel oder Registerblätter.

Beim Stanzen unterscheidet man zwischen zwei 
Zielen: Stanzt man beispielsweise ein kreisrundes Loch 
in ein Stück Papier, kann der Kreis entweder der ent-
standene Nutzen oder Abfall sein. Der Nutzen wird 
auch als Zuschnitt bezeichnet, der Abfall als Ausschnitt. 
Wenn der Kreis der Nutzen ist, befindet sich der Abfall 
bzw. Ausschnitt um das Loch herum. Wenn hingegen 
der Kreis der Abfall ist, befindet sich der Nutzen bzw. 
Zuschnitt um das Loch herum.

Anlegen einer Stanzform  Die Stanzform 
muss bei der Reinzeichnung gezeichnet und als 
separate Farbform angelegt werden. Es gibt auch 
Stanzformen, die relativ häufig verwendet werden 

und deshalb in digitaler Form beim Drucker oder Pro-
duzenten angefordert werden können. Die Verwendung 
solcher Stanzformen hat den Vorteil, dass sie wesentlich 
preisgünstiger sind, weil sie nicht mehr extra hergestellt 
werden müssen. Abgesehen davon hat sich ihre Form 
bereits bewährt.

Die Stanzform muss auf der Seite platziert wer-
den, um sicherzustellen, dass sich alle Elemente an 
der richtigen Stelle befinden. Falls keine digitale Stanz-
form vorhanden ist oder gezeichnet werden kann, reicht 
unter Umständen eine genaue Vermaßung, die ebenfalls 
von der Druckerei oder dem Produzenten angefordert  

Mappenstanze

Gedruckter Hintergrund, wenn die Stanz-
form nicht überdruckt (falsch)

Gedruckter Hintergrund, wenn die Stanz-
form überdruckt (richtig)

Falz

Stanzform

Anschnitt-
format
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Der Druckbogen ent hält die einzelnen Seiten und die für die Weiterver arbeitung notwendigen Hilfen.

Druckbogen mit Druckhilfen

Anzahl Seiten pro Bogen auf Druckmaschinen bis 500 x 700 mm

Anzahl Seiten pro Bogen auf Druckmaschinen bis 700 x 1000 mm

Rohbogen 8 Seiten 12 Seiten 16 Seiten 24 Seiten 32 Seiten

610 x 860 204 x 299 204 x 197 146 x 204 95 x 204 99 x 146

630 x 880 209 x 309 209 x 204 151 x 209 98 x 209 101 x 151

640 x 900 214 x 314 214 x 207 154 x 214 100 x 214 104 x 154

700 x 1000 239 x 344 239 x 227 169 x 239 110 x 239 116 x 169

Rohbogen 8 Seiten 12 Seiten 16 Seiten 24 Seiten 32 Seiten

610 x 860 294 x 280 209 x 294 136 x 294 209 x 194 144 x 209

630 x 880 304 x 287 214 x 304 140 x 304 214 x 200 149 x 214

640 x 900 309 x 294 219 x 309 143 x 309 219 x 204 151 x 219

700 x 1000 339 x 327 244 x 339 160 x 339 244 x 224 166 x 244

Falzmarke

Flattermarke

Druckkontrollstreifen

Schneidemarken

Anlagemarken

Nutzen

Passkreuz

Greiferkante

man einen Abstand von 3 mm. Wenn keine anderen Vor-
gaben vorliegen, sollten sie 5 mm lang und nicht dicker 
als 0,1 mm sein. Falls die Seiten oder Nutzen Beschnitt 
haben, können die Schneidemarken direkt am Bildrand 
anliegen. Bei einem Beschnitt von beispielsweise 5 mm 
beträgt der Abstand zum Blattrand ebenfalls 5 mm und 
bei einem Beschitt von 3 mm ebenfalls 3 mm.

Falls die Marken nicht automatisch, sondern  
mithilfe von manuell gezeichneten Linien platziert wer- 
den, sollte die Farbe der Schneidemarken im Dokument  
bereits verwendet werden, also beispielsweise Schwarz. 

Die Farbe ›Passermarken‹ 
bzw. ›Registration‹ eignet 
sich ebenfalls. Sie befindet 
sich standardmäßig in allen 
Programmen in der Farb-
palette und setzt sich aus 
allen verwendeten Druckfar-
ben zusammen, sodass sich 
Objekte mit dieser Farbe auf 
allen Farbauszügen befinden.

Falzmarken  Die 
Falzmarken kenn-
zeichnen die Posi-
tion der Falze. Sie 

werden bei mehrseitigen  
Publikationen wie Broschü-
ren oder Büchern bei der 
Bogenmontage automatisch 
mithilfe des Ausschießpro-
gramms ausgegeben. Manch-
mal werden die Falzmarken 
bereits bei der Reinzeich-
nung manuell angelegt. Das 
ist zum Beispiel bei einem 
auf DIN lang gefalzten Flyer 
der Fall. Die Falzmarken 
müssen dann auch in dem 
Druck-PDF enthalten sein. 

Falzmarken sollten 
genau wie die Schneide- und  
Passmarken 2 bis 4 mm vom 
Rand entfernt liegen, in der  
Regel verwendet man einen 
Abstand von 3 mm. Sie soll- 
ten, wenn nicht anders ver-
langt, 5 mm lang und nicht 
dicker als 0,1 mm sein. Falls 

die Seiten oder Nutzen Beschnitt aufweisen, liegen die  
Falzmarken direkt am Bildrand an. Falls ein Beschnitt von 
beispielsweise 5 mm verlangt wird, liegen auch die Falz- 
marken mit einem Abstand von 5 mm zum Blattrand. Im 
Unterschied zu den Schneidemarken sind sie gestrichelt. 

Beschnitt  Randabfallende Objekte, wie bei-
spielsweise farbige Hintergründe, die über das 
ganze Format gehen, oder Bilder, die bis an den 
Rand reichen, müssen etwas über das Endfor-

Verschiedene 
Passkreuze

Nicht 
registerhaltig

Schneidemarken, Falzmarke und Beschnitt

Beschnitt

Endformat

Falzmarke

Schneidemarken

Wickelfalzflyer mit Schneide-, Falz- und Passmarken

1. Papier  >  1.2 Druckbogenherstellung

Lorem ipsum dolor 
sit amet, 
consectetuer 
sadipscing elitr! 

Lorem ipsum 
dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer 
sadipscing elitr, 
sed diam nonumy 
eirmod tempor 
invidunt ut labore 
et dolore magna 
aliquyam erat, sed 
diam voluptua. 
At vero eos et 
accusam et justo 
duo dolores et ea 
rebum. 

Infobereich

Schneidemarken

Beschnitt

Seitenränder

explains both opportunities and hurdles in 
pre-print and production . In short, the book 
shows all designers how to create the best-
possible print product .

 “this book is brilliant! It’s the only one I would 
take with me to a desert island so that I could 
continue to design and produce there.” eRIK 

SPIeKeRMANN

der Produktion . Kapitel zu Papier, Drucktech-
nik, Satz und Typografie, Überfüllung, Farbe, 
Bildbearbeitung und PDF sowie erläuternde 
Grafiken vermitteln handfestes Wissen klar 
und anschaulich . Von den eigenschaften ver-
schiedener Papiersorten bis hin zu den emp-
fohlenen Programmeinstellungen für die 
erzeugung eines druckfähigen PDFs, zeigt es 
Möglichkeiten auf und weist auf einschrän-
kungen hin . Kurzum: Dieses Buch ebnet allen 
Gestaltern den Weg zu einem bestmöglichen 
Printprodukt .

 „Das Buch ist genial! Ich würde es als einziges 
mit auf die einsame Insel nehmen, um dort 
weiter entwerfen und produzieren zu können.“ 
eRIK SPIeKeRMANN
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Outstanding creative work with paper .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN, ART

editors: R . Klanten, B . Meyer
Features: Full color, 
hardcover, incl . DVD, 
256 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 68
ISBN: 978-3-89955-333-8

PAPeRCRAFT 2

Design and Art 
with Paper

With an unparalleled collection of new and 
groundbreaking projects, Papercraft 2 is an 
inspiring up-to-the-minute survey of current 
developments in contemporary design with 
paper . In addition to more outstanding 3D 
graphic design, illustration, complex spatial 
installations, objets d’art, and motion design, 
the book and free included bonus DVD pres-
ent work from an even broader range of 
creative disciplines including scenography, 
fashion design, and advertising, which have 
discovered the versatility of this basic mate-
rial in the last few years . Clearly advancing 
the handicraft used in earlier pieces, these are 
setting prevailing trends and inspiring the 
future evolution of work with paper to even 
greater creative heights .

An unparalleled collection of groundbreaking creations 
crafted from paper as a material for innovative art and design .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN

editors: R . Klanten, 
S . ehmann, B . Meyer
Features: Full color, 
hardcover, incl . DVD, 
256 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 65
ISBN: 978-3-89955-251-5

PAPeRCRAFT

Design and Art 
with Paper

Papercraft is an extensive and groundbreaking 
survey on the insatiable trend of innovative 
art and design work crafted from paper . The 
book explores the astounding possibilities of 
paper craft and gathers the most extraordi-
nary creations in all shapes and sizes —from 
small objects and figures to large-scale art 
installations and urban interventions as well 
as three-dimensional graphic sculptures —
from a vast spectrum of artistic disciplines 
ranging from character design, urban art, 

fine art, graphic design, illustration, fashion, 
animation, and film . This illustrated book 
also includes a DVD with fun DIy printable 
templates for creating your own paper char-
acters and toys, as well as a curated selection 
of the best animations .

134 135

Jeff nisHinaka
01  Jackie Chan Drunken Master

Sculpture commissioned by Jackie 
Chan for personal collection.

02  El Sereno Phoenix
Sculpture for the main lobby of the 
Barrio Action youth & Family Center 
in El Sereno, California.

03  Preserve
Sculpture for Sprint Press, 
Denver CO.

Jeff nisHinaka
04  Sports Hall
05  Beaver Stadium

The Sports Hall and the Beaver 
Stadium sculpture were photo-
graphed and printed onto wall paper 
and then applied to the interior 
wall of the PSu All-Sports Museum 
located in the southwest corner 
of Beaver Stadium at Penn State 
university.

01 02

03

Two decades ago, Jeff Nishinaka 
discovered a then unconventional 
sculpting material – paper. “I was look-
ing for something that would set me 
apart from the rest of the crowd. So, 
I grabbed an X-Acto blade and started 
slicing. From the first cut, it felt good!”

Carefully chopped, layered and 
glued, the material comes to life under 
Nishinaka’s skilled fingers. At first 
glance, the resulting reliefs might 
pass for neoclassical plaster of Paris 
murals, for standout examples of 
European flair of post-Soviet grandeur.

Take a closer look, and the sub-
ject matter reveals its topical and 
transnational nature: from expansive 
American sports hall to Jackie Chan’s 
iconic Drunken Master, in a sozzled 
Monkey pose (a commission by the 
Drunken Master himself), Nishinaka 
depicts the world around him – in all 
its flawed glory.

04

05

96 97

Bela Borsodi
01  Alto Profilo

Editorial for Elle Magazine, Italy.
02 Girl

Editorial for Tatler, Russia. 
03  Shoezoo

Editorial for Kid’s Wear, Germany.

01 02 02

03Austrian fashion still-life photogra-
pher Bela Borsodi excels at the art of 
contradicting himself. 

Ripping objects and models from 
their familiar surroundings, he restag-
es fashion and accessories in his own 
controlled context. Akin to miniature 
sets, his crafted backdrops breathe life 
into static items, emphasise his “stars’” 
sculptural qualities – and add a gener-
ous dash of saucy humour to the mix.

Here, Borsodi’s distinct, yet neutral 
backdrops for baubles and accessories 
offset the items’ striking styles against 
the stylised chic of monochrome cut-
outs and silhouettes.

Emerging from straightforward 
construction card, these basic props 
are then cut and shifted – against 
their own tresses, folds and features 
– to inject some life, movement and 
depth into the otherwise level playing 
field. For a taste of Borsodi’s more 
outlandish scenes, check out his sets 
made from wire, balloons, raw meat or 
suntan lotion. 

02

158 159

Brian dettmer
01  New Books of Knowledge
02  Full Set of Funk

Altered set of encyclopedias con-
nected, formed, sanded, sealed and 
carved.

Brian dettmer
Prevent Horizon
Altered atlases, carved and 
connected.

01

2

128 129

03

Hina aoyama
Forest of heart
Scissor-cut paper.

Paper and patience is all she needs 
– with the steady hand of a practised 
surgeon, Hina Aoyama snips away at 
her intricate art to reveal the gossamer 
threads of poetry in motion.

In their subdued subtlety, Aoyama’s 
super-fine lacy cuttings emphasise the 
beauty of restraint and submission, 
brought to a head in her painstaking 
typographical homage to Baudelaire’s 
Les Fleurs du Mal.

By submitting to this lengthy labour 
of love, Aoyama embodies and visualises 
the spirit of her subject matter.

Hina aoyama
01  Héron and Camellia
02  Lettre de Voltaire
03  ‘Les Phares’ in Baudelaire’s 
 ‘Fleurs du mal’

Scissor-cut paper.

01

02
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Cutting-edge graphic work from the Arab world and Iran that 
is emblematic of the cultural emancipation of this entire area .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN, TyPOGRAPHy

editors: Ben Wittner, 
Sascha Thoma
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
incl . 4 typefaces on CD-ROM, 
208 pages, 24 × 28 cm
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 68
ISBN: 978-3-89955-330-7

ARABeSqUe 2

Graphic Design 
from the Arab World 
and Persia

arabesque 2 is a collection of recent cutting-
edge work by young designers and activists 
from the Arab world and Iran . The examples 
of typography, graphic design, logos, editorial 
design, and illustration presented here chart 
a compelling course between local visual con-
vention and a modern international style that 

is emblematic of the increasing cultural eman-
cipation of the entire Middle east . The book’s 
rich selection of groundbreaking visuals is 
supplemented by texts and interviews that 
describe the environments in which the fea-
tured designers and artists work . arabesque  2 
also includes a preface by John Martin, co-
founder of Art Dubai, and a CD-ROM with 4 
typefaces related to its themes .

The visualization of sound presented in book form and  
accompanied by a CD-ROM by Ryoji Ikeda and Carsten Nicolai .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN, ART

By: Ryoji Ikeda,  
Carsten Nicolai
Features: B/w, hardcover, 
incl . CD-ROM, 328 pages, 
18 .5 × 23 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-383-3

CyCLO . ID

vol . 01

Ryoji Ikeda and Carsten Nicolai both work 
at the cutting-edge of contemporary elec-
tronic music and sound art . In 1999, the two 
artists initiated the joint project cyclo., which 
is devoted to the visualization of sound . In 
their shared work, they generate new hybrid 

forms of audiovisual art and expand the 
possibilities of digital technology . The proj-
ect’s first publication is cyclo. id, a book and 
included CD-ROM that offer a multimedia 
and interactive documentation of the audio-
visual material that Nicolai and Ikeda have 
collected , researched, and created since they 
began working together . The featured images 
are formed by the metering of sound bits that 
have been selected by the artists with meticu-
lous care according to their acoustic and illus-
trative potential .
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young designers rediscover the allure of traditional printing .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN, TyPOGRAPHy

editors: R . Klanten, H . Hellige
Features: Full color, soft-
cover, 240 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 35 (D) £ 32 .50 $ 55
ISBN: 978-3-89955-368-0

IMPReSSIVe

Printmaking, 
Letterpress 
and Graphic Design

Inspired by the challenge of hands-on tweaks 
and unpredictable results as well as the tactile 
qualities of different inks, papers, and binding 
techniques, today’s creatives are rediscovering 
old-fashioned printing methods and crafts . 
Impressive is a topical exploration of the inter-
play between current trends in graphic design 
and traditional handiwork such as letterpress 
printing, hand-cut linotype, chiselled wood-
blocks, and embossing . In addition to a rich 
selection of invitations, business cards, statio-
nery, posters, and other material printed by 
hand, it offers personal insights from design-
ers who are using old-fashioned techniques to 
create cutting-edge work .

Zines and their role as a catalyst in the evolution of media 
and graphic design today .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN

editors: R . Klanten, 
A . Mollard, M . Hübner
Features: Full color, soft- 
cover, 240 pages, 24 × 28 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-336-9

BeHIND  
THe ZINeS

Self-Publishing 
Culture

Behind the Zines introduces a cutting-edge 
selection of international zines and exam-
ines their role as a catalyst in the evolution 
of media and graphic design today . The book 
presents the broad range of existing zines that 
combine thought-provoking content with 
compelling design: from project-oriented 
portfolios and (pseudo) scientific  treatises to 

playrooms where creatives can run riot and 
publications in which the printing process 
significantly influences aesthetics . It not only 
describes the key factors that distinguish 
various zines, but —through interviews with 
people involved in their production and dis-
tribution —also sheds light on various strate-
gies for this evolving media form .

 “… In an age dominated by the blogosphere, 
BeHIND THe ZINeS makes an excellent case 
for what alternative , printed media can and 
should be.” DeSIGN OBSeRVeR

 “the pages of this hefty tome are brim-
ming with the most exciting zines … a format 
defined  by free expression, a DIy ethos, and a 
fierce independence, as aptly and beautifully 
demonstrated  in this book.” DeSIGN WeeK
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Information graphics at their best .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN

editors: R . Klanten, N . Bourquin,  
S . ehmann, T . Tissot
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
272 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 49 .90 (D) £ 45 $ 78
ISBN (e): 978-3-89955-278-2
ISBN (D):  978-3-89955-295-9
ISBN (F): 978-3-89955-296-6
ISBN (eS):978-3-89955-297-3

DATA FLOW 2

Visualizing Information  
in Graphic Design

The eight comprehensive chapters in the 
book Data Flow 2 expand the definition of 
contemporary information graphics . Wide-
ranging examples of innovative possibilities 
for diagrams, maps, and charts introduce new 
techniques and forms of expression for the 
intuitive presentation of processes and data . 
In addition to the inspiring visuals, inter-
views with selected experts and well as text 
features provide insight into the challenges 
of creating effective work . A valuable refer-
ence offering practical advice, background, 
case studies, and inspiration, Data Flow 2 is 
available in english, French, Spanish, and 
German editions .

 “Brilliant sequel to our favorite book on the 
most compelling work in all of data visualiza-
tion … equal parts visual indulgence and con-
ceptual intelligence …” BRAINPICKINGS

An inspiring collection of the indispensable graphics that 
help us to find our way effectively .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN, ARCHITeCTURe

editors: TwoPoints .net
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, 240 pages, 
24 × 30 cm
Price: € 49 .90 (D) £ 45 $ 78
ISBN (D):  978-3-89955-326-0
ISBN (e):  978-3-89955-312-3

LeFT, RIGHT,  
UP, DOWN

New Directions 
in Signage 
and Wayfinding

The true importance of signage and wayfind-
ing systems only becomes evident when they 
do not work . This book presents the unsung 
heroes of functional graphic design . left, 
right, up, Down presents current approaches 

to design that provide orientation in and 
around buildings . The book provides myriad 
examples that combine graphic design and 
architecture so well that the result elegantly 
meets the specific navigational needs of the 
situation . The range of attractive, experimen-
tal, low-budget, and flexible solutions makes 
it an inspirational and insightful exami-
nation of current possibilities for practical 
applied information graphics . 

This book is available in english and 
German editions .
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An in-depth survey of progressive contemporary graphic design .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN

editors: R . Klanten, 
S . ehmann, A . Mollard
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 288 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 49 .90 (D) £ 45 $ 75
ISBN: 978-3-89955-253-9

ReGULAR

Graphic Design Today

Graphic design as a formal discipline is in 
constant flux . In recent years, the digitali-
zation of media and the return of materials 
and personal identity have strongly influ-
enced the development of graphic design and 
its adjoining disciplines . This evolution has 
prompted graphic designers to define new 
rules and aesthetics to pave the way for future 
media . regular examines and documents the 
current state of graphic design and presents 
a new generation of creative excellence . The 
book features examples of progressive mani-
festations in the printed form from poster 
design, book and magazine editorial design to 
typography . Including a preface by François 
Rappo, this expansive volume provides an in-
depth look at state-of-the-art graphic design .

The renaissance of modernism from the 1940s to the 1960s 
in contemporary graphic design .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN, ILLUSTRATION

editors: R . Klanten, 
H . Hellige
Features: Full color, soft-
cover, 176 pages, 24 × 28 cm
Price: € 35 (D) £ 32 .50 $ 50
ISBN: 978-3-89955-247-8

NAÏVe

Modernism and Folklore 
in Contemporary 
Graphic Design

naïve documents the extraordinary renais-
sance of classic modernism, from the 1940s 
to the 1960s, in contemporary graphic 
design . This compilation introduces a new 
wave of young designers who are rediscov-
ering the stylistic elements reminiscent of 
classic graphic design, such as silkscreen 
printing, classical typography, hand let-
tering, woodcutting, and folk art, and inte-
grating them into their work . Inspired by 
twentieth-century American legends such 

as Saul Bass, Charley Harper, and Alexander 
Girard, the burgeoning designers and their 
work showcased in this book are inspiring; 
ranging from illustrations, poster art, edito-
rials, book covers, and record sleeves to sta-
tionery and textiles .

110 111

  EMPK
diego Bellorin 

[01]  spacializer

 Cd digipak and poster.

Client Empk / Julia Miguel y Ana

[02]  Paysages numériques / audio sessions

Poster featuring a graphic interpretation 
of different sounds recorded in the street 
and at home. this project is the continuation 
of Paysages numeriques V.01 and is still 
in progress.

Client Empk

[03]  spacializer

Poster

Client Empk / Julia Miguel y Ana

[03][01 ] [02 ]
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0808 her guitar and eddie vedderñs voice H 

into the wild

Bad Bonn Düdingen
23.03.2009B 21h
www.badbonn.ch

A Michael Kuhn presentation, by arrangement 
with Primary Talent International

KKAAKI
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royal pop oder  
kammermusik for the street
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  MaRc BaLLy / EcaL

[01]  Road Movie

[04]  Gus van Sant

[05]  Futur immédiat 

Poster for the Swiss Film archive.

  Gian BESSET  

[02]  Modeschau

Poster for the 2008 diploma show of the 
fashion design department of the academy 
of art and design Basel, Switzerland.

  coBoi 
Katharina Reidy

[03]  Kaki King & 2 Foot yard 

Poster for the Bad Bonn concert Hall in 
düdingen, Switzerland.
 

[04 | 05]

[01 | 02 | 03]
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STADTKINO
BASEL
LANDKINO

November
 ZWISCHEN

ORI ENT
UND

OKZIDENT
YILMAZ GÜNEY, NURI BILGE CEYLAN 

UND DAS TÜRKISCHE KINO

SÉLECTION LE BON FILM:

WEISSE
LILIEN

20. BIS 29. NOVEMBER

À PROPOS DE
VIGO

UNE MORAL DE LIBERTÉ ET 
DE L’AMOUR

PROGRAMMPREIS DER

DEFA-
STIFTUNG

24. BIS 30. NOVEMBER

PLAKAT_KLEIN_NOV08.indd   1 21.10.2008   9:26:37 Uhr
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Januar
JACQUES 

TATI
STUMMFILME MIT DEN MITTELN DES TONFILMS
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DIE MEDIALISIE-
RUNG DES 

RAF-TERRORISMUS
PODIUMSGESPRÄCH

UND FILMREIHE
22.  JANUAR

 ANDREJ
TARKOWSKIJ

VON ANGST UND TOD, SEHNSUCHT UND LIEBE

STADTKINO
BASEL
LANDKINO  GLAUBER ROCHA 

UND DAS

CINEMA
NOVO

DELIRIERENDE BILDER ZWISCHEN
KARGEM LEBEN UND RELIGIÖSEM TAUMEL

Oktober

AUDREY
HEPBURN

DIE RAUH-ZARTE STILIKONE

VIDEOKUNST IM 
TV-FORMAT:

AUFNAHMEN
2. OKTOBER

STUMMFILMABEND:

BABEL UND
BABYLON

16. OKTOBER

Ludovic  
BaLLand
P. 10 — 11, 17, 34 —37   

Ludovic Balland was born in Geneva, Switzerland in 
1973. Educated at the Schule für Gestaltung (School 
of art and design), Basel, Balland graduated with the 
equivalent of a master’s degree in 2000. He set up his 
own studio, under the name Typographic cabinet, in 
2005, also in Basel. While the majority of Balland’s 
work encompasses design books and posters for ar-
chitects and cultural institutions, he is occasionally 
also commissioned to create identities. His prestig-
ious client list includes vitra, the Museum of Modern 
art, Warsaw and Basel-based architects Herzog &  
de Meuron. Today Balland is assisted by designer  
natacha Kirchner.

With a keen interest in Russian history since his 
school days, Balland was impressed at an early age by 
the power of Russian propaganda posters. in particu-
lar, he was always fascinated he says by “the beauty 
of the cyrillic alphabet and Russian texts”, adding:  

“i read poems by Majakowski and knew then that 
working with letters would one day be my job.”

True to this thought, Balland’s work today is 
mostly typographic in nature. “Typography in my 
eyes is the orchestration of different information in 
a defined format. So it’s a question of proportion and 
relation between the forms the information relates 
to. This is about the sound of the composed text.” 

“For the visualisation,” he continues, “i try to con-
sider the text as different grey values: if you want, 
you could say i compare the composed text with a 
black and white photograph of the desert by Lee 
Friedlander, whom i consider one of the most impor-
tant artists in the last century.”

Balland also cites the early works of seminal 
designer and typographer Wolfgang Weingart as  
an inspiration. 

His dream job? To re-design a newspaper. “Pref-
erably The New York Times,” he adds with a smile.

  Ludovic BaLLand 
  TyPoGRaPHy caBinET

[01]  Stadtkino Basel / cineclub, January 2009

[02]  Stadtkino Basel / cineclub, october 2008

[03]  Stadtkino Basel / cineclub, november 2008

Series of posters for a cineclub showing  
a monthly distinctive selection of films. 
The information is set like news and  
refers to newspaper posters. The selected  
images are chosen and composed in an  
associative way, and together create  
new analogies. 

Client Stadtkino, Basel

[01]

[02]

[03]

Andrea Guinn  Poynter Institute - Poster, 2007Public Domain  Wilco, Rogue Wave - Poster, 2006 / 2007  Andrio Abero | 33rpm  Yellow Umbrella - Poster, 2006 138 139

Matte Stephens  Portland - Painting, 2008 Matte Stephens  Boston (top), New Orleans (left), Family Vacation (right) - Paintings, 200820 21

CANDY CANE

08.

CANDY CANE

4

CANDY CANE

4

CANDY CANE

4

CANDY CANE

4

Darling Clementine  Candy Cane Christmas Series - Greeting Cards, 2008Darling Clementine  Haberdashery Series - Personal, 2006 � �

Scotty Reifsnyder  Young at Heart: Rugged Stud - Poster, 2007Scotty Reifsnyder  Young at Heart: Kinky Cat - Poster, 2007 146 147
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The beauty of interferences presented as a book and on an 
included CD .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN, ART

By: Carsten Nicolai
Features: B/w with 14 color 
plates, hardcover, incl . CD-
ROM, 312 pages, 18 .5 × 23 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-308-6

MOIRé INDeX

In this book, Carsten Nicolai explores the 
moiré effect —a phenomenon that can be 
created  by the overlay of lines . Although 
such interference patterns are mostly con-
sidered to be unwanted side effects, they are 
actually extremely interesting from an aes-
thetic perspective . This first extensive visual 

 compendium of these patterns is accom-
panied by a CD that contains not only the 
featured moirés as digital files, but also indi-
vidual elements that can be used to create an 
almost endless amount of new overlays . By 
analyzing and systematically unlocking these 
fundamental structures of crucial importance 
to the visualization of data, Nicolai has again 
produced not only a work of art, but also a 
practical tool for anyone working creatively .

The first comprehensive visual lexicon of two-dimensional  
grids and patterns ever published, collected, and indexed system-
atically, featuring an enclosed CD with digital vector data files .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN, ART

By: Carsten Nicolai
Features: B/w, hardcover,  
incl . CD-ROM, 312 pages, 
18 .5 × 23 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 35 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-241-6

GRID INDeX

grid Index is the first comprehensive visual 
lexicon of patterns and grid systems . Based 
upon years of research, artist and musician 
Carsten Nicolai has discovered and unlocked 
the visual code for visual systems in a sys-
tematic equation of grids and patterns . The 
accompanying CD contains all of the grids 
and patterns featured in the publication, 
from the simplest grids made up entirely of 
squares to the most complex irregular ones 
with infinitely unpredictable patterns of 
growth, as editable vector graphic data files . 
Use it to map out the underlying grids of any 
image or form and to create recurring geo-
metrical grids in graphic design —an essen-
tial reference for designers, visual artists, 
architects, researchers, and mathematicians .

 “When I look at these beautiful grids, I imme-
diately want to combine them with structural 
engineering .” KeNGO KUMA, ARCHITeCT

 “Highly interesting, perfectly presented, and 
exciting to look at from page to page!” GeRHARD 

RICHTeR, ARTIST
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The first monograph on one of Germany’s most 
 internationally renowned graphic designers .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN

By: Mario Lombardo
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, 256 pages, 
19 .5 × 27 cm
Price: €39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-319-2

THe  
TeNDeR SPOT

The Graphic Design 
of Mario Lombardo

With work that playfully transcends the 
boundaries of individual styles and creative 
disciplines, Mario Lombardo is one of the few 
German designers of notable international 
significance . His successful combination 
of masterful classical graphic design with 
experimental concepts is already influencing 

a new generation of designers . He actively 
includes clients such as K-Swiss, Sony Music, 
and Red Bull in the design process to develop 
sophisticated results with which they can 
identify . This book is the first monograph 
to feature the broad spectrum of Lombardo’s 
work . The comprehensive documentation 
of a variety of projects is supplemented by 
sketches, drafts, and personal work, which 
are published here for the first time .

Heavy metal logos by the master of the genre .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN, TyPOGRAPHy

By: Christophe Szpajdel
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, gold embossing 
240 pages, 21 × 26 cm
Price: € 35 (D) £ 32 .50 $ 55
ISBN: 978-3-89955-282-9

LORD OF  
THe LOGOS

Designing the 
Metal Underground

This book is a collection of work by Christophe 
Szpajdel, an artist whose fans in the under-
ground black metal community worship him 
as the Lord of the Logos . It includes hundreds 
of powerful logos, each of which captures the 

force of this musical genre anew . Through his 
surprising use of aesthetic influences such 
as art deco and nature, Szpajdel has brought 
a new dynamic into the gothic visuality of 
heavy metal . This publication, which is done 
in the style of a black prayerbook, shows not 
only how he has succeeded in leaving his own 
visual mark on this music, but how he has also 
expanded the canon of forms it uses .
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The softcover edition of the celebrated tres logos book  
featuring over 2,800 groundbreaking logo designs .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN

editors: R . Klanten, 
N . Bourquin, T . Geiger
Features: Full color, soft-
cover, 304 pages, 24 × 19 cm
Price: € 29 .90 (D) £ 25 .99 $ 39 .95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-267-6

TReS LOGOS

Softcover edition

This softcover edition of tres logos, the world-
wide best selling logo compendium, offers 
a condensed edit of the praised hardbound 
volume . The book is a must-have logo bible, 
exhibiting an even further curated  selection 

of about 2,800 groundbreaking logo designs 
from the best designers around the world . 
Featuring an extensive index and the works 
organized thematically in the chapters 
Corporate, Culture, Design, Fashion, Motion, 
Music, Art, Political, and Sports, tres logos is 
an indispensable sourcebook for contempo-
rary logo design and a valuable reference for 
anyone looking for exceptional design talent 
in logo creation .

The authoritative reference on contemporary logo design 
with a new look and editorial approach .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN

editors: R . Klanten, 
A . Mollard
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 408 pages, 21 × 26 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-320-8

LOS LOGOS 5: 
COMPASS

Like its predecessors, this fifth edition in the 
los logos series offers a definitive overview 
of current developments and advancements 
in logo design with the high-quality selec-
tion of up-to-the-minute work that read-
ers have come to expect . But with a larger 
format and more text features, the focus of 
this book has been further sharpened from 
a comprehensive documentation to a com-
petent classification of prevailing tenden-
cies in design . los logos 5: compass aims to be 
not only an archive of current design, but to 
educate designers and clients about which 
approaches make the best fit for a given proj-
ect —an issue that is especially important in 
a challenging economy in which innovation 
and identity are essential .
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The softcover edition of our bestselling book on 
 contemporary logo design with over 2,300 stylistic examples . 

The bestselling visual logo encyclopedia 
Dos logos is now available as an accessible 
softcover edition . With a condensed edit 
of the popular hardbound book, this essen-
tial resource for designers offers over 2,300 
new examples and stylistic approaches 
to logo design by international designers . 

Thoroughly indexed and cataloged by sub-
ject, the book charts new developments in the 
field, making it an inspirational sourcebook 
on the visual language of logo creation . 

The softcover edition of Gestalten’s first book on innovative 
logos with over 1,700 cutting-edge examples .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN

editors: R . Klanten, 
M . Mischler, N . Bourquin
Features: Full color, soft-
cover, 304 pages, 24 × 19 cm
Price: € 29 .90 (D) £ 25 .99 $ 39 .95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-265-2

LOS LOGOS

Softcover edition

This softcover edition of Gestalten’s best-
selling book of innovative logos offers a 
condensed edit of the popular hardbound 
book . Still offering over 1,700 cutting-edge 
examples illustrated by burgeoning design 
talents from around the world on over 300 
full color pages, the book offers deep insights 
into a breadth of styles in contemporary 
logo design . The four main chapters, Logos, 

Lettering, Typograms, and Combinations, 
and the included index make this book the 
perfect research tool for any self-respecting 
designer or cultural enthusiast .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN

editors: R . Klanten, 
N . Bourquin
Features: Full color, soft-
cover, 304 pages, 24 × 19 cm
Price: € 29 .90 (D) £ 25 .99 $ 39 .95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-266-9

DOS LOGOS

Softcover edition
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The definitive collection of work by Dieter Rams is  
available again .

PRODUCT DeSIGN

editors: Klaus Klemp, 
Keiko Ueki-Polet
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
bilingual: english / German, 
808 pages, 19 × 23 cm
Price: € 49 .90 (D) £ 45 $ 78
ISBN: 978-3-89955-397-0

LeSS AND MORe

The Design ethos  
of Dieter Rams

In recent years Dieter Rams has been redis-
covered and celebrated as one of the most 
influential designers of the twentieth cen-
tury . This hardcover edition of less and More 
is the ultimate collection of images of all the 
products that Rams created throughout his 
career, as well as selected sketches and mod-
els . In addition to the complete visual pre-
sentation of his designs, this book contains 
new texts by international design experts 
that offer a contemporary reevaluation of the 
entire body of Dieter Rams’s work .

 “From its sleek-yet-sensible white cover to its 
spare layout, has there ever been a designer’s 
monograph produced which has so succinctly 
illustrated the concepts contained within?” 
VOGUe AUSTRALIA

 “Whether or not you are an avid designer, 
this book will give you a new appreciation for 
design and the work of Dieter rams. It is a great 
resource on the contribution he has made to the 
design industry.” DeSIGNBOOM

The story of eames furniture told in unparalleled detail on 
800 pages with more than 2,500 images .

PRODUCT DeSIGN

By: Marilyn Neuhart with  
John Neuhart
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, 2 volumes in slip-
case, 800 pages, 25 .5 × 29 .2 cm
Price: € 150 (D) £ 140 $ 199
ISBN: 978-3-89955-230-0

THe STORy  
OF eAMeS  
FURNITURe

Brimming with images and insightful text, 
this unique book is the benchmark refer-
ence on what is arguably the most influential 
and important furniture brand of our time . 
It reveals in unparalleled detail how Charles 
and Ray eames as well as a talented team 
of designers worked to create pieces that 
still top bestseller lists . The book describes 
the key role played by the eames Office’s 
own development and perfection of produc-
tion processes for its designs as well as the 

 significance of its relationship with manu-
facturers . By documenting the creation and 
spread of these landmark furniture designs, 
this book also tells the story of how modern-
ism became established in homes and offices 
throughout the world . 

 “this is my favorite design book of 2010. yes, it’s 
huge! … the quality and quantity of records is 
 extraordinary.” BILL MOGGRIDGe

 “a design geek’s dream.” ALICe RAWSTHORN, 

THe INTeRNATIONAL HeRALD TRIBUNe

 “this book has been put together with almost 
the same attention to detail as a piece of eames 
 furniture!” JASPeR MORRISON
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No more boring lamps and lights!

PRODUCT DeSIGN, STyLe

editors: R . Klanten, 
K . Bolhöfer, S . ehmann
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 320 pages, 17 × 24 cm
Price: € 29 .90 (D) £ 27 .50 $ 48
ISBN: 978-3-89955-373-4

LUX

Lamps and Lights

The effect of light cannot be overestimated . 
The most splendid interior will not shine 
without adequate lighting . In the last few 
years, a new school of lamp designers and 
light manufacturers have taken the lead in 
creating and developing a new frontier of 
domestic lighting . These innovative solu-
tions reflect the cutting-edge of contempo-
rary furniture design, interior design, and 
architecture as much as a recent quantum 
leap in illumination technology . lux offers an 
inspiring range of these current approaches 
to lamps and lighting that represent a funda-
mental change in the aesthetic and technical 
possibilities available .

Creative jewelry design beyond luxury and pomp .

PRODUCT DeSIGN, STyLe

editors: R . Klanten,
S . ehmann
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 256 pages, 17 × 24 cm
Price: € 29 .90 (D) £ 27 .50 $ 48
ISBN: 978-3-89955-418-2

A GIRL’S  
BeST FRIeNDS

Creative Jewelry Design

Contemporary jewelry has been vitalized by 
a recent burst of innovative concepts, mate-
rials, and designers . a girl’s Best Friends is a 
compilation of the most creative pieces by 
outstanding jewelry designers from around 
the world . The book features styles from 
glamorous to minimalistic, forms from geo-
metric to organic, and materials from gold 

and silver to plastics and feathers . It includes 
work ranging from new interpretations of 
necklaces, rings, bracelets, earrings, and 
brooches to more experimental forms of body 
decoration .
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Melding rational forms with poetry, Mathieu Lehanneur has 
become a rising star of a new generation of designers .

PRODUCT DeSIGN

editors: R . Klanten, 
S . ehmann
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 192 pages, 24 × 28 cm
Price: € 35 (D) £ 32 .50 $ 55
ISBN: 978-3-89955-395-6

MATHIeU  
LeHANNeUR

In only a short period of time the French 
designer Mathieu Lehanneur has estab-
lished himself as a rising star of the global 
design community . He creates breakthrough 
work at the nexus of design and the human 
body, bionic structures, geometrical forms, 
and both the rational and irrational sides of 
science . Lehanneur shapes aesthetic objects 
that provide astounding insight into the 
complexity of organic systems as well as clev-
erly address and comment on social issues . 
This first monograph is a cutting-edge col-
lection of his creative explorations in the 
areas of interior design, product design, and 
art . An extensive interview with the designer 
by the Serpentine Gallery’s Hans Ulrich 
Obrist as well as texts by the Museum of 
Modern Art’s Paola Antonelli, designer Ross 

Lovegrove, and others illuminate the incom-
parable visual language that makes Mathieu 
Lehanneur one of the most celebrated and 
sought-after designers working today . 

 “lehanneur’s designs share the common thread 
of cross-discipline innovation, beautifully out-
lined in this monograph.” COOL HUNTING

 “offers a fascinating insight into lehanneur’s 
world, his collaborations with leading scien-
tific research labs, architects, and specialist 
craftsmen … you begin to appreciate why ross 
lovegrove hails him as a ‘renaissance man’ 
and why Mathieu lehanneur is now one of the 
most sought-after  designers in the business.” 
TReNDSLIVING MAGAZINe

Ironic, sophisticated, precise —the work of young Chilean 
Sebastian errazuriz moves elegantly between art and design .

ART, PRODUCT DeSIGN

editors: R . Klanten, 
F . Schulze
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 224 pages, 24 × 28 cm
Price: € 35 (D) £ 32 .50 $ 55
ISBN: 978-3-89955-441-0

THe JOURNey  
OF SeBASTIAN 
eRRAZURIZ

The light but sneaky visual language of the 
New york-based Chilean is often compared 
with that of erwin Wurm, while its mor-
bid charm and clever wit suggests a kinship 
with Maurizio Cattelan and Gabriel Orozco . 
errazuriz’s work has already been shown at 
over 40 exhibits in cities including New york, 
Paris, Tokyo, and Barcelona alongside design 
legends  such as Ingo Maurer, Marcel Wanders, 
and the Campana Brothers . Sotheby’s sold 
one of his pieces at its renowned Important 
Twentieth Century Design Auction when 
he was only 28 years old . Today, errazuriz’s 
creations are snatched up by collectors the 
second they leave his Brooklyn studio . This 
book is the first monograph of Sebastian 
errazuriz’s work, which the new york times 
calls “humorously avant-garde .” It includes 
conversations errazuriz had with artist 

Tom Sachs and MoMA senior curator Paola 
Antonelli . The introduction texts are written 
by the art critic Christian Viveros-Fauné and 
gallery owner Cristina Grajales .

 “I love what sebastian is doing with art and 
design. He is making furniture that is sculpture! 
new, innovative, and contemporary.” CALVIN 

KLeIN

 “an immensely talented young artist and 
designer with few generational equals.” 
CHRISTIAN VIVeROS-FAUNé, ART CRITIC 

FOR THe ART NeWSPAPeR & VILLAGe VOICe
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Innovative designers are creating compelling atmospheres 
and interactive experiences by merging hardware and 
 software with architecture and design .

PRODUCT DeSIGN, ARCHITeCTURe

editors: R . Klanten, 
S . ehmann, V . Hanschke
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, 256 pages, 
24 × 28 cm
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 68
ISBN: 978-3-89955-331-4

A TOUCH  
OF CODe

Interactive Installations  
and experiences

Today’s designers are creating compelling 
atmospheres and interactive experiences by 
merging hardware and software with archi-
tecture and design . This book is a collection of 
this innovative work produced where virtual 
realms meet the real world and where data-
flow confronts the human senses . It presents 
an international spectrum of interdisciplin-
ary projects at the intersection of laboratory, 
trade show, and urban space that play with 

the new frontiers of perception, interaction, 
and staging created by current technology . 
The work reveals how technology is funda-
mentally changing and expanding strategies 
for the targeted use of architecture, art, com-
munication, and design for the future .

 “Documenting some of the most iconic works 
of this movement and focusing on some of the 
most innovative and forward-thinking design-
ers in the field, A TOUCH OF CODe acts as a 
map—detailing the turbulent geography of this 
ever-growing territory in design.” INSIDe

 “A TOUCH OF CODe is a joy to pore over … it’s 
like a fast efficient and snazzy blog … the images 
are fantastic , the design is  impeccable …” We 

MAKe MONey NOT ART

The suggestive power of packaging as a  
communication tool .

PRODUCT DeSIGN, GRAPHIC DeSIGN

editors: R . Klanten, 
M . Hübner, S . ehmann
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, 224 pages, 
24 × 30 cm
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 68
ISBN: 978-3-89955-378-9

BOXeD &  
LABeLLeD TWO!

New Approaches to 
Packaging Design

Boxed & labelled two! is a compelling explo-
ration of the power of state-of-the-art pack-
aging design today and documents its main 
strategic directions —all of which address a 
longing for “truthfulness .” Because our rela-
tionship to food products has changed so 

drastically in the last few years, especially 
in regard to the importance we place on the 
source and quality of ingredients, the major-
ity of the examples in this book are food-
related . But other examples from a wide 
spectrum of products also highlight the traits 
that distinguish those on the cutting edge of 
the evolution in packaging concepts .
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The first monograph of interdisciplinary work by the 
international creative scene’s rising star .

PRODUCT DeSIGN

By: Jaime Hayon
Features: Full color, linen 
hardcover, gilt edging, 
320 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 69 .90 (D) £ 60 $ 100
ISBN: 978-3-89955-207-2

JAIMe HAyON  
WORKS

Spanish designer and artist Jaime Hayon is 
one of the most influential designers today, 
and this is the first monograph to present the 
full spectrum of his work . Ranging from clear 
and harmonious to playfully extravagant, all 

of the included examples of interiors, fur-
niture, tableware, and decorative ceramics 
attest to his inimitable grasp of form, style, 
and color . In addition to celebrated collabora-
tions with clients such as Camper, Swarovski, 
and Bisazza, Jaime Hayon Works contains pre-
viously unreleased personal sketches, illus-
trations, and productions of new projects .

A global up-to-the-minute survey on contemporary 
furniture design —a reference to the best designers today .

PRODUCT DeSIGN

editors: R . Klanten, 
S . ehmann, A . Kupetz, 
S . Moreno
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 272 pages, 22 .7 × 28 .1 cm
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 65
ISBN: 978-3-89955-256-0

ONCe UPON  
A CHAIR

Design Beyond the Icon

once upon a chair captures the zeitgeist of 
this rigorous industry by examining current 
trends and presenting pioneering examples 
by the world’s most influential designers and 
emerging talents . The collected works indi-
cate a recognizable shift toward progressive, 
responsible designs that make a social impact 
and the revival of artisanal craft . It further 
explores how designers are focusing more 
on process-driven and storytelling  concepts 

as well as the continuing flirtation with 
material and technological experimentation . 
This authoritative volume provides valuable 
insight and expands our understanding of 
furniture design to extend beyond the canon 
of forms and fleeting concepts seen over the 
last decade . 

From Our House Back to Bauhaus
38

OnCe UPOn A CHAIr From Rational Function to Romantic Function
39

mOUSTACHe
François Azambourg, Big-Game, Matali Crasset, 
Ana Mir, Emili Padros, Inga Sempé

2009

  Début collection

Photography: Les arts Décoratifs, Paris / Tania et Vincent

Established by Stéphane Arriubergé and Massimiliano 
Iorio (of Paris-based Domestic design shop), Moustache 
represents the pair’s effort to unite a group of like-minded 
designers to create enduring and innovative furnishings. 
The debut collection includes abstractly modern pieces that 
already have the strength of classics

From Our House Back to Bauhaus
16

OnCe UPOn A CHAIr Saving the Planet in Style
17

LIFegOODS

2009

1 At-At Walker Lamp

Material: Walnut veneer

Photography: Tonatiuh Ambrosetti

Producer: Ormond Contemporary Edition

A gangly floor lamp inspired by the ambula-
tory fighting machines from ‘Star Wars: The 
Empire Strikes Back.’

TOmÁS ALOnSO

2008

2 Mr. Lights series

Material: Powder-coated steel, ash, T8 bulbs

Photography: Luke Hayes, 

www.fluxstudio.co.uk

Alonso designed a series of lights around 
the new LED T8 tube light bulbs which, 
aside from being more energy-efficient and 
durable than standard fluorescent bulbs, 
also allows for more flexibility in the design 
by reducing the number of components and 
rendering a reflector shade unnecessary. 
Alonso’s lights explore the formal continu-
ity between the bulb and the fixture while 
playing with his materials.

1

2

nACHACHT

2009

1 Sideboard

2007 / 08

2 Hutfaenger Coat Rack

2009

3 Tipptisch Table and Chair

Material: Beech plywood, powder-coated 

metal components

Photography: Jens Schwengel

Producer: nachacht

1

2 3

OnCe UPOn A CHAIrA Tale Told by Design
198

Luxury in Craft / Gracious Living
199

PHILIPPe BeSTenHeIDer

2009

1 Lui 6 Armchair

Material: Wood, fabric

Producer: Fratelli Boffi

2009

2 Lui 5 Armchair

Material: Wood, handwoven caning

Producer: Fratelli Boffi

2009

3 Lui 6 Sofa

Material: Fabric

Producer: Fratelli Boffi

PHILIPPe BeSTenHeIDer

2009

2 Lui 6 Stools

Material: Glossy mahogany 

or bleached maple finish

Photography: Fratelli Boffi

Producer: Fratelli Boffi

Bestenheider’s stools are made of wooden blocks with a 
hexagonal cross-section, creating a beehive system that en-
ables them to be used singly or in groups, and makes them 
suitable for public spaces.

BOCA DO LOBO
Pedro Sousa

2008

1 Gold LeBIO I/GO Folding Screen

Material: Glass fiber

Photography: Pedro Saraiva

Producer: Boca do Lobo

Gold LeBIO 1/GO Folding screen. A treas-
ure in each space witch divides in a harmo-
nious way but always centralizing all the at-
tention. A jewel that holds the Boca do Lobo 
DNA. Product options and features Piece 
composed by fibre glass.

1 2

3

1

2

From Our House Back to Bauhaus
50

Once UpOn A cHAir From Rational Function to Romantic Function
51

2009
  Nan16 Lighting

Material: Aluminium, 
leather, acrylic glass
Photography: Sebastian 
Herkner
Producer: nanoo

 

Product designer Sebastian Herkner updates tradi-
tional crafts and exploits modern digital technolo-
gies, combining diverse materials and techniques in 
a way that generates a fresh aesthetic. Produced in a 
limited edition of 100, Perserfell is a hybrid object: a 
Persian carpet at first glance, but one actually cut in 
the familiar shape of an animal-skin rug.

While Herkner’s maple wood and leather Albion 
chair recalls a bygone era (think stenographers and 
secretaries), it has proportions that make it new. With 
his Kate seat the designer thoroughly modernized 
the antique wing chair. To do so, he combined unex-
pected, contrasting materials and colours – a knit-
ted textile, wool-covered shell, slim cushions and 

a robust metal brace with 
chunky wooden legs – and 
took advantage of a new 
3D-knitting technology to 
fabricate the arcing back 
of the chair (to which he 
then attached the uphol-
stered shell as one might 
belt a saddle to a horse). As 
the sitter reclines, the knit 
gives way until it comes to 

rest against the industrial metal brace with a reas-
suring solidity.

The designer collaged materials again in his 2009 
Bell light and Bell table. The table has a mouth-
blown, tinted glass base and a brass top that brings 
to mind both craft and industry, old and new. His 
(again, industrial-looking) Bell light – composed of 
maple wood, with changeable copper, steel and fab-
ric shades – was inspired by spotlights and photog-
raphers’ reflectors, and can be arranged in various 
directions to emphasize its light-focusing capacity. 
Bell generates a different light temperature and col-
our, and therefore mood, depending on the material 
of the shade used, and can be carried conveniently 
by rolling up the power cord and affixing it to a han-
dle. Herkner went back to basics, on the other hand, 

with Bulb+, a simple electric bulb fitted, via UV ad-
hesive, with a glass loop. The integrated loop makes 
it possible for users to hang Bulb+ to anything as 
rudimentary as a nail or hook and to get more so-
phisticated from there.

Born in 1981 in Bad Mergentheim, Germany, Herk-
ner graduated in industrial design from the Acad-
emy of Art and Design in Offenbach am Main 
(where he now teaches) in 2007. He established his 
own studio earlier, however, in 2006. Today, Herk-
ner’s diverse clientele includes Chanel, a number 
of national banks, Material Connexion, the Messe 
Frankfurt Exhibition, and Stella McCartney Ltd. 
(for whom he interned in London before gradua-
tion). For Lufthansa he designed in-flight tableware. 
For the Frankfurt Botanical Garden, he created a 
spare but cosy market area with wood-and-metal 
benches and bins for the display of potted plants. 
This consistently clean reconciliation of opposites, 
including classic and forward-looking aesthetics, 
materials and concepts, makes Herkner’s objects 
and installations both fresh and familiar.

www.sebastianherkner.comnan16 (2009)

SeBAStiAn
Herkner

2009
1 Bell-Table

Material: Tinted glass and brass
Photography: Sebastian Herkner
Producer: nanoo

2009
2 Bell-Table, Bell-Light & Albion Chair

Material: Wood, paper, tabe
Photography: Sebastian Herkner

1 2

8           Proposal for the Swarovski 
Crystal Palace.

9           To compliment the installation, 
a special edition of the  
Showtime multi-legged 
cabinent covered in Swarosvki 
crystals was made. Rendering 
of the piece and crystal  
application.

10           Final version of cabinent and 
lamps as exhibited during the 
Crystal Palace in Milan 2007.

8

9

10

190

13          Rue Cherche Midi, Paris. A Showtime 
Collection poltrona with cover in bright red 
stands out.

14           A special shoe display system for the 
windows was created for this Paris shop. 
Stands made of lacquered, turned wood 
with different heights and designs.

13 14

222

1 9          The complete AqHayon 
Collection, volumes I and II, 
displaying all elements:  
bathtub, appliqué lamp,  
mirror, sink, vases, and  
cabinet. Image taken at  
the photography studio,  
early 2006.

19

57
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A collection of the best design products, furniture, and 
architecture for children —an indispensable reference 
for design-savvy parents . 

PRODUCT DeSIGN

editors: R . Klanten, 
S . ehmann
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, 240 pages, 
24 × 30 cm
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 65
ISBN: 978-3-89955-236-2

PLAy ALL DAy

Design for Children

Play all Day documents a collection of the 
most vibrant, stimulating, and engaging 
design products and concepts for children . 
This book sets a new standard of design for 
children, with fascinating examples of inno-
vative and well-designed toys, playgrounds 
and play environments, room decorations, 
wall coverings, furniture, and kindergarten 
architecture . In addition to these products, it 
also presents illustration and photography as 
well as new and original ideas offering  playful 

solutions that talented designers and creative 
parents are designing for and with their kids . 
It is an inspiring reference for design-savvy 
parents and other professionals .

 “a trend forecasting bible for what’s hot in the 
world of play.” ARTICHOKe MAGAZINe

Unconventional objects made out of fragile materials by 
established and emerging design talents .

PRODUCT DeSIGN

editors: R . Klanten, 
S . ehmann, S . Grill
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, 280 pages, 
24 × 30 cm
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 69
ISBN: 978-3-89955-208-9

FRAGILeS

Porcelain, Glass  
and Ceramics

Fragiles is an eclectic collection of uncon-
ventional contemporary work in porcelain, 
glass, and ceramics . Today these materials 
are increasingly being used in playful ways 
by both established and emerging design 
talents who are inspired by modernism, an 
ironic depiction of kitsch, and an expanded 

 repertoire of forms made possible by tech-
nological developments such as rapid pro-
totyping . The spectrum and quality of these 
innovative projects shows a current gen-
eration of designers just how relevant and 
challenging working with these traditional 
fragile materials can be .

230 231

Next thing I know, people are telling me about these ceramic 
guns and bombs at the Venice Biennale — Antonio’s Italian 
majolica guns, not mine! At the time, I was obviously jealous, but 
now many artists are using gun imagery because war and ter-
rorism are part of the zeitgeist. And it’s important for ceramics 
to have conceptual artists and designers who use this medium 
as well as potters. Their input helps to break down the barriers 
between craft and fine art.

How do you finance your creations and indulgences?

I’ve always sold what I make in galleries, shops, and now on the 
internet. I don’t own much except the tools of my trade — no 
house, no car, no wife, no children. I’m certainly not rich, but 
because I don’t need another job besides my art, I’m considered 
a success in America. 

You once described yourself as ‘the oldest promising young 
artist in the Pacific Northwest’ — do we detect a hint of bitter-
sweet irony?

No, this is a joke about youth culture. I simply don’t under-
stand it! In the contemporary art world, you’re either young 
and famous, or famous and dead. The in-between years are the 

difficult ones for artists. The media treats everyone like celeb-
rities, but they prefer the young to the old. I’ve discovered my 
own fountain of youth. It’s the word ‘fuck’ — I use it sixteen 
times in every sentence.

1 2

4

3

5

6

1 ‘Porcelain War Museum Project’ (selection) (1999–2008)
 (ongoing ceramic arsenal)
  Material: Hand-painted earthenware and porcelain  

with ceramic decals
 Edition: One-offs
2 Porcelain War Museum Project – ‘Petite Versaille
 Thompson Sub Machine Gun’ (2007)
 Material: Hand-painted porcelain with ceramic decals
 Edition: Unlimited one-off
3 Disasterware ™ ‘Darkness in Delft Series’ (1994)
 Material: Hand-painted porcelain plate with gold lustre
 Edition: 1 of 12 (one-offs)
4 Disasterware ™ ‘Dresden 1945’ (Series B) (2007)
  Material: Hand-painted porcelain with ceramic decal
 Edition: 50 pieces
5 Jack Rabbit Target Torpedo (2006)
 (based on a poster design by Filastine)
 Material: Hand-painted earthenware
 Edition: One-off
6 ‘Journey Into the Bright World’ (2007)
 Material: Hand-painted porcelain
 Edition: One-off

  Producer: All pieces produced by Villa Delirium Delft Works
  Credits: Photos by Dan Walter (fig. 1, 3, 4), Stolenspace 

London (fig. 2), and Richard Nicole (fig. 5, 6)

��

 QUBUS deSIGN STUdIo
 Hana Vitkova
1 Euro Vase (2007)
 Material: Glass
 Producer: Qubus design studio
 Edition: Unlimited
 ---
  Traditional enamel painting raises the 

status of beer bottles from recycled 
glass to luxurious vase. Beer and 
enamel painting are an integral part 
of Czech culture and also important 
export articles – so why not combine 
them?

 Jakub Berdych
2 Glass Onion (2007)
 Material: Recycled glass
 Producer: Qubus design studio
 Edition: Unlimited

 eCAL
 ECAL/Alexis Georgacopoulos
� Stando (200�)
 Material: Blown glass
 Producer: Self-production
 Edition: Available on request
  Credits: Photo by ECAL/Milo Keller, 

manufactured by Matteo Gonet (glass-
blower)

 ---
  A vase for long flowers. The transpar-

ent glass stem is almost invisible, 
disrupting our sense of balance.

 [opposite]

 ArTeCNICA
 Emma Woffenden & Tord Boontje
 TranSglass® (1��7)
 (Design with Conscience Collection)
 Material: Recycled Glass
 Producer: Artecnica Inc.

Initiated in 2002, Artecnica’s Design with Conscience programme aims to 
design and manufacture products in accordance with humanitarian and envi-
ronmentally friendly principles. To this end, the company invites renowned 
designers to team up with disadvantaged artisans from around the world to 
promote local skills, minimise environmental impact, and stimulate depressed 
economies. Encompassing the entire process of design and production, from ini-
tial sketch to finished product, Design with Conscience involves researching the 
appropriate craft traditions and establishing a complementary infrastructure 
that will take the product from maker to market.
 From the sleekly elegant tranSglass® collection, shaped from reclaimed 
wine bottles and now part of the permanent collection of MoMA New York, to 
Tord Boontje’s Come Rain Come Shine chandelier or Hella Jongerius’s incredibly 
detailed and delicate Beads & Pieces collection, based on traditional motifs of 
the indigenous Peruvian Shipibo tribe, the collection proves that exceptional, 
high-quality design and social and environmental responsibility are by no 
means mutually exclusive.

Artecnica

2

1 �

62 6�

[top]

GUILLAUMe deLVIGNe & IoNNA VAUTrIN
Panier Percé with Ratatouille Decor 
(200�)
Material: White porcelain glazed with wool 
decoration
Producer: Industreal Inc.
Edition: Unlimited
Credits: Photo by Ilvio Gallo
---
Like an outline for cross-stitch embroi-
dery, this bowl is a support to be embroi-
dered. Panier Percé is sold naked together 
with the embroidery kit of your choice. 
The kit contains coloured skeins, a needle, 
a needle threader, and instructions for a 
decoration.

[bottom]

INGe VeNderBoSCh
Button-up (200�)
Material: Porcelain
Producer: Inge Venderbosch
Edition: Unlimited
---
This button has buttonholes that form a 
sign or a symbol. You can sew the button 
on your clothes yourself, with the included 
thread.

o-d-A (oBjeCT deSIGN ALLIANCe)
Jutamas Buranajade & Piti Amraranga
Big Bowl Small (2006)
Material: Ceramic
Producer: o-d-a
Edition: One-off, small-batch production
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Ab Rogers / Home Sweet HomeHome Sweet Home / Morgen Kids

Morgen 2008, Morgen Kids, Design / Sabine Mühlbauer  Manufacturer / Morgen 
Studio  Photography / Thorsten Ruppert  Material / 12 mm strong phenol coated 
multiplex plate  Description / This adjustable collection by MORGEN is de-
signed to “grow up” with your kids and is a combination of shape, function 
and design. The children’s bed also turns into a couch and the changing 
table converts into a chest of drawers with a CD rack.

Ab Rogers 2004, Kenny Schachter, Design / Ab Rogers Design with Shona 
Kitchen  Photography / Morley van Sternberg  Description / A large double fronted 
Victorian house in Chelsea is the residency of art dealer, Kenny Schachter, 
his fashion designer wife and their four children under 10. They commis-
sioned ARD, in partnership with Shona Kitchen, to create a series of inter-
ventions throughout their house.

In the children’s area on the second and third floor a unique playroom 
and kids’ bedroom exists. It is as if 4 pods from another planet have landed 
in this Victorian house. The pods contain desks, PlayStations, TVs and in-
tegrated mattresses. The colours and specific designs are based on the 
children’s personal fantasies and imagination. An exhilarating slide con-
nects the third floor to the second.# 14 / 15

Let’s Play / herzensart

2. — 2007, Paulina with a herzensart viking, Design / Sandra 
Monat  Photography / Bogi Bell  Manufacturer / herzensart   

Material / Diverse fabrics, thread, ribbon, Polyfill stuffing.

3. — 2008, Erik Bloodaxe, Design / Sandra Monat  Photography / 
Sandra Monat  Manufacturer / herzensart  Material / Fabrics, leather, 
artificial leather, fake fur, wool, felt, buttons, cord, woodstick, 
Polyfill.

4. — 2008, DRAKKAR pillows, Design / Sandra Monat  Photography / 
Sandra Monat  Manufacturer / herzensart  Material / Cord fabric, cot-
ton fabric, felt, fleece, ribbon, thread.

1. — herzensart 2008, Olaf Trehogger (Olaf the Tree-feller) 
and Hrolf Kraki (Rolf the Crow), Design / Sandra Monat   

Photography / Sandra Monat  Manufacturer / herzensart   

Material / Diverse cotton fabrics, thread, fake fur, artificial 
leather, leather, coconut buttons, Polyfill stuffing.

herzensart was launched by artist Sandra Monat 
after a blue sheep found its way to her studio 
revealing brand new creative options: 

“When I rescued a wooden sheep from a 
garbage bin in summer 2005, I did not 
know that this would change my life 
completely. I restored the sheep, gave 
her a new blue hair-do and named her 
Friederike! With this new muse at my 
side, I began playing with fabrics and 
threads, combining patterns and textures 
and making my first three-dimension-
al textile pieces. After I got some nice 
feedback from showing my creations to 
people, I felt encouraged to go on and 
developed my own designs for playful 
soft art toys, which I offered for sale.”

Since that day, herzensart stands for 
playful and imaginative art toys, which ad-
dress our inner child. The characters, which 
include friendly and naughty Vikings, wise 
knights, and cute guardian angels, are not 
merely decorative objects, but soulful per-
sonalities. Each meticulously crafted toy is 
handmade out of high quality material and 
pays careful attention to contemporary de-
sign.Herzensart
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# 132 / 133

Home Sweet Home / Atelier XT Life Time Furniture / Home Sweet Home

Life Time Furniture 2007, Treehouse, Photography / Ede Lukkien  Manufacturer / M. 
Schack Engel A/S, Denmark  Material / High quality European pine grown in 
ecological forestry; coloured MDF fronts.

∆ The Life Time treehouse is the tough ver-
sion of the mini canopy bed. The modular 
structure allows for easy accessibility 
while the imaginative half-open design means 
that there is always light and space in the 
treehouse. Once the occupant feels things 
are getting too cramped, it’s easy to con-
vert the bed back into a standard mini bunk 
bed or basic bed. 

- 7 -
# 160 / 161

Home Sweet Home / e-glue

1.  — E-Glue 2007, Hut for birds (giant wall sticker), Design / Marielle Baldelli 
& Sébastien Messerschmidt  Material / Adhesive vinyl.

2. — 2007, Sheriff cactus (giant wall sticker), Design / Marielle Baldelli &  
Sébastien Messerschmidt  Material / Adhesive vinyl.

3. — 2007, Giga-KIT // boarding ! (decor set of wall stickers), Design / Marielle 
Baldelli & Sébastien Messerschmidt  Material / Adhesive vinyl.

4. — 2008, E-Glue // adhesive design for kids, Design / Marielle Baldelli & 
Sébastien Messerschmidt  Material / Adhesive vinyl.

5. — 2008, Little Piece of Heaven (decor set of wall stickers),  

Design / Marielle Baldelli & Sébastien Messerschmidt  Material /  Adhesive vinyl.

6. — 2007, Excavator (giant wall sticker), Design / Marielle Baldelli &  
Sébastien Messerschmidt  Material /  Adhesive vinyl.

7. — 2007, Fire! Fire! (giant wall sticker), Design / Marielle Baldelli & 
Sébastien Messerschmidt  Material /  Adhesive vinyl.

- 1 -

- 2 -
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The creative revival of public space .

ARCHITeCTURe

editors: R . Klanten, 
S . ehmann, S . Borges, 
L . Feireiss
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 272 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: €49 .90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 .95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-440-3

GOING PUBLIC

Public Architecture, 
Urbanism and 
Interventions

going Public showcases the creative revival 
of public space in our urban and rural land-
scapes . The book’s compelling selection of 
formal and informal interventions, reclama-
tions, and architecture illustrates the current 
scope and interest in refashioning and repur-
posing our built environment for public use . 
The objectives of the featured examples are as 
diverse as the projects themselves and range 
from inspiring communication and com-
munity experience to devising new means 
of connecting to nature . Ranging from bold 
to subtle and from temporary to permanent, 

the architecture and urban design featured 
in going Public offer inspiring and surprising 
interpretations of our public surroundings 
and natural landscapes .

 “…a truly wonderful showcase of both the 
meditative and the playful possibilities of aug-
mented city infrastructure, buildings, and rural 
landscape.” DeSKTOP

Groundbreaking architecture and interior design for 
 restaurants, bars, and clubs .

ARCHITeCTURe, FOOD & BeVeRAGe

editors: R . Klanten, 
S . ehmann, S . Borges
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, 288 pages, 
24 × 28 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 55
ISBN: 978-3-89955-451-9

LeT’S GO OUT!

Interiors and 
Architecture 
for Restaurants 
and Bars

let’s go out! presents engaging architecture 
and interior design for restaurants, bars, and 
clubs . The pleasure we get from going out to 
eat, drink, and spend time together no longer 
just depends on the quality of food and bever-
ages offered and the company we keep . Today, 
our level of enjoyment is also determined by 
how a location enables us to experience and 
share what we undertake . Consequently, 
more and more creatives are applying their 
talents to designing memorable atmospheres 

for the places in which we choose to meet . 
Against this background, let’s go out! is a 
stunning contemporary survey of extraordi-
nary possibilities for going out from around 
the world . In addition to new interpretations 
of restaurants, bars, and clubs, the book doc-
uments striking temporary events, concept 
spaces, and installations .
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New possibilities for seemingly impossible buildings  
and spaces .

editors: R . Klanten, 
S . ehmann, S . Borges
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, 288 pages, 
24 × 30 cm
Price: € 49 .90 (D) £ 45 $ 78
ISBN: 978-3-89955-422-9

THe SKy’S  
THe LIMIT

Applying Radical 
Architecture

Thanks to innovations in building materials, 
design technologies, and construction tools, a 
new generation of architects can finally real-
ize structures that would have previously 
remained mere dreams . This emergence of 
a new vernacular of radically sculpted build-
ings, rooms, and installations melds rigorous 
usability with a playful and cutting-edge aes-
thetic, facilitating highly functional yet unde-
niably exhilarating spaces . the sky’s the limit 
serves as a compelling exploration of these 
seemingly impossible, yet surprisingly prac-
tical, structures and spaces . Unleashing the 
creative potential offered by the latest devel-
opments in design and construction, this 
book presents spectacularly formed build-
ings, façades, and interiors as well as inspiring 
temporary projects and urban interventions 

by both young and established talents . The 
projects featured here have all been built, are 
actively in use, and transport us to the outer 
limits of our spatial imagination .

 “one thing is sure … every single building in 
[THe SKy’S THe LIMIT] is arresting, unique, 
and worthy of more newspaper columns than 
the shard and other candidates in the race for 
tallest skyscraper.” We MAKe MONey NOT ART

New spaces for new learning —not just in kindergartens, 
schools, and universities .

editors: S . ehmann, 
S . Borges, R . Klanten
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, 288 pages, 
24 × 30 cm
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 68
ISBN: 978-3-89955-414-4

LeARN FOR LIFe

New Architecture 
for New Learning

learn for life is a diverse collection of inspir-
ing architecture and interiors that support 
progressive models of transmitting knowl-
edge . New interpretations of kindergartens, 
schools, universities, and libraries are fea-
tured along with architecturally innovative 
offices and conference rooms . These exam-
ples are rounded out by more experimental 
projects that offer further perspectives on the 
rapidly evolving topic of how best to learn in 

the new millennium . The groundbreaking 
spaces promote learning by inspiring us, pro-
viding us with helpful tools, and facilitating 
opportunities for productive cooperation and 
the exchange of ideas within groups . In short, 
the work makes clear that the creative use of 
architecture and interior design not only pro-
vides a new physical framework for acquiring 
knowledge, but also revitalizes and advances 
the process of learning as a whole .

 “architects and educators are finding new ways 
to engage kids in learning through the built 
environment, and the results are out of this 
world … LeARN FOR LIFe chronicles some of the 
most exciting of these projects.” FAST COMPANy

 ”operating on the premise that life is an ongo-
ing education, this collection of architectural 
wonders begins with kindergartens and extends 
through universities, the workplace, libraries, and 
the more conceptual experience of the art instal-
lation.” (INSIDe) INTeRIOR DeSIGN ReVIeW

ARCHITeCTUReARCHITeCTURe
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The masterful combination of rational and cutting-edge  
design aesthetics .

editors: R . Klanten, 
S . ehmann, K . Bolhöfer, 
A . Kupetz, B . Meyer
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 288 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 49 .90 (D) £ 45 $ 78
ISBN: 978-3-89955-372-7

SUBLIMe

New Design 
and Architecture 
from Japan

sublime is a comprehensive collection of cur-
rent Japanese architecture, interiors, and 
products that showcases and explores the 
country’s uniquely elegant design aesthetic . 
After the visual excesses of the early new 
millennium, there is now a distinct demand 
for clear and rational, yet forward-thinking, 
design —a style in which the Japanese have 
specialized for hundreds of years . Today, 
architects and other creatives from Japan 
are masters at designing striking, virtually 
transcendent work that seamlessly melds 

aesthetics, functionality, and quality . With 
its opulent visuals and insightful texts by 
Andrej Kupetz and Shonquis Moreno, the 
book examines this distinctive talent for 
combining the rational and traditional with 
the cutting-edge in a way that seems effort-
less and even playful .

Visionary architecture with a conscience .

By: GRAFT
editors: Dr . Katja Blomberg 
of Haus am Waldsee, GRAFT
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 208 pages, 21 × 28 cm
Price: € 35 (D) £ 32 .50 $ 55
ISBN: 978-3-89955-392-5

DISTINCT  
AMBIGUITy

GRAFT

GRAFT’s groundbreaking architecture and 
design crosses boundaries between disci-
plines and “grafts” the creative potentials and 
methodologies of different realities to each 
other . This approach continues to result in 
a pioneering visual language that takes sur-
prising, seemingly contrary combinations of 

ideas and melds them into projects that are 
aesthetically innovative as well as sustain-
able and socially meaningful . This book is 
structured into five thematic chapters that 
reflect the fundamental aspects of GRAFT’s 
inimitable approach . each one —Ambiguity, 
Curiosity, Narration, Happiness, and 
Courage —features stunning visuals, insight-
ful chapter introductions, and project texts 
that provide detailed documentation of some 
of the most visionary and relevant architec-
ture and design of our time .

ARCHITeCTURe, PRODUCT DeSIGNARCHITeCTURe
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An inspirational exploration of utopias and radical 
 approaches to city planning .

editors: R . Klanten, 
L . Feireiss
Features: Full color,  
flexicover, 256 pages, 
24 × 28 cm
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 68
ISBN: 978-3-89955-335-2

UTOPIA FOReVeR

Visions of Architecture  
and Urbanism

Whether created by established architects 
and artists or new talents, the examples in 
utopia Forever are important catalysts for fun-
damental change and are radically shaping 
our notions of life in the future . The current 
projects and concepts from architecture, city 
planning, urbanism, and art collected here 
point beyond the restrictions of the factual 
to unleash the potential of creative visions . 
This inspiring work explores how current 
challenges for architecture, mobility, and 
energy as well as the logistics of food con-
sumption and waste removal can be met . 
Text features by both architects and theorists 
give added insight .

 “… delightful, intriguing, daring …” THe GLOBe 

AND MAIL

 “the best examples of experimental architecture 
propositions …” SPeCIFIeR

Innovative brand presentations from pop-up shops  
to flagship stores .

editors: R . Klanten, 
K . Bolhöfer, S . ehmann
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 288 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 49 .90 (D) £ 45 $ 78
ISBN: 978-3-89955-374-1

OUT OF THe BOX!

Brand experiences 
between Pop-Up and 
Flagship

From temporary pop-up shops to flagship 
stores and all manner of novel concepts in 
between, this book is a collection of cutting-
edge brand presentations and retail spaces . 
The inspiring range of solutions is espe-
cially useful for companies and brands that 
are being forced by the strong influence of 
e-commerce and the digital realm to explore 
new approaches for boosting brand image 
and sales . In short, out of the Box! presents 
a compelling range of innovative ways for 
brands to present themselves and sell their 
products, offering their discerning, internet-
minded customers unforgettable experiences 
on an emotional level .

 “OUT OF THe BOX provides a curated look at 
more than 130 interactive projects from the past 
few years that exemplify the emerging field of 
‘brandscaping.’” SURFACe MAGAZINe

ARCHITeCTURePRODUCT DeSIGN, ARCHITeCTURe
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Vivid proof that today’s religious buildings rank among 
 architecture’s most exciting and expressive structures .

ARCHITeCTURe

editors: R . Klanten, 
L . Feireiss
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 240 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 49 .90 (D) £ 45 $ 78
ISBN: 978-3-89955-313-0

CLOSeR TO GOD

Religious Architecture  
and Sacred Spaces

closer to god is a unique collection of inter-
national examples of sacred spaces of all 
denominations that were built in the last 
few years . Whether churches, synagogues, 
mosques, temple complexes, or other con-
templative places for meditation and reflec-
tion, the architecture highlighted in this 
book ranks among the most exciting of our 
time . This book presents striking proof that 
contemporary religious structures are no lon-
ger bound by predominant styles . Rather, the 
explicitly expressive architectural language 
of sacred spaces at the start of the twenty-
first century is shaped equally by respect for 
established traditions and forays into the 
visuality of the future .

 “the book is an accurate repertoire … that 
reminds us that religious architecture is an 
experimental  field.” ABITARe

 “… the architecture highlighted in this book ranks 
among the most exciting of our time. CLOSeR 

TO GOD presents vivid proof that contempo-
rary religious structures are no longer bound by 
predominant  styles.” ARCHITeCTS24 .COM

A comprehensive guide to container architecture with 
 examples, historical context and practical how-to advice .

ARCHITeCTURe

editors: M . Buchmeier,  
H . Sla wik, S . Tinney,  
J . Bergmann
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
256 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 49 .90 (D) £ 45 $ 78
ISBN (D):  978-3-89955-294-2
ISBN (e):  978-3-89955-286-7

CONTAINeR  
ATLAS

A Practical Guide  
to Container  
Architecture

This book presents a wide range of projects 
in container architecture —a contempo-
rary architectural phenomenon . It features 
container structures used as pop-up stores 
and temporary exhibits as well as sophisti-
cated housing and office spaces that provoke 
and inspire while setting new standards in 
functionality and aesthetics . But container  

atlas is not only visually inspiring . Because it 
documents plans, describes associated costs, 
and suggests concrete solutions for common 
problems, it is a practical reference for archi-
tects, planners, and cultural activists as well 
as event and marketing managers, to guide 
them in deciding what types of containers are 
best suited to their upcoming projects .

This book is available in english and 
German editions .

 With years of theoretical and practi-
cal experience in the fields of container 
architecture and modular building, archi-
tect and professor hAn slAwik and 
his team have established themselves as 
international experts in these fields . 
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An inspiring survey of work by architects, artists, and designers, 
distinguished by a playful, unconventional use of space .

ARCHITeCTURe

editors: R . Klanten, 
L . Feireiss
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 280 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 49 .90 (D) £ 45 $ 75
ISBN: 978-3-89955-233-1

SPACeCRAFT 2

More Fleeting 
 Architecture and  
Hideouts

Like its successful predecessor, spacecraft 2 
showcases international projects by archi-
tects, artists, and designers that meet the 
changing spatial needs of our modern life-
styles and that are simultaneously expanding 
our current understanding of architecture . 
This sumptuous volume further documents 
a dynamic range of ephemeral structures 

such as pavilions, art projects, and exhibi-
tion spaces as well as transient architec-
ture, including mobile habitats and vacation 
homes that inconspicuously adapt to their 
natural or urban environments .

 “anyone who’s fond of progressive design and 
stunning architectural photography should 
clear some space on the coffee table.” PLANeT 

MAGAZINe

Outstanding sustainable architecture projects by the world’s 
most exciting architects .

ARCHITeCTURe

editors: K . Feireiss, 
L . Feireiss
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 240 pages, 24 × 28 cm
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 65
ISBN: 978-3-89955-263-8

ARCHITeCTURe  
OF CHANGe 2

Sustainability and 
Humanity in the Built 
environment

architecture of change 2 presents an unrivaled 
collection of the most innovative architecture 
that makes a considerable contribution to a 
sustainable future . Over 40 exemplary proj-
ects by internationally renowned architec-
ture practices, such as Renzo Piano and OMA 
founder Rem Koolhaas, are featured in addi-
tion to social initiatives, such as Brad Pitt’s 

“Make It Right” foundation . From a zero-
emission ice station facility in Antarctica 
to the High Line public promenade in New 
york, it represents a broad range of environ-
mentally mindful concepts that are outstand-
ing architectonically, and also devoted to 
regional environmental and social conditions 
as well as their global impact . 
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HenRy KRoKAtSiS
AmBo
Sudeley Castle, Gloucestershire, UK

Henry Krokatsis coils a white gothic 
pulpit around an old tree flecked with 
ivy and studded with fungi for ‘The 
Artist’s Playground’, an annual open-
air exhibition at Sudeley Castle.

BuReAu DeS méSARcHitectuReS
Didier Fiuza Faustino
StAiRWAy to HeAven
Castelo Branco, Portugal

The Stairway to Heaven project plays 
on the ambiguity of public and private 
spaces: it offers a public space 
for individual use while utilising the 
figure of the collective housing stair-
way, which is a public space within a 
private property.
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acadeMy Of fine aRts Munich /
inteRiOR desiGn
the thiRd ROOM
Munich, Germany

Under the direction of their profes-
sors Maria Auböck, Carmen and 
Urs Greutmann and Peter Sapp, 
fifty-two students of interior design 
have developed and built an instal-
lation entitled The Third Room made 
of 1.5 million cable links. Cable 
links are usually associated with all 
kinds of montages on site — with 
cables above ground and below, 
dealing with information and energy 
transport. This installation offers a 
sensuous experience in a nonverbal 
way, employing a commonly-used 
architectonic material.

104 105

ullMaYer sYlvester
the new suMMerhOuse
London, UK

This surprising summerhouse in a 
narrow back yard in London is made 
of wood, plastic and mirror-foil.

eightYseven
garden paviliOn
Sant Miquel de Cruïlles, Girona, Spain

This compact winter storage unit 
unfolds into an open inhabitable 
space during the warmer months. 
A system of sliding/folding doors and 
windows opens the storeroom to the 
garden. The pavilion was built as a 
piece of furniture with great atten-
tion to detail. The scheme adopts a 
fragmented geometry that encour-
ages the visitor to walk around the 
structure; it refusies to reveal its 
volume, offering a different view 
from every corner of the garden.

page 105

gianni BOtsfOrd architects
casa kike
Cahuita, Costa Rica

Reappraising the architectural herit-
age of the region and reviving indig-
enous techniques, Gianni Botsford 
Architects created an eco-archi-
tecture that impacts only minimally, 
both physically and environmentally. 
The main structure rests on a timber 
base, raised on stilts. These are 
set on small concrete pad founda-
tions poured into individual pits. The 
load-bearing element of the two 
pavilion-like buildings is an intricate 
pattern of diagonal timber beams 
and columns. The shape of the two 
pavilions reacts to the environmen-
tal results: it assists in promoting 
the best views and ventilation while 
keeping the low sunlight out of the 
interior spaces and screening them 
off from neighbouring properties. 
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LOCATION 
The landscape restoration proj -

 ect of the controlled dumpsite  

is located in Parc del Garraf  

within the municipal borders  

of Begues and Gavà, both in the 

Baix Llobregat region. The land-

fill has been servicing Barcelo-

na’s metropolitan area for over 

30 years. More than 20 million 

tons of rubbish were deposited  

in the val-

ley before 

the site was 

closed in 

2006. In some 

places, one 

would have to 

dig hundreds 

of metres be-

fore reaching 

soil.   

ENERGY  CONCEPT
An on-site un-

derground drain-

age system  fil-

ters contaminated 

waste fluids. Part 

of this recyc-

led water is then 

used to irrigate 

the park. Further-

more, the dump 

uses emitted bio- 

gas to provide 

electric ity. The 

goal of the entire 

restoration proj-

ect is that Parc 

del Garraf will 

absorb the dump using local forest matter and support the 

establishment of primary ecosystems and their development 

and succession which, over time, will transform the site 

environment. The site is planted with hearty local species 

 ASSIGNMENT
La Vall d’en Joan (The 

Valley of Joan) proj-

ect, designed by Span-
ish architects Batlle 

i Roig, has trans-

formed a 600,000 by 

200,000 square metre 

dump site into a green 

terraced agricultural 

landscape. 

 CONCEPT
The project is a striking redrawing of a 

previously scarred and polluted landscape. 

The general idea behind the initiative was 

to create a system of hills and banks in a 

manner that would avoid water erosion and 

restore the rubbish dump to nature with 

a natural design. In this way, the waste 

deposit restoration project also seeks to 

REALISATION
Work to transform the site – the 

largest landfill in Spain – began  

in 2000 and was completed in 2008. 

The restoration project defines a 

pattern of topographic configurati-

on, with terraces, side slopes,  

a drain age system of internal flu-

ids (sep arated from the external 

drainage net), a bio gas extrac-

tion net, pathways and plantation 

by phases. Some of the rubbish has 

remained above ground. Housed in 

large steel cages which flank the 

entrance to the site, they serve as 

a permanent reminder to visitors of 

the site’s previous life. 

return the area to public use. The prox - 

imity to urban areas, access and parking facilities give 

it accessibility and the character of a new entrance to 

Parc del Garraf. 

that require little water and are adapted to the local 

environment. The landscaping is planned with local varie-

ties of shrubs (such as Bardissa, Brolla or Mediterranean 

Maquis) and trees. 
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The world famous children’s book illustrator reveals the 
range of his artistic skill .

ILLUSTRATION, ART

editor: Richard Seabrooke
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, 160 pages, 
24 × 28 cm
Price: € 29 .90 (D) £ 27 .50 $ 45
ISBN: 978-3-89955-447-2

NeITHeR HeRe 
NOR THeRe

The Art of Oliver Jeffers

Oliver Jeffers is a world-famous creator 
of picture books for children, such as the 
award-winning lost and Found and the new 
york times bestseller stuck . In neither Here 
nor there, Jeffers reveals the full range of 
his work . This captivating collection of his 
painting, collage, installation, and collabor-
ative work tells deeply incisive stories and 
poses provocative philosophical questions 
through Jeffers’s masterful use of space in 
composition . It not only features artwork 
largely unknown by a broader audience, but 
also includes new work published for the 
first time . 

Powerfully spiritual work that melds the imagery of 
Brazilian folklore  and pagan and alchemistic  symbolism 
with contemporary pop culture .

ART

By: Stephan Doitschinoff
Features: Full color,  
linen hardcover, 224 pages, 
24 × 30 cm
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 68
ISBN: 978-3-89955-454-0

Distribution: 
Not available in Brazil

CRAS

The Art of 
Stephan Doitschinoff

cras is a collection of recent work by the 
Brazilian artist and illustrator Stephan 
Doitschinoff, who is also known as Calma . 
His powerful images find their creative 
cadence at the nexus of urban art and the 
spirituality of his homeland . His work melds 

the imagery of Latin American folklore and 
pagan and alchemistic symbolism with con-
temporary pop culture and is shown in muse-
ums and galleries worldwide . cras features 
paintings, drawings, and sculptures created 
over the last four years .
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Perceptive and entertaining investigations of digital culture .

ART

By: Aram Bartholl
editor: Domenico quaranta
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, 288 pages, 
21 .6 × 28 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-393-2

ARAM BARTHOLL

The Speed Book

Aram Bartholl’s work explores the power 
structures, the social systems, the cultural 
innovations, the inner dynamics, the lan-
guages, and the products that are shaping our 
age . This first comprehensive monograph 
offers entry to an oeuvre in which space and 
cyberspace mingle and mangle each other, a 
realm that uses as little technology as pos-
sible while still speaking a digital language . 

aram Bartholl: the speed Book features savvy 
experiments with transitions from the vir-
tual to the physical: USB sticks embedded 
into walls, buildings, and curbs; giant real-life 
versions of Google’s red map markers posi-
tioned in public spaces; portraits generated 
from search results . An introduction by edi-
tor Domenico quaranta as well as essays by 
science fiction writer Bruce Sterling, art crit-
ics, and fellow artists guide readers through a 
wonderfully skewed version of reality under 
the influence of the internet, something 
Sterling refers to as Bartholl’s “self-created 
twilight zone .”

 “the images collected here are a reminder that 
the distinction between real and digital is 
becoming more blurry with every privacy slip-
up and soloMo (social-local-Mobile) startup.” 
FAST COMPANy

Mark Jenkins brought sculpture to street art .

ART

By: Mark Jenkins
editors: R . Klanten, 
M . Hübner
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 160 pages, 21 × 26 cm
Price: € 35 (D) £ 32 .50 $ 55
ISBN: 978-3-89955-396-3

THe URBAN  
THeATeR

Mark Jenkins

Mark Jenkins is redefining sculpture as part 
of the urban environment . the urban theater, 
his first monograph, documents Jenkins’s 

compelling, often disturbing street instal-
lations and demonstrates his talent for pro-
voking reactions from passersby . For Jenkins, 
these spontaneous responses and interac-
tions are an integral part of the life cycle of 
his works .
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The first monograph on Germany’s most popular street artist .

ART

By: XOOOOX
editor: Benjamin Wolbergs
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, 128 pages, 
17 × 24 cm
Price: € 19 .90 (D) £ 17 .50 $ 30
ISBN: 978-3-89955-417-5

XOOOOX

XOOOOX was the first German street artist 
to come to prominence on the international 
art market . Artist, director, and curator 
Aaron Rose, who is a key part of the Beautiful 
Losers art movement, says: “The work of 
XOOOOX has always been a standout for 
me . The images of these sexy fashionable 
women stenciled around the streets of Berlin 
always stood in such high contrast to the col-
lapsing buildings they were painted on . In a 

landscape covered with street art that always 
looks much the same it is very refreshing 
to see an artist with such a singular vision .” 
In this first monograph, the documentation 
of XOOOOX’s work on the street is comple-
mented by photographs of select exhibitions 
and of the artist at work .

Clever and provocative urban interventions by a master 
of the genre .

ART

By: Brad Downey
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, 160 pages, 
17 × 24 cm
Price: € 25 (D) £ 23 $ 40
ISBN: 978-3-89955-379-6

BRAD DOWNey

Spontaneous 
Sculptures

With the element of surprise firmly on his 
side, the American artist Brad Downey cre-
ates powerful interventions that visually 
disrupt the routine of our urban perceptions . 
Downey’s art discourages quick glances and 
celebrates the double take . Using elements 
from film, sculpture, painting, and drawing, 
he creates remarkable work ranging from the 

spectacular and headline-making to the small, 
delicate, and almost hidden . This book is the 
most comprehensive collection of what Brad 
Downey calls his Spontaneous Sculptures . It 
brings together attractive, provocative, and 
clever urban interventions by a master of the 
genre —many of which are documented for 
the first time .
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exploring the current interrelationship between politics, art, 
and activism .

ART

editors: R . Klanten, M . 
Hübner, A . Bieber, P . Alonzo, 
G . Jansen
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 288 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 68
ISBN: 978-3-89955-342-0

ART & AGeNDA

Political Art 
and Activism

This book explores the current interrelation-
ship between art, activism, and politics . It 
presents new visual concepts and commen-
taries that are being used to represent and 
communicate emotionally charged topics, 
thereby bringing them onto local political 
and social agendas in a way far more pow-
erful than words alone . It looks at how art 
is not only reflecting and setting agendas, 
but also how it is influencing political reac-
tion . Consequently, art & agenda is not only 

a perceptive documentation of current urban 
interventions, installations, performances, 
sculptures, and paintings by more than 100 
young and established artists, but also points 
to future forms of political discourse .

 “ART & AGeNDA is an important documenta-
tion … and also points to the future forms of 
political  discourse.” ARCHINeCT

The new heyday of collage in current art, illustration, 
and design .

GRAPHIC DeSIGN, ART

editors: R . Klanten, 
H . Hellige, J . Gallagher
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, 224 pages, 
24 × 30 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-338-3

CUTTING  
eDGeS

Contemporary 
Collage

cutting edges documents the new heyday 
of collage in current art and visual culture . 
Today’s artists, illustrators, and designers are 
increasingly drawn to this artistic technique 
by the challenges of seamlessly melding tra-
ditional craftsmanship with skilled com-
puter montage . They are not only composing 
a wide variety of visual elements, but are also 
deliberately omitting, deleting, and destroy-
ing them . This book is an inspiring collection 
of these unique examples of contemporary 
collage .

 “For those of you who think print is dead, or who 
think nostalgia is dumb, or who think collage 
is passé, think again. this book is a knockout.” 
DeSIGN OBSeRVeR
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The work of one of the most talented young artists on the 
urban art scene today .

ART

By: Vhils
Features: Full color,  
hardcover, 160 pages, 
24 × 32 cm
Price: € 39 .90 (D) £ 37 .50 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-382-6

VHILS

Vhils is undoubtedly one of the most skilled 
and talented young artists on the urban art 
scene today . He creates technically master-
ful, contemporary portraits by not only add-
ing paint or other materials onto surfaces, but 
also carving, drilling, scratching, ripping, or 
blasting his images out of walls . With nothing 
less than archeological meticulousness, Vhils 

penetrates through countless layers of post-
ers, dirt, and plaster to set free the unsettlingly 
poetic images hidden in urban spaces . The 
monograph Vhils is the most extensive collec-
tion of his personal and commissioned work to 
date, much of which is published here for the 
first time . The introduction is written by Marc 
and Sara Schiller of Wooster Collective .

The first book to document the next quantum leap in 
 artistic work now hitting public spaces .

ART, STyLe

editors: R . Klanten,  
M . Hübner
Features: Full color, hard-
cover, 288 pages, 24 × 30 cm
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 69
ISBN: 978-3-89955-291-1

URBAN  
INTeRVeNTIONS

Personal Projects 
in Public Spaces

This book is a striking collection of the per-
sonal, often playful and thought-provoking 
installations in urban environments that use 
and react to walls, traffic signs, trees, ads, 
and any and all elements of the modern city . 
It is the first book to document these very 
current art projects —as well as their inter-
play with fine art, architecture, performance, 
installation, activism, and urbanism —in a 

 comprehensive way . This perceptive work 
brings art to the masses and helps us to redis-
cover our everyday surroundings . It chal-
lenges us to question if the cities we have 
are the cities we need while adding a touch 
of magic to mundane places and situations .

 “… such subversions of norms not only turn 
heads, provoke questions, and elicit smiles, but 
awaken people from the torpor of life in a cul-
ture of boxes, cement, and trash.” PUBLIC ART 

ReVIeW
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